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ABSTRACT
A CONDUCTING STUDENT’S GUIDE TO THE SOLVING
AND EXECUTION OF MAJOR GESTURAL ISSUES IN
BEETHOVEN’S FIRST EIGHT SYMPHONIES
by Nathanael Thomas Lambert
May 2014
This work is a reference guide for the solving of major conducting gestural issues
in Beethoven’s first eight symphonies. The most common major gestural issues
encountered in conducting Beethoven’s symphonies include tempo modulations, fermati,
hypermetric conducting, and cueing in rapid succession. The methods and criteria used
for solving each of these issues are addressed in separate chapters devoted to each of
these major gestural issues. A following chapter is devoted to the solving of less
complicated issues including starting movements, gradual tempo changes, nonmodulatory sudden tempo changes, and showing dynamics and sforzandi.
Each symphony is given its own chapter where each movement is analyzed for its
specific gestural issues. In each movement’s analysis, every type of major gestural issue
is given its own section where the locations of each issue are presented. As necessary,
each instance of the issue being addressed receives its own specific suggested solution
and, when needed, a description of its physical and mental execution. Multiple instances
of a gestural issue are addressed together when they allow for the same solution.
Solutions to addressed gestural issues are often presented in the form tables. Musical
examples from the score are presented in the text as necessary, but a full score for each
addressed work is required for reference and complete understanding of the text.
ii

In some cases, multiple possible solutions may be presented for a gestural issue in
order to avoid the researcher’s personal musical interpretations so that this text may be
useful to as many conducting teachers and students as possible. The solutions to the
gestural problems discussed are simply suggestions. The reader is free to arrive at
different conclusions than this author to solving the gestural issues presented considering
one’s own musical interpretations and ideas on technique. However, the general methods
and criteria used in arriving at the presented solutions should aid the reader in discovering
one’s own solutions. A summary of the researcher’s findings is presented after the eight
symphonies are analyzed. In the appendix, there is an index of the locations of the major
gestural issues in Beethoven’s first eight symphonies.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Purpose
The purpose of this dissertation is to create an organized, practical, and
comprehensive reference guide for solving major conducting gestural issues in
Beethoven’s first eight symphonies. This guide is primarily designed to aid the private
orchestral conducting instructor of graduate or upper-level undergraduate students in
teaching major gestural issues in Beethoven’s first eight symphonies.1 These major
gestural issues include negotiating tempo modulations, non-modulatory sudden tempo
changes, gradual tempo changes, fermati, hypermetric conducting, cueing performers in
rapid succession, and starting movements. First, this text is intended for an instructor of
private conducting students who have completed at least two undergraduate semesters of
basic conducting courses and are comfortable reading full scores. Secondly, this guide
may also serve as a reference for any conductor who may need guidance in negotiating
gestural issues in any movement of Beethoven’s first eight symphonies.
The purpose of this document is not to teach the specifics of basic conducting
technique, such as how to hold the baton and proper posture. Notated excerpts from the
chosen symphonies will not always be provided in the text. Rather, the reader is referred
to specific measures in the full score. It is important that the reader have access to the
complete score of each symphony so that he may practice the art of score study and gain
a professional level of comprehension concerning Beethoven’s symphonies.

1

Ideally, the conducting student should conduct a full orchestra when studying each symphony. If
an opportunity is not available to conduct these symphonies with a full orchestra, a string quartet plus piano
reduction, possibly consisting of scholarship students, could be put together. If only a pianist is available
or if the conducting instructor plays piano, the student could conduct the pianist playing a piano reduction.
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Chosen Works
Beethoven’s first eight symphonies have been chosen for analysis because they
are a foundational part of an orchestral conducting student’s development and lay the
groundwork for the study and understanding of much of other orchestral repertoire.
Beethoven’s ninth symphony, however, is very different from his first eight symphonies;
it is a work of far greater proportions than his previous eight symphonies. The orchestra
is expanded, and a chorus is included. It contains conducting issues that do not exist in
his previous eight symphonies, such as choral conducting, following vocal soloists,
conducting a small vocal ensemble, and conducting recitative-like passages.
Most importantly, Beethoven’s ninth symphony does not fit the purpose of this
dissertation, which is to aid the private conducting instructor in teaching generally
inexperienced and aspiring conductors. In this author’s opinion, conducting Beethoven’s
ninth symphony requires much more experience and maturity than conducting his first
eight symphonies. This work should be placed much later in a student’s order of study
than Beethoven’s previous eight symphonies.
Organization
The most common major gestural issues encountered in conducting Beethoven’s
symphonies include tempo modulations, fermati, hypermetric conducting, and cueing in
rapid succession. The methods and criteria chosen for solving each of these issues are
addressed in separate chapters devoted to each of these major gestural issues. This
author’s developed methods for solving the addressed gestural issues prioritize clarity,
simplicity, accuracy, and effectiveness above all else. A single following chapter is
devoted to the negotiation of less complicated issues that will also be addressed in the
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analysis section of this document. These issues include starting movements, gradual
tempo changes, and non-modulatory sudden tempo changes.
Following Chapters II through VI, which address the processes used in solving
the most common major gestural issues, each symphony is then given its own chapter
where each movement is analyzed for its specific gestural issues. Each type of gestural
issue found in the movement being addressed is given its own section, and the locations
of that particular issue is listed. As necessary, each instance of the issue being addressed
receives its own specific suggested solution and, when needed, a description of its
physical execution. Multiple instances of a gestural issue may be combined when they
require the same solution. Multiple issues may also be addressed jointly when they
occur together in a section of music. If not specifically cited in a movement’s analysis,
the methods, criteria, and procedures used in solving an addressed gestural issue are
taken from its explanation in the first five chapters of the document.
The solutions to the gestural problems discussed are meant to be only suggestions.
In some cases, multiple possible solutions may be presented. The reader is free to arrive
at different conclusions than this author to the gestural issues presented based on one’s
own personal, musical interpretations. However, the general methods and criteria used in
arriving at the presented solutions should aid the reader in discovering the negotiation of
major gestural issues in Beethoven’s symphonies.
The Appendix contains an index of the locations of the major gestural issues in
Beethoven’s first eight symphonies. This Appendix is very helpful for a conducting
teacher whose student needs work on executing a particular major gestural issue, such as
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fermati. The teacher or student may then use the Appendix to find places in the first eight
Beethoven symphonies where the desired issue occurs.
As a reference work, this document is not necessarily meant to be read from
beginning to end but rather consulted as needed for each work as it is studied. While
Chapters II through VI may be utilized to understand the process one may use to
negotiate the addressed gestural issues in any orchestral work, Chapters VII through XV
(the analysis section) are designed to be consulted as a time-saving device and starting
point during score study (before rehearsals begin) when conducting any of Beethoven’s
first eight symphonies. It is intended that, in score study, the reader mark this
document’s addressed gestural issues in one’s own score and practice the chosen
suggested execution for each issue as necessary. Solving the gestural issues before any
rehearsals should help in achieving gestural clarity and solidifying musical interpretation
sooner in the rehearsal process. This organized personal preparation will likely produce a
more polished end-product since more time and energy may be spent in rehearsal
focusing on ensemble issues such as balance, phrasing, rhythmic accuracy, tempo
maintenance, and tone quality.
Common Organization of Other Pedagogical Conducting Texts
Many pedagogical conducting technique texts are generally organized by
presenting new techniques in a progressive order of complexity. Very short, reduced
excerpts from various works of the orchestral literature are then presented as musical
examples where the newly learned technique may be applied. While these pedagogical
texts successfully serve the purpose of analyzing exactly how to physically perform
particular conducting techniques, the application of those techniques to complete works is
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rare. This project will analyze a complete work for its major gestural issues and explain
the procedures and techniques that may need to be applied in order to solve the gestural
problems. After much research, a reference work that catalogues and gives suggested
solutions to the major gestural issues in all of Beethoven’s symphonies has yet to be
found by this author. While this guide may not be organized in the same way as most
conducting technique texts, it will serve as a practical supplement to those texts when the
student is ready to apply his or her technique to a complete Beethoven symphony.
Conversely, some conducting texts take complete works and analyze them mainly
for issues of interpretation, orchestration, and orchestral performance. These texts tend to
come across as one conductor’s opinion of how certain pieces should be interpreted.
They are generally not intended to be pedagogical texts that focus on gestural issues in
those works for the conducting student. While these texts certainly give the young
conductor interpretational ideas to consider in the chosen works, gestural issues are not
the focus. Through much research, two texts have been found that specifically take all of
the Beethoven symphonies and analyze them for interpretational and orchestral
performance issues. These works are Norman Del Mar’s book Conducting Beethoven:
Volume 1: The Symphonies, written in 1992,2 and Felix Weingartner’s On the
Performance of Beethoven Symphonies, from 1906.3 While both authors are widely
respected professional conductors (especially Weingartner), neither is primarily
considered a conducting pedagogue. Both books are generally each author’s
interpretation of how the symphonies should be performed. While a few gestural issues
are addressed in these books, this is not the main purpose of these texts. When gestural

1992).

2

Norman Del Mar, Conducting Beethoven: Volume 1, The Symphonies (New York: Oxford,

3

Felix Weingartner, On the Performance of Beethoven’s Symphonies, (New York: Kalmus, 1906).
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issues are addressed by Weingartner and Del Mar, the explanations of how to negotiate
them are usually quite vague and greatly influenced by the conductor’s personal musical
interpretation. In this document, the author will attempt to restrain his own personal
musical interpretation so that this text, specifically addressing gestural issues in
Beethoven’s first eight symphonies, may be useful to as many conducting teachers and
students as possible.
For their particular purposes of conveying musical interpretation and addressing
orchestral performance issues, Weingartner’s and Del Mar’s texts on Beethoven’s
symphonies are helpful and would serve as fine supplements to this document. These
books both refer to Breitkopf and Härtel editions of Beethoven’s symphonic scores for
analyses.4 Weingartner’s book, however, inconveniently refers to places in the score in
terms of the page number of the Breitkopf and Härtel edition he used and the bar number
of that page, starting each page with measure one. This method of explanation is, of
course, only helpful if one has the same edition of the scores as Weingartner. Therefore,
it is very time consuming for the reader with a different edition of the scores to find the
location to which Weingartner is referring in his own score. Del Mar’s book, however,
refers to locations in the Beethoven scores based on each movement’s measure numbers,
numbering from measure one to the end of the movement. This practice is certainly more
convenient for use with any edition of the Beethoven symphony scores. However, the
various Breitkopf and Härtel scores to which Del Mar refers number their measures in
different ways. Either the measure numbers are based on a bar numbering system that
consecutively numbers the measures through both the first and second endings of a

4

Both books only indicate that they use Breitkopf and Härtel editions as the source for
Beethoven’s symphonic scores. They do not indicate the year of publication for the editions used.
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movement or one that does not number the measures of the first endings and only
continues consecutively numbering measures beginning again at the second endings.5
This inconsistency in numbering measures in the Breitkopf and Härtel editions of
Beethoven’s symphonic scores causes difficulty when comparing to other editions of
scores.
This document instead refers to measure numbers in the Bärenreiter edition of
Beethoven’s symphonic scores published in 1999.6 This Urtext edition consistently uses
the same bar-numbering system, one that numbers the measures of the first endings
consecutively with the bar number followed by the letter “a.” The second endings are
numbered consecutively starting with the same number with which the first ending began
followed by the letter “b.” Therefore, the total number of measures in a given movement
that contains first and second endings equals the total number of printed complete
measures minus the number of complete first ending measures. Since all the symphonies
in this edition consistently follow this bar numbering practice, the reader should be able
to adjust the bar numbers addressed in this document to match the bar numbers in his or
her preferred score when necessary. Additionally, all musical examples in this document
are recreated from the 1976 Dover editions of Beethoven’s symphonies based on the
1935 Eulenberg editions edited by Max Unger.7 However, the measure numbers from the
Bärenreiter edition will still be used in place of the Eulenberg measure numbers.
Conveniently, most movements in the 1976 Dover edition have the same measure
numbers as the Bärenreiter edition. Only the measure numbers of the third movements of

5

Del Mar, Conducting Beethoven, 25.
Ludwig van Beethoven, The Nine Symphonies, BA 9001-9009, ed. Jonathan Del Mar (Kassel:
Bärenreiter, 1999).
7
See the bibliography of this document for publication information on these scores.
6

8
the fourth and sixth symphonies differ between the two editions. While the Bärenreiter
edition of Beethoven’s symphonies may be quite expensive, the 1976 Dover edition of
Beethoven’s symphonies, edited by Max Unger, is not expensive and, at the time of this
publication, may be obtained legally on websites such as imslp.org.
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CHAPTER II
TEMPO MODULATIONS
Description
A tempo modulation may simply be defined as a change of tempo through
pivoting on a shared durational unit.8 A “tempo modulation” is often called a “metric
modulation.” Harold Faberman, Founder and Director of “The Conductor’s Institute” at
Bard College, states that a metric modulation “uses part of a unit of pulse from a previous
tempo to create a new tempo.”9 However, this author prefers the term “tempo
modulation” over “metric modulation” since the term “metric modulation” may errantly
make one believe that a meter change is present and necessary for a metric modulation.
While a meter change may be present in a tempo modulation, a tempo change is always
present.10
The tempo modulation is a useful means to make a sudden tempo change11
natural, simple, and clear.12 With tempo modulations, sometimes composers clearly
signify that a particular rhythmic value in a new tempo is equal to a rhythmic value in its
initial tempo. At other times, composers indicate sudden tempo changes less clearly.
However, a tempo modulation may still mathematically exist or be implied, even if not
indicated. Since tempo modulations assist greatly in making sudden tempo changes
natural and clear to both the conductor and the ensemble, this author considers it
8

Fernando Benadon, “Towards a Theory of Tempo Modulation," Proceedings of the 8th
International Conference on Music Perception and Cognition, August 3rd–7th, 2004, Evanston, Illinois, ed.
S. D. Lipscomb (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University, School of Music; Sydney, Australia: Causal
Productions, (CD-ROM), 563.
9
Harold Farberman, The Art of Conducting Technique: A New Perspective (Los Angeles: Alfred,
1997), 160.
10
Benadon, “Towards a Theory,” 563.
11
This author uses the term “sudden tempo change” to refer to a change of tempo without the use
of an accelerando, ritardando, or fermata.
12
Benadon, “Towards a Theory,” 564.
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desirable to discover if an unmarked tempo modulation exists or if one can be imposed
on a sudden tempo change by slightly adjusting the indicated tempi. The process
mathematically devised by this author to negotiate sudden tempo changes through the
application of tempo modulations is explained in the next section. This simple, suggested
process is applied in the analysis of tempo modulations in Beethoven’s symphonies later
in this document.
Suggested Process and Application
When a sudden tempo change is encountered, it is helpful to determine if there is
a useful reduced ratio13 between the two tempi. If the composer’s marked tempi are not
desired, one must first decide what tempi are preferred.14 Then to discover if a tempo
modulation exists, a reduced ratio between the numerical beat-per-minute markings
(BPM) of the two chosen tempi must first be found. To find the reduced ratio for the
tempo change, the greatest common factor (GCF) of the two BPM markings must be
discovered. The GCF is found by listing and comparing the factors (whole numbers that
divide evenly into each number in question) of the two BPM numbers and then choosing
the highest shared factor of the two BPM numbers.15 The two BPM numbers must then
be divided by their GCF. If the resulting ratio produces two whole numbers less than
13

This author’s devised term, useful reduced ratio, refers to a tempo ratio that reduces down to
two whole numbers less than seven.
14
This author recognizes that the indicated metronome markings in Beethoven’s symphonies are
quite controversial. Therefore, it is suggested that the conductor not feel bound to them but only use them
as possible starting points in discovering one’s chosen tempi. Many factors may be considered when
choosing tempi. These factors include, but are not limited to, personal taste, the overall ability of the
ensemble, and the size and sound of the performance space. For the purposes of this document’s analysis,
Beethoven’s indicated metronome markings are generally used when determining suggested executions for
tempo modulations or other tempo changes addressed in this document. At times the author may suggest
alterations to Beethoven’s tempi, but these are merely suggestions. In general, however, it is suggested that
the reader maintain Beethoven’s tempo relationhips (or ratios) when choosing one’s tempi in areas where
tempo modulations may exist.
15
At the time of this research, a simple internet search of the phrases factor calculator or factor
finder yields a number of sites that calculate and list the factors of any number entered by the user. This is
a quick and simple way to find the factors of any number.
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seven,16 a simple, effective, and useful tempo modulation exists. If the two do not
produce a useful reduced ratio (one that allows for a simple and natural tempo modulation
to occur in performance), the tempi may need to be slightly altered in order to produce a
useful reduced ratio. Once a useful reduced ratio is found, the ratio must then be
inverted. The first number in the newly inverted reduced ratio refers to the number of
beat subdivisions in the initial tempo that the conductor must mentally feel during the last
measure or two of the initial tempo. The second number refers to the number of initial
tempo beat subdivisions that are felt for each target tempo beat.17 The two tables below
visually explain that which is stated above while also showing possible useful reduced
tempo ratios for both slower-to-faster tempo modulations and faster-to-slower tempo
modulations.

16

It is suggested that the two reduced tempo ratio whole numbers be less than seven since at most
tempos, except for very slow ones, it is often arduous to accurately mentally subdivide seven or more beat
subdivisions. Therefore, it is not a useful reduced tempo ratio since it is difficult to apply the ratio to
accurately and naturally execute a tempo modulation. Depending on tempo and the rhythmic elements in
the music, however, it may also be difficult to subdivide quintuplets. If this practice is overly difficult for
the conductor, it will most likely not produce a clear tempo change and should not be employed.
17
See pp. 564-565 in Benadon’s paper on tempo modulations and pp. 100-108 in the conducting
pedagogue, Gustav Meier’s, book, The Score, the Orchestra, and the Conductor (2009), for their suggested
mathematical processes in solving tempo modulations. Both Benadon and Meier suggest processes where
multiple single note values in the initial tempo and multiple single note values in the target tempo are
calculated, listed, and compared. Benadon relates the note values to milliseconds, and Meier relates the
note values to BPM. In these processes, the calculations of the many note values and their corresponding
durations of time tend to require somewhat arduous mental work that inefficiently yields much unusable
data for the purpose of achieving a practical and clear solution for executing a tempo modulation. Instead,
this author’s suggested simple mathematical process in solving tempo modulations efficiently finds a useful
subdivided note value through reducing tempo ratios without having to spend time and mental energy
finding much ultimately inapplicable excess data in the discovering of a useful solution to a tempo
modulation.
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Table 1
Slower-to-Faster Tempo Modulations

Reduced
tempo ratio

a

Inverted reduced
tempo ratio

Subdivisions
felt per beat in
initial tempo

Initial tempo beat
subdivisions felt for each
target tempo beat

x:ya

y:x

y

x

1:2

1:2

1

2

1:3

1:3

1

3

1:4

1:4

1

4

2:3

3:2

3

2

3:4

4:3

4

3

32:5

5:2

5

2

3:5

5:3

5

3

4:5

5:4

5

4

5:6

6:5

6

5

x<y
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Table 2
Faster-to-Slower Tempo Modulations

Reduced
tempo ratio

a

Inverted
reduced
tempo ratio

Subdivisions
felt per beat in
initial tempo

Initial tempo beat
subdivisions felt for each
target tempo beat

y:xa

x:y

x

y

2:1

1:2

1

2

3:1

1:3

1

3

4:1

1:4

1

4

3:2

2:3

2

3

4:3

3:4

3

4

5:2

2:5

2

5

5:3

3:5

3

5

5:4

4:5

4

5

6:5

5:6

5

6

y>x
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Application of the Useful Reduced Ratio to and the Suggested Execution of Slower-toFaster Tempo Modulations
The application of the useful reduced ratio to and the suggested execution of
slower-to-faster tempo modulations are further explained using the following example.

Figure 1. Musical example of mm. 62-63 in the first movement of Symphony No. 7.
Here Beethoven’s marked tempos are 69 BPM and 104 BPM. If the initial tempo
is approximated to 70 BPM and the target tempo is approximated to 105 BPM, a useful
reduced ratio emerges. The factors of 70 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 14, 35, and 70. The factors of
105 are 1, 3, 5, 7, 15, 21, 35, and 105. The greatest common factor of 70 and 105 is 35.
The two tempi are then divided by their GCF. 70/35=2, and 105/35=3. Therefore, the
reduced tempo ratio is 2:3, which is then inverted to 3:2.
To apply the inverted reduced tempo ratio (3:2) of this slower-to-faster tempo
modulation to practice, the conductor must first feel triple (three) beat subdivisions of the
initial tempo beat and then mentally accent the first of every two of those triple beat
subdivisions while still conducting the initial tempo.18 When the first beat of the first
measure of the target tempo is reached, the conductor then only needs to conduct the
18

When desired, the number and note value of initial tempo beat subdivisions felt for each target
tempo beat in any encountered tempo modulation may be used to easily calculate a single note value from
the initial tempo that equals a single note value in the target tempo. The time between one mental accent
and the next mental accent of initial beat subdivisions equals a single note value. This single note value
equals a conducted beat in the target tempo. If easily subdivided in the initial tempo, this single note value
is useful since it becomes the target tempo beat. For example, in this case, two initial tempo triplet eighth
notes equal one beat in the target tempo. One then may deduce that one triplet quarter note (which is equal
to two triplet eighth notes) in the initial tempo equals one beat in the target tempo. In practice, the
conductor would simply subdivide triplet quarter notes (six per bar or three every two beats) in m. 62 and
then conduct each triplet quarter note of the initial tempo as each beat in m. 63 to show the target tempo.
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superimposed accents as beats, thus clearly showing the target tempo. A table is
included, like the one below, for clarity addressing each slower-to-faster tempo
modulation.
Table 3
Tempo Modulation in Symphony No. 7, Movement 1

a

Location of
tempo
modulation

Tempo
change
in BPM

Reduced
tempo
ratio

Inverted
reduced
tempo
ratio

Subdivisions
felt per beat in
initial tempo

Initial tempo
beat subdivisions
felt for each
target tempo beat

mm. 62-63

70105

2:3

3:2

3 triplet eighth
notes

2 triplet eighth
notesa

To clarify, the rhythmic note value given, in this case triplet eighth notes, always refers to the duration of the note value subdivided

in the initial tempo, not what the initial tempo subdivided note values become in the target tempo.

When possible, a preparatory beat for the new, faster (target) tempo may be given
during the last part of the final beat of the old, slower (initial) tempo.19 Stopping on the
ictus for the first part of the last beat before the preparatory beat is shown often helps to
define the preparatory beat more clearly.20 If it is not possible to give a clear preparatory
beat before the faster tempo is shown, the orchestra should be together by the second beat
given in the new, faster tempo. With increased repetition of the tempo change, the
ensemble’s accuracy and comfort should improve.

19

John F. Colson, Conducting and Rehearsing the Instrumental Music Ensemble: Scenarios,
Priorities, Strategies, Essentials, and Repertoire (Lanham, Maryland: Scarecrow, 2012), 192.
20
Colson, Conducting and Rehearsing, 192.
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Application of the Useful Reduced Ratio to and the Suggested Execution of Faster-to
Slower Tempo Modulations
The application of the useful reduced ratio to and the suggested execution of
sudden faster-to-slower tempo changes are further explained using the following example
of mm. 149-156 in the third movement of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 7.

Figure 2. Musical example of mm. 149-156 in the third movement of Symphony No. 7.
Beethoven’s marked tempi are 132 BPM and 84 BPM. If the initial tempo is
approximated to 126 BPM and the target tempo is left at 84 BPM, a useful reduced ratio
emerges. The factors of 126 are 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 14, 18, 21, 42, 63, and 126, and the
factors of 84 are 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 12, 14, 21, 28, 42, and 84. The greatest common factor
of 126 and 84 is 42. The two tempos are then divided by their GCF. 126/42=3, and
84/42=2. Therefore, the reduced tempo ratio is 3:2, which is then inverted to 2:3.
To apply the inverted reduced tempo ratio (2:3) of this sudden faster-to-slower
tempo change to practice, the conductor must first feel duple (two) beat subdivisions
within each initial tempo beat while conducting the last four measures of the initial tempo
(mm. 149-152). A table is included, like the one below, for clarity addressing each
slower-to-faster tempo modulation.
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Table 4
Tempo Modulations in Symphony No. 7, Movement 3

Location of
tempo
modulation

Tempo
change in
BPM

Reduced
tempo
ratio

Inverted
reduced
tempo
ratio

mm. 236-237,
500-501,
648-649

84126

2:3

3:2

Subdivisions
felt per beat in
initial tempo

Initial tempo
beat subdivisions
felt for each
target tempo beat

3 quarter
notes

2 quarter
notes

No mental accenting of subdivisions is necessary in faster-to slower tempo
modulations. When the first beat of the first measure of the target tempo is reached, the
conductor then only needs to broaden the conducting pattern while feeling and allowing
for three initial tempo beat subdivisions in each target tempo beat. The rebound of the
target tempo’s first beat leading into the second beat will indicate the new slower
tempo.21 Unlike in the slower-to-faster tempo change, no preparatory beat in the target
tempo may be shown when changing suddenly from faster to slower tempi.22 As long as
the rebound from the first beat to the second beat in the target tempo accurately shows the
new tempo, the ensemble should stay together and execute a successful sudden fast-toslow tempo change.

21
22

Colson, Conducting and Rehearsing, 192.
Ibid.
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CHAPTER III
HYPERMETRIC CONDUCTING
Description
Appearing in the second movement scherzo of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony are
the phrases “ritmo di tre battute”23 and “ritmo di quattro battute.”24 These terms imply
that certain sections of this scherzo are arranged into units of three-bar or four-bar groups
or phrases. It seems that Beethoven understood and utilized the concept of what is now
known as “hypermeter” where whole bars are perceived as main beats or pulses.25 Since
this particular movement is felt in one with the metric pulse on beat one of each measure,
the markings seem to encourage the conductor to use three-beat and four-beat patterns,
respectively, instead of a simple one-beat pattern where one downward ictus with an
upward rebound is given per measure. Beethoven utilized the concept of what is now
termed hypermeter in not only the scherzo of his ninth symphony but in all the scherzi of
his symphonies. So it seems both logical and useful to discover the bar groupings in all
of Beethoven’s symphonic scherzi and in all movements and sections of movements
where hypermetric conducting may be employed. For each movement in this document
that may be entirely or partially conducted hypermetrically, a table like the one below is
provided that shows the movement’s suggested hypermetric conducting organization.

23

“Ritmo di tre battute”may be translated as “rhythm of three beats.” This phrase is found written
at mm. 177 and 228 of the second movement of Beethoven’s ninth symphony.
24
“Ritmo di quattro battute” may be translated as “rhythm of four beats.” This phrase is found
written at m. 234 of the second movement of Beethoven’s ninth symphony.
25
David Beach and Ryan McClelland, Analysis of 18th- and 19th-Century Musical Works in the
Classical Tradition (New York: Routledge, 2012), 78.
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Table 5
Hypermetric Conducting Suggestion for Symphony No.1, Movement 3

Measures

Pattern

1-48, 62-73, 76-95, 100-115, 118-125, 134-137

Hypermetric 4

49-54, 58-61, 74-75, 96-99, 116-117, 126-133

Hypermetric 2

55-57

Hypermetric 3

The conductor should feel free to choose one’s own hypermetric organization but
should use the provided table as a helpful point of departure.
Considerations and Criteria for Hypermetric Conducting and Bar Grouping
In later chapters of this document, Beethoven’s symphonies are analyzed to
ascertain what movements may contain potential hypermetric conducting sections.
Suggested bar groupings and, consequently, conducting patterns are provided for
movements or sections of movements that may be hypermetrically conducted. The
specific criteria used to define what movements or sections in the Beethoven symphonies
may be conducted hypermetrically, how the bar groupings of those hypermetrically
conducted areas are determined, and what beat patterns should be used is addressed
below.
Hypermetric conducting is especially useful for movements at quick tempi, such
as Beethoven’s scherzi. Therefore, tempo is an important factor in deciding if a
movement or a section should be conducted hypermetrically. If the metronome marking
shows the BPM number relating to a bar, beating with one beat given per bar is certainly
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expected. As long as the one choses to conduct showing one beat per bar, the conductor
may then make the decision whether to conduct hypermetrically using various beat
patterns or to conduct simply in one. For the purposes of this document, only when the
pulse of each bar (from the first beat of one bar to the first beat of the next bar) is near 60
BPM or greater will hypermetric conducting be considered. When conducting in tempi
slower than around 60 BPM per bar, the slow tempo may encourage both the conductor
and the ensemble to drag.
Application and Execution of Hypermetric Conducting
Once it is decided that a section of music be conducted hypermetrically, the
measures should be grouped in phrases. Gustav Meier, Director of the Orchestra
Conducting Program at the Peabody Institute, lists melodic and harmonic structure,
phrasing, articulation, dynamics, bowing, and orchestration as factors in determining
when and how bars may be grouped together.26 Rhythmic emphasis may also affect bar
grouping.27 Among these musical elements, this author considers melodic
structure/phrasing takes the top priority in determining bar grouping. When the melodic
structure/phrasing is somewhat vague, the other factors may then be taken into account.
Phrase marks, dynamic changes, and rhythmic emphasis, in particular, often give
important clues as to how the composer may have organized his phrases.
In general, the four-beat pattern is suggested when conducting a four-bar phrase
or groups of four-bar phrases. Since much of classical music is based on the four-bar
phrase, the four-beat pattern is used often when conducting hypermetrically. Likewise, a
hypermetric three-beat pattern is suggested when conducting a three-bar phrase or groups

26
27

Gustav Meier, The Score, The Orchestra, and the Conductor (New York: Oxford, 2009), 50.
Beach and McClelland, Analysis of 18th- and 19th-Century Musical Works, 78.
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of three-bar phrases. Conducting in a hypermetric two-beat pattern is most practical
when two-bar phrases are encountered or when the overall rhythmic emphasis of a
section is felt in two-beat/bar groups. When six- or ten-bar phrases are encountered, a
hypermetric two-beat pattern may be suggested when there is an added two-bar extension
of a four- or eight-bar phrase or when the rhythmic emphasis implies a two-bar
organization rather than a four-bar organization. The two-beat pattern works sufficiently
in a legato style, but it can also be quite effective in a generally non-legato style since the
two-beat pattern naturally lends itself to less horizontal motion. It is suggested that
hypermetrically conducting in patterns containing greater than four beats generally
should used sparingly as this practice may increase confusion and reduce clarity for the
orchestra.
Marking Bar Groupings in the Score
John F. Colson, Professor Emeritus at South Dakota State University and author
of Conducting and Rehearsing the Instrumental Music Ensemble: Scenarios, Priorities,
Essentials, and Repertoire (2012), suggests that the conductor’s chosen bar groupings be
marked on the top staff of the score with a bracket or a slash at the beginning of each
grouping. For enhanced clarity, a vertical line may be drawn in color at the beginning
and end of each bar grouping.28 Additionally, the number of bars in the grouping should
be written above the top staff at the beginning of each grouping.29 In a hypermetrically
conducted section, the number written should correspond with the conducting pattern that
is used.

28
29

Colson, Conducting and Rehearsing, 118.
Ibid.
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Rehearsal/Performance Usage
The conductor may not want to employ hypermetric conducting in the early stages
of the rehearsal process when the orchestra is still sight-reading and gaining comfort with
their parts. Conducting hypermetrically may confuse the orchestra at this stage. While
the musicians are still getting to know their parts, one may instead choose simply to
conduct in one showing only one vertical beat per measure for clarity. As another option,
Gustav Meier suggests that one may horizontally compress the patterns, or as he puts it,
“squeeze the beats closely together.”30 This practice allows the mostly vertical beat
patterns to be unnoticeable to the musicians who may at first be confused by the use of
two-, three-, and four-beat patterns in music felt and written in one. It also allows the
conductor to mentally and somewhat physically practice the more horizontal hypermetric
conducting he may choose to use later in the rehearsal process. Once the musicians are
quite comfortable with their parts and know the piece well, one may experiment with
gradually widening the beat pattern to increase expressivity through horizontal motion as
needed for legato and expansive passages.31 This adjustment may require a simple
statement to the orchestra, such as, “Each beat that is given, despite the position or
direction, represents beat one of every measure in this section. Regardless of the
conducting pattern that is used at any time, do not change the rhythm or tempo from the
way you played it before.” This type of statement, along with a few repetitions of the
hypermetrically conducted section or movement, should remedy much of the confusion

30

Meier, The Score, 50.
Both Colson (p. 118) and Meier (p. 50) share the view that grouping bars in hypermetric
situations is useful and suggested. However they also believe that the conductor should still only conduct
in one throughout hypermetric sections or movements for the sake of clarity and to limit confusion in the
orchestra. However, this author suggests that, when possible, the hypermetric pattern be allowed to widen
for legato passages where more expressive horizontal motion is desired.
31
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from the musicians. Moreover, hypermetric conducting is such a useful and potentially
expressive tool which orchestras should be trained to follow, even if they cannot at first.
Ultimately, though, it is the individual conductor’s decision as to how wide or how
narrow the chosen hypermetric conducting patterns may be at any time, whether in
rehearsal or performance. Even if the conductor chooses to keep the hypermetric beat
patterns extremely narrow through all rehearsals and performances in order to avoid any
confusion, hypermetric conducting is still quite useful to the conductor in keeping track
of bar and phrase groupings for security.32 When conducting very narrowly in a
hypermetric style, the conductor should be careful to not show every beat in exactly the
same height, as this practice is monotonous and non-expressive. Showing bar groupings
and rhythmic emphases is still possible when heights of beats are varied accordingly,
despite the mainly vertical motion.
Alternation of Standard and Hypermetric Conducting Styles
Many of Beethoven’s finales and some first movements with metronome
markings and meters that may be conducted in two have tempo markings 120 BPM (60
BPM per bar) or greater. While most sections in movements such as these should likely
be conducted with two beats shown per bar, there may be sections where conducting with
one beat given per measure is preferable according to musical content. For instance,
when the orchestra’s articulation is non-legato, short, or accented and especially when
there is a high level of rhythmic and dynamic intensity, conducting in one or
hypermetrically may not be ideal. Showing one beat per measure also may not be best
when sforzandi, other accents, important cues, or dynamic changes that occur on beats
other than beat one. However, when a generally legato section of music is encountered
32

Meier, The Score, 50.
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where the rhythmic and dynamic intensity is reduced, hypermetric conducting should be
considered. These legato passages often have long phrases and may be shown more
expressively with a slower beat-pattern that allows for more horizontal motion, which
mimics the bowing motion of the strings.
In this author’s experience, it is generally clear and effective to conduct
hypermetrically throughout an entire movement, such as a Beethoven scherzo.
Communicating to the ensemble that every beat given is equal to a bar, no matter its
location or direction, should alleviate most confusion in this case. As long as the
conductor properly informs the ensemble, hypermetrically conducting a few sections of a
movement also should not cause very many issues. However, confusion is more likely in
movements where the conductor alternates often between standard and hypermetric
conducting, as is tempting, and perhaps musically desirable, in many of Beethoven’s
finales and a few of his first movements that may be conducted in two and have
metronome markings of over 60 BPM per bar (120 BPM per beat when in two). For
movements such as these, it is suggested that the conductor either beat in one or use a
standard two-beat pattern in the early stages of rehearsal until the musicians know their
parts and the movement well. One may then experiment with conducting
hypermetrically, though the players may first need to be told to continue playing in the
same tempo just as they were when the movement was being conducted entirely in one or
with a standard two-beat pattern. De-emphasizing beat two in the standard two-beat
conducting pattern to the point where the conductor is nearly beating in one with a
stopped ictus may be useful in minimizing confusion for movements that are mostly
conducted hypermetrically or in one. Horizontally narrowing the hypermetric beat-
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pattern to the point where one is virtually conducting in one may also help to alleviate
any misunderstanding. This action may be especially useful when alternating between a
standard two-beat pattern and a hypermetric two-beat pattern. If switching between
hypermetric and standard conducting causes ensemble problems even after employing the
above suggestions, one may, of course, conduct the entire movement (excepting a slow
introduction) in a standard two, in one, or hypermetrically. The hypermetric conducting
tables provided in this document for movements where standard and hypermetric
conducting styles may be alternated list suggested locations for both standard conducting
patterns and hypermetric patterns. One is included as an example below.
Table 6
Hypermetric/Standard Conducting Suggestion for Symphony No. 7, Movement 4

Measures

Pattern

1-35, 52-61, 74-77, 84-87, 104-246, 263-272, 285-288,
Standard 2
295-298, 319-348, 427-450, 459-465
36-51, 62-73, 247-262, 273-284, 349-404, 451-458

Hypermetric 4

78-83, 88-103, 289-294, 299-318, 405-426

Hypermetric 2

These tables should only be seen as lists of possible locations where standard
and/or hypermetric conducting could be considered. The tables err on the side of being
overly informative of possible options. The conductor should feel free to alternate
between standard and hypermetric conducting patterns less often than is listed in the table
for the sake of clarity.
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Physical and Mental Execution in Transitioning between Standard and Hypermetric
Conducting Styles
One should treat the physical and mental act of transitioning from a standard
conducting style to a hypermetric conducting style in the same way as one treats a sudden
faster-to-slower tempo change. At least two bars before the transition to a hypermetric
conducting style from a standard conducting style, one should mentally accent each given
downbeat. Once the first bar of the hypermetrically conducted section is reached, the
conductor should conduct those mentally accented downbeats from the previous
measures as each beat in the hypermetrically conducted section. No clear preparation is
possible when suddenly changing from a faster, standard conducting style to a slower,
hypermetric conducting style.33 One must simply expand the beat pattern to allow more
space and time between given beats. When there is no indicated tempo or meter change
when transitioning from a standard conducting style to a hypermetric conducting style,
the musicians should instinctively continue playing the music in the same tempo.
Transitioning from a slower, hypermetric conducting style to a faster, standard
conducting style is treated in a similar fashion as suddenly changing from a slower to a
faster tempo. At least one bar before the transition to a standard conducting style from a
hypermetric conducting style, one should mentally subdivide each beat within the
measure. A stopped ictus on the first part of the beat should be given on the last bar/beat
given in the hypermetric conducting pattern. The baton should then resume moving
upward on the last part of that beat. This transitional gesture shows that the following
measure is shown in a standard conducting style. Then once the first bar of the section
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conducted in a standard style is reached, the conductor should conduct those mentally
subdivided beats from the previous hypermetrically conducted measures as each beat of
the measure in the section conducted in a standard style.
Pedagogical Use
Hypermetrically conducting Beethoven’s symphonic scherzi (and other
movements and sections of movements that are in one) is a useful and expressive practice
on its own. However, it also serves as an appropriate way to introduce the student to
conducting in mixed meter, in addition to hypermetric conducting, as not all phrases are
equal length in Beethoven’s scherzi and other movements with sections that may be
conducted in one. The aspiring student conductor will likely eventually study the works
of Stravinsky and Copland, among others, that require hypermetric and/or mixed meter
conducting. Applying hypermetric conducting to Beethoven’s symphonic works, where
appropriate, is a useful way to prepare for the eventual study of twentieth century works.
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CHAPTER IV
FERMATI
“Every fermata is a law unto itself,”34 states Elizabeth A.H. Green, recognized
conducting pedagogue and former conducting professor at the University of Michigan, in
her book, The Modern Conductor. In light of this statement, every fermata in
Beethoven’s symphonies is individually addressed and explained in following chapters.
The factors this document will consider in the handling of fermati in Beethoven’s
symphonies are explained below.
Holding Fermati and Determining their Lengths
Fermati should be held with a very slow, horizontally moving tenuto motion
indicating that the sound should be sustained.35 If a crescendo or decrescendo is
indicated during the fermata, the conductor is free to gradually raise or lower the hands as
well.36 When determining how long a fermata should be held, one should take into
account the emotional quality and level of drama in and around the fermata.37 In general,
the more intense the emotion and drama of the music at the fermata, the longer the
fermata should be held. The less intense the emotion and drama, the shorter the fermata
should be held.38 The length of each fermata addressed will not be suggested in the
following analyses of Beethoven’s symphonies. The conductor should make this
decision for himself, as it is a matter of personal taste.
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Types of Fermati and their Executions
According to Kenneth Phillips, Professor Emeritus at the University of Iowa and
author of the conducting textbook, Basic Techniques of Conducting, all fermatas fall into
three categories.39 The three types of fermati are the no-break fermata, the short-break
fermata, and the long-break fermata. The simple and effective treatments of these three
types are discussed below.
The No-Break Fermata
With this type of fermata, no breath or break in sound is added between the
fermata and what follows. When notes immediately follow a fermata, a no-break fermata
may be considered for application as long as no breaths or bow lifts are needed between
the fermata and the continuing music. A slur connecting the held note and the following
music is a sure sign of a no-break fermata. Also, if the music immediately following the
fermata is at the same volume or louder than the sound being produced at the fermata, the
practice for a no-break fermata may be applied. After holding the fermata with the slow,
horizontal tenuto movement described earlier, the conductor only needs to smoothly
continue the conducting pattern causing the music to continue without a break.40
However, one must be careful not to move toward the next beat after the fermata so
abruptly as to inadvertently cause the ensemble to insert a break between the held note
and the following music.
When a written, measured rest or rests without a fermata follows a held fermata
note, the physical execution of a no-break fermata should be employed. The fermata
should be released only by continuing the conducting pattern after holding the fermata
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and showing the next beat. However, in this case, the beat after the held fermata may be
shown more actively in order to encourage the musicians to release the fermata.
The Short-Break Fermata
When a breath or bow lift is indicated or desired between a fermata and its
continuing music despite no rest being written, a beat of rest may be superimposed
between the fermata and the continuing music.41 An added beat of rest may also be
needed when the music after the fermata is at a softer volume than the held note in order
to allow the louder sound of the held fermata to dissipate before the beginning of the
music following the fermata is heard. Also, an additional beat of rest may be desirable
when a very short rest without a fermata follows a held fermata and additional time is
needed for a breath, bow lift, or for the sound to clear. Phillips refers to a fermata in any
of these situations as a short-break fermata.42
To execute the short-break fermata, a circular cutoff gesture lasting precisely a
beat in the tempo of the ensuing music should be used to release the fermata.43 The ictus
of the fermata’s release also acts as the start of the preparatory gesture, or breath, of the
following beat wherein the music resumes. Circular cutoff gestures are useful and
suggested especially with short-break fermatas since, in one fluid motion, they can
smoothly release the fermata while showing the tempo of the following music and
gracefully allow the motion to continue into the following superimposed preparatory beat
of rest.44 In general, the cutoff loop should go in the same direction (clockwise or
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counterclockwise) as the rebound of the beat on which the fermata exists. In the analysis
section of this document, the prescribed direction of the circular cutoff is given with the
assumption that the releases of all fermatas are shown using the right hand.
The Long-Break Fermata45
When a fermata is followed by a complete unmeasured break in sound, which is
often indicated with a caesura after the fermata or with a fermata over a rest, Phillips calls
this a long-break fermata. In this case, the fermata is released with a cutoff motion that
stops at the same ictus at which the fermata was held, as if it were a final release. The
length of the following break in sound is then at the conductor’s discretion, taking into
account the emotional and dramatic quality of the music. When the conductor is ready to
continue, a preparatory gesture in the resuming tempo must be given before the next
entrance.46 If a circular cutoff is employed, one may think of the long-break fermata as
moving very similarly to the short-break fermata, except that in the case of the longbreak fermata, the circular cutoff stops at the ictus of the release before moving on with
the preparatory beat. As with the short-break fermata, the cutoff loop should go in the
same direction (clockwise or counterclockwise) as the rebound on which of the beat the
fermata exists.
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CHAPTER V
CUES IN RAPID SUCCESSION
Giving cues throughout a work is important especially when instruments enter for
the first time, when a significant melodic line begins, and when players enter after long
rests, among other reasons.47 When these cues are generally isolated and do not come
quickly one after another, they usually are not very difficult to give. While these cues are
important and likely necessary, they will not be specifically addressed in this document
due to their lack of difficulty when in isolation.
When conducting any of the Beethoven symphonies, one must be comfortable
giving cues that quickly follow each other, which this author terms “Cues in Rapid
Succession” (abbreviated “CRS”). Since Beethoven’s fast and highly imitative
symphonic scherzi contain a number of CRS sections, having a useful way to memorize
and give Cues in Rapid Succession is certainly practical. Memorizing each cue’s
physical and rhythmic locations in CRS sections is helpful since eye contact with the
player or section being cued is necessary.48 Showing cues in CRS sections is often most
needed when players are less secure with their music, especially in the early and middle
stages of rehearsal. Instead of cueing every entering musician or instrumental section in
a CRS section of music, the conductor may choose to only physically cue certain players
or sections that need additional security. Once the players are comfortable entering on
their own, fewer physical cues with the arm and hand may need to be shown in a CRS
section, although eye contact may still be appreciated. Even if the conductor decides to
show very little if any cues in a CRS section in order to maintain clarity or to discourage
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dependency, knowing the physical locations of the players or sections being cued and the
rhythmic order and location of each cue in a CRS section of music is helpful for accurate
error detection and correction in rehearsal.
Criteria and Considerations in Defining a CRS Section
A CRS section may be defined as an area of music where numerous possible cues
that quickly follow one another may be given. For the purposes of this document, at least
three different instrumental groups or players must be involved to require the analysis of
CRS section. Depending on tempo, generally only one or two beats at most may separate
subsequent cues to require the analysis of a CRS section. Most cues listed in each CRS
section addressed in this document are included because they are part of an imitative
section of music where musical figures are passed from one instrument or section to
another. Hence, these cues take place in rapid succession and should be organized and
memorized. Cues given for other reasons, such as to mark sforzandi, dynamic changes,
or entrances after long rests, may also be included as part of a CRS section.
Cue Numbering Methodology
For each analyzed CRS section, a cue list is created that catalogs the
chronological order of each instrumental section or part being cued. Each cued section or
part receives a cue number based on the beat or bar the cue is given in the CRS section of
music. When most cues in a CRS section uniformly enter on the same beat of each
measure, each cue number may represent the bar number in the CRS section for which
the cue is given. Likewise, when most cues in a CRS section enter on different beats of
each bar, each cue number may represent the beat number of the CRS section (not
necessarily the beat number of each measure) for which the cue is given. As a rule, the
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number of the cue should match the beat number in the conducting pattern for the first
completion of the beat pattern in a CRS section. Therefore, cues given in the bar before
the first full measure of a CRS section are considered pick-up cues. These cues are
numbered using the same numbers in the beat pattern on which the cues are given. Each
pick-up cue number is written in parenthesis in the CRS list to differentiate it from nonpick-up cue numbers. In this cue numbering system, when a cue is not given on a
particular beat or bar in the CRS section, that particular beat’s or bar’s number is skipped.
This cue numbering system not only presents the chronological order of the instrumental
sections or parts being cued but also the rhythmic organization of each cue in a CRS
section.49 For simplicity and consistency in this document, each cue’s number is defined
according to the beat during which the cued sound is produced. If the conductor chooses
to show a cue the beat before the sound is produced, one may need to alter the cue
number accordingly.
Organization of CRS Information
In addition to the cue list created using the cue-numbering method mentioned
above, other information is included in a table for each CRS section. If the movement in
which the addressed CRS section exists contains sections that may be conducted
hypermetrically, the pattern(s) used in the CRS sections are included in the table. It is
also specified if the cue numbers in the cue list provided for each CRS section indicate
49

Refer to the fourth chapter of Gustav Meier’s 2009 book, The Score, the Orchestra, and the
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bars or beats. If the cue numbers represent bars, it is assumed that the cues are given on
beat one of each bar unless specified otherwise. This author suggests showing a “Gesture
of Syncopation (abbreviated “GoS”),”50 for any cue where its rhythmic entrance happens
after a beat. It is indicated in the CRS table what cues in a particular CRS section may be
given using a Gesture of Syncopation. Below is a sample CRS table from the analysis
section of this document.
Table 7
CRS Sections for Symphony No. 7, Movement 3

CRS
Location

mm. 24-28,
284-288,
520-524

mm. 82-88,
342-358,
578-584

50

Cue list

Patterna

Cue numbers

GoS

(4): Vcls./b.
1: Vlas.
2: 2nd vlns.
3: 1st vlns.
4: Fls., 1st cl.

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

Hyp.
4+3

Represent bars

No GoS,
except
cue 7

1: Vcls./b.
2: Vlas.
3: 2nd vlns.
5: 1st vlns.
7: Ww., brass, timp.

Green and Gibson, 48. The term “Gesture of Syncopation (abbreviated “GoS”)” was created by
the respected conducting pedagogue, Nicolai Malko, and is a gesture used to cue an event that takes place
after a beat rather than on a beat. Elizabeth Green describes the GoS as a flick of the wrist with no
preparatory motion. However, for clarity, a dead preparatory beat (one that has no natural physical
acceleration or beginning ictus) may sometimes need to be shown before the Gesture of Syncopation (flick
of the wrist) is given. To apply this practice, one may stop for one beat on the ictus of the beat before the
dead preparatory beat before starting the dead preparatory beat. Additionally, a sharp ictus using a strong
flick of the wrist may be all that is needed to cue a syncopated entrance. The conductor may decide for
oneself how to physically cue a syncopated entrance. For the purposes of this document, however, the term
“Gesture of Syncopation” or its abbreviation, “GoS,” will commonly be used to refer to a cue given for a
syncopated entrance or figure, despite the conductor’s chosen physical cueing action for syncopated
entrances.
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Table 7 (continued).

CRS
Location

mm. 136-140,
396-400,
632-636

a

Cue list

(4): Vcls/b.
1: Vlas.
2: 2nd vlns.
3: 1st vlns.
4: Ww., brass, timp.

Patterna

Cue numbers

GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

“Hyp.” is an abbreviation for “hypermetric.”

Suggested Usage and Application of CRS Information
It is suggested that the conductor write the CRS lists and other information
provided in each CRS table in the margins of one’s score or on a separate page. One
should then memorize the information and physically practice giving the cues for each
CRS section. It is ultimately up to the individual conductor to decide what cues are
necessary to give in a CRS section. The conductor may also decide how to give each
cue, whether through a physical gesture of the arm and hand or solely through eye
contact, inhalation, and possibly the lifting of the eyebrows.51 These decisions may vary
from one ensemble to the next and from one rehearsal to the next. The provided CRS
lists in this document include most, if not all, likely possible cues in the addressed CRS
sections. The conductor should not have to add cues often to the provided CRS lists but
may more likely take some away, especially as the ensemble gets more comfortable with
the music. The CRS lists and tables are designed by this author to be as informative as is
necessary for optimal clarity and effectiveness when put into practice.
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CHAPTER VI
OTHER COMMON GESTURAL ISSUES
Sforzandi and Dynamic Changes
Showing sforzandi and dynamic changes requires some attention from the
conductor in every movement of Beethoven’s symphonies. However, this issue will not
be specifically addressed for any movement in the analysis section of this document since
it does not usually create major problems for the conductor. While sforzandi and
dynamic changes are necessary to show, the physical act of showing them is not difficult.
One must simply remember that a sudden increase or decrease in energy is most
effectively shown within the preparatory beat before the marked sforzando or dynamic
change.52
Starting Movements
Starting movements is specifically addressed in this document most often in cases
where a movement begins after a beat rather than on a beat. In order to clearly start a
movement that rhythmically begins after a beat, the conductor should start with one’s
baton just above the ictus of the beat that is two beat points before the ensemble enters.53
One should then mentally feel the desired tempo. When ready, the baton should continue
the beating pattern in tempo, showing no active ictus on the first beat point reached so as
not to encourage any player to enter prematurely. The conductor should then continue in
tempo to the second beat, just prior to the ensemble’s entrance, where a sharp ictus is
shown.54 The amount of time between the start of the preparatory motion to the beat with
the sharp ictus is equal to one beat in tempo. Just as a straight line can be drawn and a
52
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distance can be calculated using only two points in space, showing two beat-points,
lasting one beat between them in the desired tempo, should be all that is needed to clearly
show the tempo before any entrance on or after any beat.55 The sharp ictus should act in
the same way as a Gesture of Syncopation causing the ensemble to enter after the beat.
The start of movements may also be discussed in the analysis section of this document
when the first few measures of the movement require special attention and explanation.
Among other issues, giving dead56 or inactive beats, showing varied articulations,
stopping ictuses, giving breaths, and cueing exposed and delicate entrances may also be
addressed.
Gradual Tempo Changes
All of Beethoven’s indicated ritardandi and accelerandi found in his first eight
symphonies are specifically addressed in this document. Suggestions on the general
physical execution of ritardandi and accelerandi are described below. These descriptions
are applied as part of the suggested solutions to each indicated gradual tempo change.
In order to show a ritardando, the conductor should gradually and consistently
broaden one’s beat pattern showing progressively larger beats.57 One should start with a
relatively small pattern in order to have space to broaden if necessary. When needed,
beat subdivisions may be shown in order to sufficiently slow down the orchestra or when
the beat pattern gets too slow and arduous to clearly show the gradually changing
tempo.58
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To show an accelerando, the conductor must simply gradually and consistently
contract one’s beat-pattern both vertically and horizontally, showing progressively
smaller beats with clear ictuses while maintaining the same speed of motion.59
Contracting the beat pattern should cause the time between given beats to naturally
decrease without increasing the speed of motion.60 This concept of executing an
accelerando without increasing the physical speed of motion is analogous to the way a
ball will naturally bounce when dropped. The increasingly smaller beat pattern reflects
the ball’s increasingly smaller rebounds. Therefore, in this case, the constant speed of
motion is akin to the constant speed of gravity.
Non-Modulatory Sudden Tempo Changes
Here, the term non-modulatory refers to a sudden tempo change where a tempo
modulation cannot be effectively utilized to produce a clear change of tempo. The
practice of a tempo modulation may not be employed when a useful reduced tempo ratio
does not exist even after a slight adjustment of the chosen tempi is considered. A
common reason for a tempo modulation not being possible is because the change of
tempo is relatively minimal, as with new tempos that use terms such as meno mosso or
piu mosso. When a tempo change is minimal, generally maintaining the speed of motion
while increasing the size of the beat pattern for a slower tempo and decreasing the size of
the beat pattern for a faster tempo in the amount necessary is suggested.61 When needed
to maintain or change the dynamic, the speed of motion may increase or decrease as long
as this action aids in achieving clarity. Accurately and instantaneously achieving a
desired new tempo is dependent upon the conductor’s ability to instantly recall, feel, and
59
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physically show the desired tempo. Individual practice by the conductor and some
repetition in rehearsal is necessary to achieve clarity and good ensemble with sudden
tempo changes.
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CHAPTER VII
SYMPHONY NO. 1 IN C MAJOR, OP. 21
I. Adagio Molto—Vivace
In addition to showing dynamic changes and sforzandi a number of major gestural
issues require analysis for proper execution. Starting the movement well requires some
explanation. A tempo modulation and a few sections of Cues in Rapid Succession also
require examination.
Starting the movement

Figure 3. Musical example of mm. 1-4 in the first movement of Symphony No. 1.
Given Beethoven’s indicated metronome marking for the slow introduction of
eighth note equalling 88 BPM, one should conduct this section in eight, specifically in a
subdivided four-beat pattern. For every pizzicato the strings have in the opening three
bars, the conductor should give a clear, active ictus with a flick of the wrist at the
beginning of every preparatory beat and on the beat on which the pizzicato speaks. This
clarity of beat also helps the winds enter together and clearly. During this slow
introduction, preparatory beats and releases of notes should be shown with relatively
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larger, more active gestures, while rests and the holding of notes should be shown using
relatively smaller, less active gestures.
Tempo Modulation
The only tempo change in the movement, found in mm. 12-13, is a tempo
modulation.

Figure 4. Musical example of mm. 12-13 in the first movement of Symphony No. 1.
Beethoven’s marked tempi are 88 BPM and 112 BPM. If the slower tempo is
approximated to 84 BPM a useful reducible ratio appears, as shown in the table below.
This useful reduced ratio creates a tempo modulation, which allows for a clear and
comfortable change of tempo.
Table 8
Tempo Modulation in Symphony No. 1, Movement 1

Location of
tempo
modulation

Tempo
change
in BPM

Reduced
tempo
ratio

Inverted
reduced
tempo
ratio

Subdivisions
felt per beat in
initial tempo

Initial tempo
beat subdivisions
felt for each
target tempo beat

mm. 12-13

84112

3:4

4:3

4 thirty-second
notes

3 thirty-second
notes

For the first four eighth note beats of m. 12, the conductor should first mentally
subdivide quadruple beat subdivisions (thirty-second notes). Beginning at the fifth eighth
note beat of bar twelve, one should then mentally accent the first of every three of the
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subdivided quadruple beat subdivisions. The time between each mental accent is the
target tempo. In this particular case, one should stop on the ictus of the fifth eighth note
beat of the measure holding the octave unison dotted quarter note G in the strings for four
target tempo beats, which are equal to three initial tempo eighth note beats. One then
only needs to show the release of the fermata, which also acts as the preparatory beat, in
the target tempo with a strong ictus and flick of the wrist causing the strings to play their
final four notes a half-beat after the given beat.62 To solidify the new tempo, the
conductor then only needs to continue conducting in the target tempo of the Allegro
vivace section, which is conducted entirely in a standard two-beat pattern. As long as the
conductor chooses tempi that reduce to a three-to-four ratio, as it seems Beethoven
intended, the practice described above may be applied.
Cues in Rapid Succession
There are four sections of cues in rapid succession in this movement. These CRS
sections have been analyzed and compiled into a table.63 It is ultimately up to the
individual conductor to decide what cues are necessary to give in a CRS section to one’s
ensemble at any time, and one may choose to disregard any cues listed as needed. The
conductor is encouraged to write this information in the margins of the score near each
CRS section, if possible and desired. He should then memorize and physically practice
giving the cues in their proper order. All CRS sections in this movement are found in the
Allegro con brio section, which is conducted entirely in two.

62
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Table 9
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 1, Movement 1

CRS location

mm. 122-125,
126-129

mm. 130-137

mm. 144-147

mm. 148-151,
152-155

CRS list

1: Vcls./b.
2: 1st fl., 1st ob.
3: 1st vlns.
4: Vcls./b.
1: Vcls./b.
2: 1st vlns., 1st fl.
3: Vcls./b.
4: 1st vlns., 1st fl.
5: Vcls./b.
6: 1st fl.
7: 1st vlns.
8: 2nd vlns.
1: 1st bsn., 2nd vlns.
3: 1st ob.
4: 1st. fl.
5: Vcls./b.
6: 1st vlns.
7: 1st bsn.
(2): Vcls./b.
3: 1st bsn.
4: 1st ob.
5: 1st fl., vlas.
6: 1st vlns.
7: 1st fl. b, 1st ob.,
1st bsn.

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent bars

No GoS

Represent bars

No GoS,
except
cue 7

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cue 1

Represent beats

All GoS
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Table 9 (continued).

CRS location

CRS list

mm. 156-160

(2): Vlas., vcl.s/b.
1: 1st fl.
2: Vlns.
4: Vlas, vcls/b.
5: 1st fl.
6: Vlns.
7: 2nd ob., 2nd bsn.
8: Strings
9: Brass

mm. 197-198

mm. 260-263

mm. 264-267

(2): Vlas., vcls./b.
1: Vlns.
2: Brass
3: Timp.
(2): Obs., 1st bsn.
2: Vlns., fls., 2nd bsn.
3: Brass, timp., vlas.,
vcls./b.
4: Cls.
6: Timp.
7: Vlas., vcls./b.
(2): Obs., 1st bsn.
2: Vlns., 1st fl.
3: Vcls./b.
4: 2nd fl., cls.,
2nd bsn.
7: Vcls./b.

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent beats

All GoS

Represent beats

Represent beats

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cues
2 and 3

No GoS,
except
cues
2 and 7

No GoS,
except
cues
2 and 7
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Table 9 (continued).

CRS location

mm. 268-271

CRS list

(2): 1st ob., bsns.
1: 1st fl.
2: Vlns.
3: Brass, timp., vlas.,
vcls./b.
4: Cls.
5: Hrns.
7: Vlas., vcls./b., tutti

Cue numbers

Represent beats

GoS

No GoS,
except
cues
2 and 5

II. Andante Cantabile Con Moto
This movement is conducted entirely in three with the eighth note receiving the
beat and provides very few gestural issues for the conductor. There are no tempo
changes or modulations, fermatas, or occurrences of hypermetric conducting. Shaping
phrases and showing articulations, sforzandi, and dynamic changes will require most of
the conductor’s attention throughout this movement. However, there are some sections
of Cues in Rapid Succession that require analysis.
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Cues in Rapid Succession
Table 10
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 1, Movement 2

CRS location

mm. 53-55

mm. 86-88

m. 107

mm. 135-137

mm. 153-155

CRS list

1: Timp.
2: Tpts.
4: 1st vlns.
5: Obs., cls., bsns.,
hrns.
7: Fls.
1: Ww., hrns.
2: Vcls./b.
3: Vlns., vlas.
5: Ww., hrns.
7: Vlns., vlas.
8: Vcls./b.
9: Ww., hrns.
(3): Vlas.
1: 1st vlns.
2: Vcls./b.
(3): 2nd vlns.
1: 1st vlns.
2: vcls./b.
3: 1st ob., bsns.
5: vlas.
7: hrns.
1: Timp.
2: Tpts.
4: Strings
5: Ww. (no fl.)
8: Fl.

Cue numbers

GoS

No GoS
Represent beats

Represent beats

No GoS

Represent beats

No GoS

Represent beats

No GoS

Represent beats

No GoS,
except
cue 8
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III. Menuetto e Trio: Allegro Molto e Vivace
Major gestural issues for this movement include hypermetric conducting, starting
the movement, and giving cues in rapid succession. There are no fermatas or indicated
tempo changes. The major issues present in this movement are analyzed and discussed
below.
Hypermetric Conducting
The time signature of the minuet and trio is 3/4, but Beethoven’s metronome
marking is dotted half-note equals 110 BPM. Therefore, this movement should be
conducted showing one beat per bar in a hypermetric fashion. Most of the suggested bar
groupings in this movement are four bars in length. The criteria used for analysis in
deciding bar groupings are explained in the earlier “Hypermetric Conducting” chapter of
this document. The table below suggests a possible hypermetric organization for this
movement. The conductor is free to choose one’s own bar groupings, but the table below
may be used as a point of departure. The conductor is also free to decide how wide or
narrow one’s own hypermetric conducting patterns may be in order to avoid confusion
while allowing expression.
Table 11
Hypermetric Conducting Suggestion for Symphony No.1, Movement 3

Measures

1-48, 62-73, 76-95, 100-115, 118-125, 134-137

Pattern

Hypermetric 4
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Table 11 (continued).

Measures

Pattern

49-54, 58-61, 74-75, 96-99, 116-117, 126-133

Hypermetric 2

55-57

Hypermetric 3

Starting the Movement

Figure 5. Musical example of mm. 1-4 in the third movement of Symphony No. 1.
Assuming the first four measures of this movement are conducted in a
hypermetric four-beat pattern, the conductor should start with one’s baton just above the
ictus of beat three while mentally setting the tempo. When ready, he should then
naturally fall in a pendulum motion showing beat three with a relatively inactive ictus,
rebounding to a sharp ictus given on beat four. All of this preparatory action should be
given in tempo. The orchestra should then enter together with the pick-up of measure
one after the sharply given preparatory beat four. The conductor should then continue
beating in time, clearly establishing the new tempo.
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Cues in Rapid Succession
Table 12
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 1, Movement 3

CRS location

mm. 33-35

CRS list

1: Vlns.
2: Vlas., vcls./b.
3: 1st ob., 1st bsn.

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

IV. Finale: Adagio—Allegro Molto e Vivace
Starting the Movement/Fermati/Non-Modulatory Sudden Tempo Change

Figure 6. Musical example of mm. 1-8 in the fourth movement of Symphony No. 1.
While this section is written in 2/4 time, it should be conducted in four with the
eighth note receiving the beat following Beethoven’s indication. It is suggested that beat
two in these measures have a stopped ictus. A Gesture of Syncopation should be given
on beat three of mm. 2-5 as an impetus for the syncopated entrances after each third beat.
Beat four in m. 5 may be shown subdivided, especially if a slight ritardando leading into
the fermata in m. 6 is desired.
Since the music that follows the forte fermata in m. 1 is marked piano, some
silence should be inserted to allow the sound to clear and for the first violin section’s
piano entrance to be heard. Depending on the resonance of the performance hall and the
conductor’s preferences, one may wish to add only a beat of rest between the fermata and
the ensuing music or even more than a beat of rest. If the conductor decides to add only
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one beat of rest, he should follow the practice of the short-break fermata where a
counterclockwise, circular cutoff in the tempo of the ensuing music is given with an ictus
at the release that smoothly rebounds into a preparatory beat for the following downbeat.
If the conductor prefers to have a break longer than one beat in length between the
fermata in bar one and the following music, then he should follow the practice of a longbreak fermata, where a stopped ictus is employed at the release. When the conductor is
ready to continue, a preparatory gesture in the resuming tempo and dynamic should be
given before the next entrance on the downbeat of m. 2.
Because a fermata is utilized in the tempo change at m. 6, the practice applied for
a tempo modulation is not necessary. The fermata allows for one to simply begin
mentally feeling the desired new tempo while holding the fermata. It is also likely that
the conductor may choose to insert a ritardando before the fermata. This action would
likely make a tempo modulation difficult. Instead, the practice of a non-modulatory
tempo change should be applied where one mentally feels the new tempo while holding
the fermata as soon as it is reached. Despite Beethoven’s metronome marking of half
note equalling 88 BPM, it is suggested that the conductor begin beating the Allegro
section showing two beats per bar since the first violins’ entrance in m. 6 is on the second
beat of the measure. One should decide in advance the number of new tempo quarter
note beats the fermata should be held.
Once the fermata in m. 6 is held for its desired value, the conductor should release
the fermata. If the conductor decides there should be an additional beat of rest between
the fermata and the ensuing music, then the prescribed practice for a short-break fermata
where the fermata is released using a counterclockwise circular cutoff motion in the
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tempo of the following music should be followed. This release of the fermata essentially
acts as a second occurrence of beat one. A strong ictus should not be shown at the end of
the cutoff so that the musicians do not immediately go on. As long as the cutoff is given
somewhat inactively, the players should insert a beat of rest between the fermata and the
ensuing music. One should then give a strong ictus on beat two of m. 6 acting as a
Gesture of Syncopation for the 1st violins’ sixteenth note upward scale.
If, instead, it is decided that there should be no additional break between the
fermata and the ensuing music, then one should follow the prescribed practice for a nobreak fermata, where the fermata’s release is given with an inactive preparatory beat (so
as not to cause an inadvertent premature release of the fermata) in the tempo of the
following music. In the case of m. 6, a strong ictus should then be given at the release to
cause the first violins to immediately continue with their ensuing sixteenth note scalar
figure after the beat with only a sixteenth rest separating the fermata and the ensuing
music.
Fermati

Figure 7. Musical example of mm. 234-238 in the third movement of Symphony No. 1.
A decision must be made in how to treat the fermata in m. 235. The conductor
may decide to treat this fermata as a short-break fermata by releasing it with a
counterclockwise, circular cutoff that rebounds into a preparatory gesture for the
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downbeat of the next measure. This action allows a breath between the fermata and the
following downbeat. If the conductor decides not to allow a breath before the downbeat
of m. 236, he may treat the fermata in m. 235 as a no-break fermata wherein the
downbeat of m. 236 is shown using an inactive preparatory beat to encourage the
musicians to continue the sound into the next bar. The musicians may then take a short
but much needed breath between the first and second beats of m. 236, since the first
quarter note of the bar is marked staccato. The conductor may show space between the
first and second beats of m. 236 by stopping at the ictus of the first beat for half of a beat
and then giving an active preparatory gesture for beat two.
It is suggested that the fermata in m. 237 be treated as a short-break fermata. The
short break allows the forte sound to clear the performance space before the next piano
entrance. The ictus of the counterclockwise, circular cutoff of the fermata serves as a
second occurrence of beat one. This release on beat one is followed by sharp ictus given
on beat two after which the second violins play their rising sixteenth note scalar figure.
The conductor should not neglect giving beat one for the timpani in mm. 235 and 237.
However, he should be careful not to make the beat too active when cuing the timpani in
these bars so as not to cause the rest of the orchestra to release the fermati earlier than
desired. If the conductor would rather have no break between the fermata in m. 237 and
the second violin’s following scalar figure, the practice of a no-break described in the
Fermati chapter of this document fermata should be applied.
Hypermetric Conducting
Despite Beethoven’s metronome marking of half note equalling 88 BPM, it is
suggested that the conductor beat a number of measures in this movement using a
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standard two-beat pattern showing two beats per bar, especially if the conductor chooses
a slower tempo than 88 BPM for the Allegro section. This standard two-beat pattern is
chosen for the many sections where many entrances, accents, or dynamic changes take
place on or after the second beats of measures and in places where there is a high level of
rhythmic intensity. The hypermetric two-beat pattern is mainly suggested for two- or sixbar phrases where there are few if any entrances, accents, or dynamic changes on the
second beats of measures. Likewise, a hypermetric four-beat pattern is chosen for fouror eight-bar phrases where there are few if any entrances, accents, or dynamic changes on
the second beats of measures. Based on the criteria explained above and in the
“Hypermetric Conducting” chapter of this document, the table below presents a
suggested hypermetric organization for this movement.
Table 13
Hypermetric/Standard Conducting Suggestion for Symphony No.1, Movement 4

Measures

Pattern

6-29, 38-41, 54-77, 86-97, 100-101, 104-129, 148-159,
Standard 2
162-163, 170-187, 192-217, 226-265, 270-304
78-85, 98-99, 102-103, 138-139, 160-161, 164-169,
Hypermetric 2
188-191, 218-225, 266-269
30-37, 42-53,a 130-137, 140-147b

Hypermetric 4
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Table 13 (continued).

Measures

1-5

Pattern

Standard 4

a

A Gesture of Syncopation may be given on the first beats of mm. 47 and 51 to cue the sforzandi on beat two of these measures.

b

A Gesture of Syncopation may be given on the first beats of mm. 141 and 145 to cue the sforzandi on beat two of these measures.

Due to the great alternation between the standard two-beat pattern and the
hypermetric patterns, it is suggested that the conductor use a standard two-beat pattern,
showing two beats per bar, throughout the entire Allegro molto e vivace section in the
early stages of rehearsal until the players know their parts and the piece well. One may
then experiment with conducting hypermetrically, though the players may first need to be
told to continue playing in the same tempo throughout the Allegro molto e vivace section
just as they were when the movement was being conducted entirely with a standard twobeat pattern. De-emphasizing beat two in the standard conducting pattern to the point
where one is almost conducting in one with a stopped ictus, may be useful in minimizing
confusion. Horizontally narrowing the hypermetric beat pattern, especially when
conducting in a hypermetric two-beat pattern, should also help to alleviate any
misunderstanding. If switching between hypermetric and standard conducting causes
much trouble even after trying the above suggestions, one may, of course, consistently
conduct the entire Allegro molto e vivace section showing two beats per bar, in one, or
hypermetrically.
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Cues in Rapid Succession
The CRS sections in this movement are analyzed and compiled in the table below.
It is ultimately up to the individual conductor to decide what cues are necessary to give in
a CRS section to one’s ensemble at any time, and one may choose to disregard any cues
listed as needed. The conductor is encouraged to write this information in the margins of
the score near each CRS section. He should then memorize and physically practice
giving the cues in their proper order.
Table 14
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 1, Movement 4

CRS location

mm. 25-27

CRS list

(2): Obs.
1: Fls.
4: Cls., brass, timp.
5: Vlas., vcls./b.

mm. 130-132

1: Bsns.
2: 1st fl., 1st ob.
3: Hrns.

mm. 218-221,
222-225

1: Obs., hrns.
2: Tpts., timp., strings
3: Fls., cls., bsns.
4: Tpts., timp., strings

mm. 258-261

1: Strings
2: Fls., cls., bsns.
3: Vlas., vcls./b.
6: Brass
7: Timp.

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

In 2

Represent beats

All GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS,
except
cue 3

Hyp. 2

Represent bars

All GoS

In 2

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cue 1
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Table 14 (continued).

CRS location

CRS list

mm. 274-277

(2): 1st vlns.
2: 1st fl.
4: 1st and 2nd vlns.
6: Fls.
8: Cls., bsns.

Pattern

Cue numbersb

GoS

In 2

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cue 2
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CHAPTER VIII
SYMPHONY NO. 2 IN D MAJOR, OP. 36
I. Adagio—Allegro Con Brio
A number of fermati and CRS sections, in addition to a tempo change, are found
in this movement. However, there are no suggested sections of hypermetric conducting
in this movement since the entire Allegro con brio section of this movement is conducted
in two. Starting the movement is also addressed below.
Starting the Movement/Fermata
Considering Beethoven’s indicated metronome marking of eighth note equalling
84 BPM, it is suggested that one should conduct the Adagio section of this movement in
six using a subdivided three-beat pattern. The opening of this movement, however, can
be problematic.

Figure 8. Musical example of mm. 1-2 of the first movement of Symphony No. 2.
In order to clearly show the tempo and cause the accurate placement of the tutti
thirty-second note pick-up to the first bar, it is suggested that the conductor start with
one’s baton just above the ictus of beat three in an imagined standard four-beat pattern.
One should then smoothly continue the conducting pattern, dropping to the beat point of
beat three without showing an active ictus, and then naturally continue to beat four where
a sharp ictus is shown. The baton should then follow to beat one. All of this preparatory
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action should be shown in the desired opening tempo. The ensemble will feel the tempo
by seeing two beat-points being given and should, therefore, place the thirty-second
pickup note accurately and with good ensemble.
The fermata in m. 1 should be treated as a short-break fermata since a break in
sound is likely needed due to the great difference in dynamic from fortissimo to piano. A
breath may also be necessary for the double reeds to play their continuing line of music.
After the fermata in m. 1 is held the desired length of time at the ictus of beat one, a
counterclockwise cutoff the length of an eighth note should be shown in tempo with the
ictus given on beat two before continuing. This sharp ictus should cause the oboes and
bassoons to release the fermata and add an eighth rest on between beat two and the
ensuing music on the second half of beat two. The added eighth rest will allow the
beginning of the soft chord on the second half of beat two to be clearly heard.
Gradual Tempo Change

Figure 9. Musical example at mm. 33-34 in the first movement of Symphony No. 2.
Given the rhythmic juxtaposition of the sixteenth note triplets against the sixtyfourth notes in the violins, a sudden, clear, and accurate tempo modulation (one that does
not utilize an accelerando, ritardando, or fermata) is extremely difficult and would likely
require many repetitions and much rehearsal time to possibly achieve clarity. Instead it is
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suggested that the conductor utilize an accelerando on the last two eighth note beats of m.
33 in order to reach the new Allegro con brio tempo. This accelerando seems in
character with the music since it is employed during a fast, falling scalar figure in the
violins.64 Given that a falling object naturally increases in speed, it stands to reason that
it is musical and acceptable when a falling scale is allowed to gain speed as well,
especially when it is going directly into a faster tempo. Ideally the new tempo (100
BPM) should be reached on the last eighth note beat of m. 33, which would cause the
sixty-fourth notes in the violins to equal the speed of the sixteenth notes of the violas and
cellos in the new tempo at m. 34. Given a few repetitions during rehearsal, this tempo
change should become easy and natural.
Cues in Rapid Succession
All CRS sections in this movement take place in the Allegro con brio section,
which is entirely conducted in two. The CRS sections found in this movement are
compiled and analyzed in a table below. All cue numbers in the CRS lists below
represent beats since none of the movement is conducted hypermetrically. It is suggested
that the conductor write the information provided below for each CRS section in the
margin of the score. It should then be memorized, practiced, and applied by the
conductor.

64

Kahn, Elements of Conducting, 61-62.
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Table 15
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 2, Movement 1

CRS location

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent beats

All GoS

(2): Bsns.
1: Obs.
2: Fls.

Represent beats

No GoS

mm. 153-155

(2): Bsns.
1: Obs.
2: Fls
3: Tpts.
5: Hrns.

Represent beats

No GoS

mm. 214-215

1: Hrns.
3: Obs.
4: 1st fl.

Represent beats

No GoS

mm. 120-123

mm. 147, 149,
and 151

mm. 304-311

CRS list

1: Bsns.
2: Cls.
3: Obs.
5: Bsns.
6: Cls.
7: Obs.

1: 1st ob., cls.
4: Bsns., strings
5: Fls.
8: Bsns., strings
9: 2nd ob.
12: Hrns., strings
14: Tpts.
15: Timp.

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cues 1, 14,
and 15
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Table 15 (continued).

CRS location

CRS list

mm. 342-343

1: Obs.
2: Brass, timp.
4: Fls., cls., 1st bsn.

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent beats

No GoS

II. Larghetto
This movement is conducted entirely in three with the eighth note receiving the
beat. There are no tempo changes, fermatas, or occurrences of hypermetric conducting.
Shaping phrases and showing articulations and dynamic changes will require most of the
conductor’s attention throughout this movement, but these minor issues will not be
addressed in this document. However, four sections of Cues in Rapid Succession require
analysis and are addressed below.
Cues in Rapid Succession
The provided CRS lists in the table below include all likely possible cues in the
addressed CRS sections for this movement. It is suggested that the conductor write the
CRS lists and other information provided in the CRS table in the margins of one’s score
or on a separate page. One should then memorize the information and physically practice
giving the necessary cues for each CRS section. It is ultimately up to the conductor to
decide what cues are necessary to give.
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Table 16
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 2, Movement 2

CRS location

CRS list

mm. 52-54

1: Cls.
2: 1st ob.
3: 1st fl.
4: 2nd vlns.
5: 1st ob.
6: 1st fl.
7: 2nd vlns.
8: 1st ob.
9: 1st. fl.

mm. 79, 80, 243,
and 244

1: Hrns., 2nd vlns., vlas.,
vcls./b.
2: Obs., cls., bsns.
3: 1st fl., 1st vlns.

mm. 198-199,
200-201

1: Vcls./b.
2: 1st vlns.
4: 1st bsn.
5: 1st ob.

mm. 202-204

1: Vcls./b.
2: 1st fl., bsns.1st vlns., vlas.
4: Hrns., Vcls./b.
5: 1st fl., bsns.1st vlns., vlas
7: Obs., cls., bsns., hrns.

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cue 1

Represent beats

No GoS

Represent beats

No GoS

Represent beats

No GoS,
except
cue 7

III. Scherzo: Allegro
There are no tempo modulations or fermatas found in this movement. However it
is suggested that this scherzo be conducted hypermetrically since it is felt in one. There
are also some CRS sections that warrant attention.
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Hypermetric Conducting
Given Beethoven’s indicated metronome marking of dotted-half note equalling
100 BPM, one should conduct this movement showing one beat per bar utilizing
hypermetric beat-patterns. The table below presents suggested bar groupings/conducting
patterns for this scherzo. The criteria used in choosing bar groupings and conducting
patterns are explained in the “Hypermetric Conducting” chapter of this document.
Rhythmic emphasis, generally indicated in the score by dynamic changes and sforzandi,
is the main factor considered for bar grouping in this movement. When the rhythmic
emphasis makes a section of music feel like it is in two, a two-beat conducting pattern is
chosen. Likewise, when rhythmic emphasis causes the feeling of a four-bar phrase, a
four-beat conducting pattern is suggested. The conductor should feel free to choose one’s
own bar groupings but is encouraged to use this table as a point of departure. The
conductor may decide how wide or narrow one’s hypermetric patterns may be at any
time.
Table 17
Hypermetric Conducting Suggestion for Symphony No.2, Movement 3

Measures

Pattern

5-8, 13-16, 21-36, 43-46, 55-58, 63-66, 71-78, 81-88, 101-104,
Hypermetric 4
109-112, 117-120, 127-130
1-4, 9-12, 17-20, 37-42, 47-54, 59-62, 67-70, 79-80, 89-100,
Hypermetric 2
105-108, 113-116, 121-126
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Cues in Rapid Succession
The CRS sections found in this movement are presented and analyzed below.
Since the entire movement is conducted hypermetrically, each cue number in all CRS
sections represents a bar. It is suggested that the conductor write the information
presented below in the margins of the score near each CRS section. He should then
memorize the information and physically practice giving the cues.
Table 18
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 2, Movement 3

CRS location

mm. 5-8,
43-46

mm. 13-16

CRS list

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

1: Hrns.
2: Vlns.
3: Obs., hrns.
4: Fls., cls., tpts.,
timp., vlas., vcls./b.

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

No GoS

Hyp.
4+2+2+4

Represent bars

No GoS

1: Cls., hrns.
3: Tpts., timp.
5: 1st ob.
7: 1st fl.
9: Cls., hrns.
11: Tpts., timp.

IV. Allegro Molto
No tempo change is indicated in this movement. However, a number of fermatas
and Cues in Rapid Succession must be negotiated. Starting the movement also requires
some explanation. There are also some possible sections of hypermetric conducting.
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Hypermetric Conducting
Despite Beethoven’s metronome marking of half note equalling 152 BPM for this
movement in cut time, it is suggested that the conductor beat a number of measures in
this movement showing one beat per bar in a hypermetric fashion. This style of
conducting is useful for conducting sections that are legato in style or low in rhythmic
intensity, which is the case for many sections in this movement. The criteria used for
analysis in deciding bar groupings and patterns used are explained in the “Hypermetric
Conducting” chapter of this document. The table below presents a suggested hypermetric
organization for this movement.
Table 19
Hypermetric Conducting Suggestion for Symphony No.2, Movement 4

Measures

Pattern

1-19, 44-51, 84-97, 108-130, 139-148, 165-203, 228-235,
Standard 2
268-281, 290-311, 330-337, 374-442
20-23, 26-29, 32-35, 52-83, 98-105, 149-164, 204-207, 216-219,
Hypermetric 4
222-225, 236-267, 282-289, 316-319, 326-329, 338-369
24-25, 30-31, 36-37, 106-107, 131-138, 208-209, 214-215,
Hypermetric 2
220-221, 226-227, 312-315, 320-325, 370-373

The table above should only be seen as a list of possible locations where standard
and hypermetric conducting should be considered. The conductor should feel free to
alternate between standard and hypermetric conducting patterns less often than is listed in
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the table. One may consult the “Alternating Between Standard and Hypermetric
Conducting Styles” section in the “Hypermetric Conducting” chapter of this document
for suggestions regarding application and physical execution.
Starting the Movement
Starting this movement may be problematic since the movement begins with an
anacrusis.

Figure 10. Musical example of mm. 1-2 of the fourth movement of Symphony No. 2.
It is suggested that the conductor start with one’s baton just above the ictus of
beat one while mentally setting the tempo. From this point, when ready, one should then
fall to beat one showing no active ictus so as not to cause a premature entrance. The
conductor should then smoothly continue to beat two where an active ictus is shown. All
of this preparatory action lasts one beat. The players should enter together with the
anacrusis to measure one after the sharp ictus of the preparatory beat two is shown. The
conductor must then continue beating in time, clearly establishing the new tempo.
Fermati

Figure 11. Musical example of mm. 334-338 in the fourth movement of Symphony No. 2.
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Since the music following the fermata in m. 335 is marked piano, while the
fermata is fortissimo in volume, the practice for a short-break fermata should be applied
here if the conductor desires the beginning of the strings’ whole note in m. 336 to be
heard. Taking into account the acoustical properties of the space in which the symphony
is being performed, the conductor must decide whether to create a break that is a halfmeasure long or one that is a whole measure in length. If the conductor decides only to
allow a break that is a half-measure in length, after holding the fermata the desired length
of time, one should show a clockwise cutoff in the tempo and length of a half note with
an active ictus that causes the orchestra to release the fermata and insert a half rest before
the strings play the next measure. If the conductor decides that a whole measure of rest
should be added between the fermata and the following measure, then the practice above
should be applied except that the cutoff motion for the fermata should be given in the
tempo and length of a whole note. However, if the conductor desires some overlap in
sound between the fortissimo fermata and the strings’ whole note chord in the following
measure, he may choose not to insert a rest between mm. 335 and 336. Therefore the
practice for a no-break fermata should be followed where the downbeat of m. 336 is
given with an inactive preparatory beat so as not to cause an inadvertent, premature
release of the fermata in m. 335.
The considerations applied for the treatment of the fermata in m. 337 are similar
to those of the fermata in m. 335. Here the conductor may choose to add a short break or
no break between the fermata and the following music. In this case though, a break is not
needed in order to clearly hear the initial articulation of the music following the fermata
in m. 337, since the change in dynamic and orchestration is minimal. Whether the
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conductor decides to add a short break one half-rest in length, or chooses to have no
break, the physical practices described above and in the “Fermati” chapter of this
document may be applied here. For both fermati in this section, an inactive down beat
should be shown on the measures of the fermati to mark each measure but not
inadvertently cause the orchestra to prematurely release the fermati.
A break in sound is suggested for the fermata in m. 415 due to the great change in
dynamic from fortissimo to pianissimo between the fermata chord and the following
more articulated and rhythmic music.

Figure 12. Musical example of mm. 414-416 in the fourth movement of Symphony No. 2.
However, the conductor must decide how long of a break is needed. If a break of
a half measure (one beat) in length is desired, the practice for a “short-break” fermata
should be applied where a clockwise cutoff a half measure in length should be shown
with an active ictus that starts a preparatory beat one half note in length. If a break of a
whole measure (two beats) is chosen, the practice of a long-break fermata should be
applied. Here the conductor should release the fermata using a counterclockwise cutoff
lasting a whole measure in length. The conductor should then stop at the ictus at the end
of the release for a half rest (one beat). A preparatory beat one beat (a half note) in length
then needs to be given before the downbeat of m. 416 since that bar should be conducted
in two. No matter what practice is applied, the conductor must not neglect to show an
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inactive down beat on the measure of the fermata to mark the measure while not
inadvertently causing the ensemble to prematurely release the fermata.
Cues in Rapid Succession
The provided CRS lists in the table below include all likely possible cues in the
addressed CRS sections for this movement. It is ultimately up to the individual
conductor to decide what cues are necessary to give in a CRS section. Even if the
conductor decides to show very little if any cues in a CRS section in order to maintain
clarity or to discourage dependency, knowing the physical locations of the players or
sections being cued and the rhythmic order and location of each cue in a CRS section of
music is helpful for accurate error detection and correction in rehearsal. It is suggested
that the conductor write the CRS lists and other information provided in the CRS table in
the margins of one’s score or on a separate page. One should then memorize the
information and physically practice giving the cues for each CRS section.
Table 20
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 2, Movement 4

CRS location

CRS list

mm. 5-7,
112-115,
191-193,
298-300

(2): Basses
2: Hrns.
3: W.w., tpts., timp.
5: 2nd fl., 2nd ob.,
2nd bsn., strings

Pattern

In 2

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent beats

No GoS,
except
cue 5
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Table 20 (continued).

CRS location

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

(2): Basses
2: Hrns., cls.
3: Fls., obs., bsns.,
tpts., timp.
4: Strings

In 2

Represent beats

No GoS,
except
cue 3

mm. 118-119

(2): Basses
2: Hrns.
3: Tpts., timp.

In 2

Represent beats

No GoS,
except
cue 3

mm. 221-222

(2): 2nd ob., 2nd bsn.
2: Fls., hrns.
3: Timp.

In 2

Represent beats

No GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

No GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

No GoS

mm. 11-13,
195-197

mm. 236-243

mm. 252-254

CRS list

1: Hrns.
3: 1st ob.
4: 1st fl.
5: Hrns.
7: 1st ob.
8: 1st fl., 1st bsn.
1: Cls., tpts., timp.
3: 1st ob.
4: 1st fl
5: 1st bsn.
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CHAPTER IX
SYMPHONY NO. 3 IN E-FLAT MAJOR, OP. 55
I. Allegro con brio
Possible sections of hypermetric conducting are addressed along with starting the
movement. A number of CRS sections are also listed and analyzed. There are no tempo
changes or fermati in this movement.
Starting the Movement

Figure 13. Musical example of mm. 1-6 in the first movement of Symphony No. 3.
Whether one chooses to take Beethoven’s indicated tempo or a slower one, it is
suggested that the first two measures of this movement be conducted in three.
Conducting in three allows the preparatory beats for the opening two short tutti chords to
be faster quarter note beats rather than a slow dotted half note beat. The faster
preparatory beat allows for more rhythmic precision for the short tutti chords and clearly
establishes the tempo.
Hypermetric Conducting
Assuming that one takes Beethoven’s indicated tempo of dotted half note
equalling 60 BPM, most of this movement can be conducted showing one beat per bar in
a hypermetric manner as charted below. If one takes a slower tempo than 60 BPM, one
may need to conduct more bars in three than is suggested in the table below to keep the
tempo from inadvertently dragging. It is ultimately up to the conductor to decide whether
one should conduct simply in one showing only vertical beats or hypermetrically. The
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criteria used in choosing bar groupings and conducting patterns are explained in the
“Hypermetric Conducting” chapter of this document. A standard three-beat pattern is
suggested in this movement when precision is needed to cue rhythmic entrances that take
place in the middle of beats two or three of a measure. Even if the conductor chooses not
to conduct hypermetrically, the table below serves as a helpful bar grouping suggestion to
aid the conductor in phrasal organization.
Table 21
Hypermetric/Standard Conducting Suggestion for Symphony No. 3, Movement 1

Measures

Pattern

3-10, 15-22, 37-40, 45-52, 57-64, 75-78, 83-102, 105-116,
119-122, 128-151, 154a-6,a 166-193, 198-205, 220-247,
276-291, 300-311, 316-319, 322-393, 398-401, 404-423,

Hypermetric 4

426-433, 436-439, 448-467, 478-481, 486-505, 508-519,
522-525, 531-534, 539-560, 565-580, 595-688
11-14, 23-36, 41-44, 53-56, 73-74, 79-82, 103-104, 117-118,
123-124, 152a-153a, 152b-153b, 154-165, 196-197, 208-209,
212-213, 218-219, 248-275, 292-299, 312-315, 320-321,
Hypermetric 2
394-397, 402-403, 424-425, 434-435, 440-447, 476-477,
482-485, 506-507, 520-521, 526-527, 535-538, 561-564,
581-594, 689-690
125-127, 528-530

Hypermetric 3
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Table 21 (continued).

Measures

Pattern

1-2, 65-72, 194-195, 206-207, 210-211, 214-217, 468-475

Standard 3

691
a

In 1

Measure 155a repeats back to m. 5.

Cues in Rapid Succession
CRS sections in this movement have been analyzed and compiled into tables. It is
ultimately up to the individual conductor to decide what cues should be given in a CRS
section depending on the ensemble’s needs. The conductor is encouraged to write each
CRS list below in the margins of the score. One should then memorize and physically
practice giving the desired cues in their proper order.
Table 22
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 3, Movement 1

CRS location

mm. 18-23

CRS list

(4): 1st vlns.
2: 1st fl., 1st cl., 1st bsn.
3: 2nd fl.
4: 2nd cl., hrns.,
1st vlns., vcls., b.
5: Tutti

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

No GoS,
except
cue 5
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Table 22 (continued).

CRS location

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

1: 1st ob.
2: 1st cl.
3: 1st fl., 1st and 2nd
hrns., vcls., b.
4: 1st vlns.

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

1: 1st ob.
2: 1st cl., 1st bsn.
3: Tutti

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS,
except
cue 1

mm. 83-90

1: Cls., bsns.
2: 1st ob.
3: 1st fl., 2nd ob.
4: Basses
5: Vlns., vlas., vcls.
7: 1st ob., 1st bsn.
8: 1st fl.

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

mm. 91-99

1: Cls.
2: 2nd ob., 1st and
2nd hrns.
3: 1st ob., 3rd hrn.
5: Vcls./b.
6: Vlns., vlas.
7: 1st ob.
8: Fls., Cls., bsns.
9: Strings

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

mm. 45-48,
49-52

mm. 53-55

mm. 63-65

CRS list

(3): Fls., 1st bsn.
(4): 2nd bsn., 1st and
2nd hrns.
1: Tutti
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Table 22 (continued).

CRS location

mm.
166-169,
170-173

mm. 174-180

mm.
220-223,
224-227

mm. 240-248

mm. 338-345

CRS list

1: 1st ob.
2: 1st bsn.
3: 1st fl.
4: 1st vlns.
1: 1st ob., 1st bsn.
2: 1st fl.
3: 1st vlns.
4: 1st fl.
6: 1st vlns.
8: 1st fl.
1: 1st cl.
2: 1st bsn.
3: 1st fl.
4: 1st vln.
1: 1st vlns.
2: Vcls./b.
3: Vlas.
4: Bsns.
5: Obs.
6: Fls.
7: Bsns.
8: Fls., cls.
9: Ww., 1st and
2nd hrns., tpts., strings
1: 1st bsn.
2: 1st cl.
3: Fls., obs.
4: Strings
5: 3rd hrn.
6: 1st and 2nd hrn.
8: Strings

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS,
except
cue 8

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS,
except
cue 1

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

No GoS
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Table 22 (continued).

CRS location

mm.
448-451,
452-455

mm. 456-459

mm. 486-493

CRS list

1: 1st fl.
2: 1st ob.
3: 1st cl.
4: 1st vlns.
1: 1st cl., 1st bsn.
2: 1st fl.
3: Tutti
1: Cls., bsns.
3: 1st ob.
4: Basses
5: Vlns., vlas., vcls.
7: 1st bsn.
8: 1st fl.

mm. 494-502

1: Cls.
2: 1st ob.
3: 1st fl., 3rd hrn.
5: Vcls./b.
6: Vlns., vlas.
7: 1st cl.
8: Obs., bsns.,
2nd and 3rd hrns.
9: Strings

mm. 545-546

1: Hrns.
2: Tpts.
3: Timp.

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

Represent bars

All GoS,
except
cue 3

Hyp. 4

II. Marcia Funebre: Adagio Assai
Taking into account Beethoven’s indicated metronome marking of eighth note
equalling 80 BPM and the 2/4 time signature, it is suggested that one conduct this
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movement entirely in four with the eighth note receiving the beat. There are no tempo
changes, fermati, or possible sections of hypermetric conducting. Although, some CRS
sections are found in the movement and are addressed below.
Cues in Rapid Succession
The CRS sections found in this movement are compiled and analyzed in two
tables below. The conductor should memorize the CRS lists for the addressed CRS
sections. One may then apply the cue list to physical gesture, practice giving the
necessary cues, and apply them as needed in rehearsal and performance.
Table 23
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 3, Movement 2

CRS location

CRS list

mm. 49-51

(4): 2nd cl.
2: 2nd ob.
3: 3rd hrn.
6: 1st fl.
7: 2nd fl., 2nd bsn., timp.
8: 1st ob., strings
9: 1st and 2nd hrns.

mm. 140-141

2: 2nd vlns.
3: Timp., vlcs./b.
5: Hrns., tpts.
6: 1st bsn.
7: 2nd vlns., vlas.
9: Fls.
11: Brass, 1st vlns.

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent beats

No GoS,
except
cue 8

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cue 9
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Table 23 (continued).

CRS location

mm. 157-160

mm. 164-167

mm. 194

CRS list

1: 1st vlns.
2: Vcls./b.
3: 1st and 2nd hrns., strings
4: Hrn. 3, tpts.
1: Vlas.
3: 2nd vlns.
5: 1st vlns.
9: Ww., Vcls./b.
11: 2nd vlns.
13: 1st vlns.
15: Fls.
1: 1st fl., 1st cl.
3: 2nd ob., 2nd bsn., hrns.,
timp., vlas., basses
4: 2nd cl.

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent beats

No GoS

Represent beats

No GoS

Represent beats

No GoS,
except
cue 1

III. Scherzo e Trio: Allegro Vivace
Major gestural issues in this movement include hypermetric conducting, starting
the movement, and CRS sections. There are no sudden or gradual tempo changes in this
movement. There are also no indicated tempo changes in this movement.
Getting into the Alla breve section (m. 384-387) is not considered a tempo change
because the amount of time between given beats (the BPM) does not change. The Alla
breve section is beat with one beat per bar just like the music before and after it. Only a
meter change exists where duple subdivisions of the beat are felt and played compared to
triplet beat subdivisions in the music before and after the Alla breve section. If necessary
for a smooth transition, the conductor may mentally subdivide duple beat subdivisions for
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two bars before the Alla breve section. In the last two bars of the Alla breve section, one
may also mentally subdivide triplet beat subdivisions before going back to 3/4 time in m.
388.
Hypermetric Conducting
This movement should be conducted with one beat shown per bar as Beethoven
indicates with his tempo of dotted half note equalling 116 BPM. One may consider
conducting this movement hypermetrically as this practice assists in phrasal organization.
The downbeat in the conducting pattern can also be used to show rhythmic emphasis.
The table below shows suggested bar groupings and their corresponding hypermetric
conducting patterns for this scherzo.
Table 24
Hypermetric Conducting Suggestion for Symphony No.3, Movement 3

Measures

Pattern

1-4, 15-18, 29-40, 49-76, 79-82, 98-109, 115-142, 147-150,
159-162, 165a-32,a 163b-166b, 167-214, 217-258a, 252-255b,
Hypermetric 4
259-262, 273-276, 287-298, 307-334, 356-367, 373-400, 405-408,
417-420, 423-438
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Table 24 (continued).

Measures

Pattern

5-6, 10-11, 19-20, 24-25, 44-45, 77-78, 83-84, 88-89, 96-97,
110-111, 143-146, 151-158, 163a-164a, 215-216, 263-264,
Hypermetric 2
268-269, 277-278, 282-283, 302-303, 335-336, 341-342, 346-347,
354-355, 368-369, 401-404, 409-416, 421-422, 439-442
7-9, 12-14, 21-213, 26-28, 41-43, 46-48, 85-87, 90-95, 112-114,
256b-258, 265-267, 270-272, 279-281, 284-286, 299-301, 304-306,

Hypermetric 3

343-345, 348-353, 370-372
259a
a

In 1

Measure 166a repeats back to m. 31.

Starting the Movement

Figure 14. Musical example of mm. 1-4 in the third movement of Symphony No. 3.
Assuming a hypermetric four-beat pattern is used as suggested above for the first
four bars of this movement, the conductor should mentally set the tempo while placing
one’s baton just above the ictus of beat three. When ready, one should then fall in tempo
to an inactive ictus on beat three and naturally continue to beat four where a strong ictus
is given. The orchestra should then enter together with the anacrusis of measure one after
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the sharply shown ictus on preparatory beat four. The conductor should continue beating
in time to further solidify the new tempo.
Cues in Rapid Succession
The CRS sections found in this movement are compiled and analyzed in two
tables below. The conductor should memorize the CRS lists for the addressed CRS
sections. One may then apply the cue list to physical gesture, practice giving the
necessary cues, and apply them as needed in rehearsal.
Table 25
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 3, Movement 3

CRS location

CRS list

mm. 49-59,
307-317

1: Vlas.
2: 2nd vlns.
3: 1st vlns., vcls/b.
4: 1st fl., 1st ob., 1st bsn.
5: Vlas.
6: 2nd vlns.
7: 1st vlns., vcls/b.
8: 1st fl., 1st ob., 1st bsn.
9: 2nd ob., 2nd bsn.
11: 2nd fl.

mm. 119-123

mm. 173-176,
189-192,
231-234

1: Obs., cls., bsns.,
1st and 2nd hrns.
2: Fls.
3: Strings
5: Tpts., timp.
(3): Obs., strings
(4): 2nd hrn.
1: 3rd hrn.
2: 1st hrn.

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

No GoS,
except cues
9 and 11

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS,
except
cue 5

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS
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Table 25 (continued).

CRS location

mm. 423-431

CRS list

Pattern

1: Timp.
2: 2nd vlns., vlas.
3: 1st cl., 1st bsn.,
1st vlns.
6: 2nd bsn.
7: 1st fl., 2nd cl.
9: 1st and 2nd hrns.

Hyp. 4

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent bars

All GoS,
except cues
1 and 7

IV: Finale: Allegro Molto
Options for the execution of a sudden tempo change in this movement are
explained in this movement’s analysis. Possible sections of hypermetric conducting are
also suggested for this movement. Some fermati and CRS sections also require
discussion in this movement’s analysis for gestural issues.
Hypermetric Conducting
It is suggested that most measures in this movement actually be conducted
showing two beats per bar despite Beethoven’s metronome marking of half note
equalling 76 BPM for this movement in 2/4 time. It may be difficult to keep the tempo
from dragging if one conducts most of this movement in one, given the great rhythmic
activity on or after the second beats of measures throughout this movement. However,
there are a few sections where it may be advantageous to conduct in one or
hypermetrically so that one may better show the legato style. The table below lists
possible measures where one may choose not to conduct in two but instead conduct in
one or hypermetrically. The suggested bar groupings/conducting patterns are also
included.
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Table 26
Hypermetric Conducting Suggestion for Symphony No.3, Movement 4

Measures

Patterns

76-79, 84-87, 175-178, 183-197, 258-261, 266-273

Hypermetric 4

274-276

Hypermetric 3

Fermati

Figure 15. Musical example of mm. 11-13 in the fourth movement of Symphony No. 3.
Since the pizzicato strings immediately following the tutti fortissimo fermata
chord in m. 11 are marked piano, a break in sound is suggested. If one desires a longer
break between the fermata and the ensuing music, one may treat the fermata as a longbreak fermata where the fermata is released out of tempo and the baton stops at the ictus
of the release. When the desired amount of silence has passed, the conductor may then
give a preparatory beat, one beat in length for the downbeat of m. 12 in the tempo of the
resuming music. If instead one wants only a short break in sound, one may follow the
practice of a short-break fermata where a counterclockwise release of the fermata is
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given, lasting one beat in the resuming music’s tempo. The release then smoothly
continues as the preparatory beat for the strings’ pizzicato entrance on beat one of m. 12.

Figure 16. Musical example of mm. 31-32 in the fourth movement of Symphony No. 3.
For the fermati in mm. 31 and 39, a sharp ictus given on beat two is necessary in
order to cause the strings’ pizzicato chord to be played precisely together after beat two.
This sharp ictus should cause the winds to release their chord on the ictus producing a
half beat of silence between the fermata chord and the strings’ pizzicato entrance. The
break in sound is likely needed since the winds’ fermata chord is louder than the
following strings’ pizzicato chord.

Figure 17. Musical example of mm. 55-56 in the fourth movement of Symphony No. 3.
For the fermata in m. 55, beat two must be given inactively in order to cue the
first violins’ note change and not cause the fermata to be released too soon. The fermata
should be held after showing beat two using a tenuto motion going out and up toward the
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top of the rebound of beat one so that beat two can be shown again to release the fermata.
Since the music that follows the fermata is at the same volume or softer than the fermata
chord, an additional break in sound is not suggested. A small break in sound is produced
when the second occurrence of beat two is given with a sharp ictus, which should cause
the ensemble to release the fermata and then continue playing after a half beat of silence.
The fermata in m. 71 may be treated in the same way as the fermata in m. 55, except that
beat two does not need to be shown twice since there is no change of pitch on beat two in
m. 71.

Figure 18. Musical example of m. 95 in the fourth movement of Symphony No. 3.
The similar fermati in mm. 95 and 104 may be treated in the same way as those in
mm. 31 and 39 since the sound produced on the fermata is louder than the sound of the
group that enters after the fermata, and a short break in sound may be needed for clarity.
However, one may still desire that no break in sound occur between the fermata and the
ensuing music. If this is the case, one should instead give a smooth ictus on beat two,
which should cause the sound to continue up to the middle of beat two allowing no break
in sound between the fermata and the ensuing music. The fermata in m. 348 is addressed
separately below since it is also accompanied by a tempo change.
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Fermata/Tempo Modulation/Non-Modulatory Sudden Tempo Change

Figure 19. Musical example of m. 348 in the fourth movement of Symphony No. 3.
The sudden tempo change indicated at the anacrusis to m. 349 can be completed
simply by mentally feeling the desired slower pulse of the new tempo while holding the
fermata in m. 348. If one desires to insert a short break (one beat in length in the new
tempo), one may simply show a counterclockwise release of the fermata, lasting one beat
in the new tempo following smoothly into the preparatory beat for the oboe’s entrance on
beat four of this measure.65 One may instead decide to insert a longer break between the
fermata and the ensuing music. If this practice is chosen, one should still mentally feel
the new tempo while holding the fermata the desired length of time. The fermata is then
released with the baton stopping at the ictus of the fermata’s release. When ready and
while still mentally feeling the new tempo from this stopped position, a preparatory beat
in the new tempo should be given for the oboe’s entrance on the last eighth note of m.
348. Having no break in sound between the fortissimo tutti chord in m. 348 and the
oboe’s following piano entrance is not suggested since the great change in dynamic from
loud to soft will likely not allow the solo oboe’s entrance to be clearly heard.

65

The oboe’s entrance on the last eighth note beat of m. 348 should be given on beat four of an
imagined four-beat conducting pattern.
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If the new slower tempo is not easily felt by the conductor while holding the
fermata, a tempo modulation may be utilized. It is assumed that the bars immediately
before the Poco andante section are conducted in two as suggested in the “Hypermetric
Conducting” section in the analysis for this movement. It is also assumed that the
conductor utilizes Beethoven’s suggested tempo for the Allegro molto section of this
movement of half note equalling 76 BPM. Therefore, the pulse being beaten for the
Allegro molto section is quarter note equalling 152 BPM. When the tempi of 152 and
108 BPM are approximated to either 153 and 103 BPM or 150 BPM and 100 BPM, a
useful reduced tempo ratio appears as presented in the table below.
Table 27
Tempo Modulation in Symphony No. 3, Movement 4

Location of
tempo
modulation

mm. 347-348

Tempo
change in
BPM

Reduced
tempo
ratio

Inverted
reduced
tempo
ratio

Subdivisions
felt per beat
in initial
tempo

Initial tempo
beat subdivisions
felt for each
target tempo beat

152108
(153103)
(150100)

3:2

2:3

2 eighth
notes

3 eighth
notes

For proper execution of the tempo modulation, one only needs to subdivide eighth
notes (duple beat subdivisions) in m. 347 in the initial tempo. While the fermata in m.
348 is held, one should mentally accent the first of every three initial tempo eighth note
beat subdivisions. Whether one decides to insert a short break or a long break between
the fermata and the following music, a preparatory beat lasting three initial tempo eighth
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note beat subdivisions should be given before the solo oboe’s entrance after the fermata
to show the slower target tempo.
Non-Modulatory Sudden Tempo Change

Figure 20. Musical example of mm. 430-431 in the fourth movement of Symphony No. 3.
Beethoven’s indicated metronome marking of eighth note equalling 116 BPM for
m. 431 is certainly not fast enough to be considered a Presto tempo. Perhaps it may be
assumed that Beethoven meant quarter note equals 116 BPM, which most certainly feels
like a presto tempo but may be too fast for the violins and violas to physically bow their
repeated thirty-second notes. If the conductor still chooses to change to a tempo of 116
BPM per quarter note at m. 431, one may treat the tempo change as a Piu mosso change
of tempo where the pulse of the beat only slightly increases from 108 BPM to 116
BPM.66 Once m. 431 is reached, one should then conduct in two with the quarter note
receiving the beat and marginally contract the beat pattern to allow for only the amount
of time and space between beats for the desired slightly faster tempo. One can still show
the louder fortissimo dynamic using a bigger and more energized preparatory beat for m.
431 while still minimizing the conducting pattern for the beats that follow. One may also
66

Taking into account the abilities of the particular orchestra being conducted, the BPM number
for the Presto section may even be slightly slower than the BPM number for the preceding Poco andante
section. If this is the case, one should simply treat the tempo change as a Meno mosso where one
marginally expands the beat pattern to allow for only the amount of time and space between beats for the
desired slightly slower tempo.
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choose slightly slower tempi than indicated for both the Poco andante section beginning
at the anacrusis of m. 349 and the following Presto section. If these tempi are reduced
equally, then the Piu mosso treatment explained above will still apply. If one instead
chooses 108 BPM for the pulse of both the Poco andante section and the Presto section,
then no change of tempo is necessary for the conductor, but only a change of beat pattern
from four to two.
Cues in Rapid Succession
The CRS sections found in this movement are compiled and analyzed in the table
below. The conductor may choose what cues are necessary or most important from the
CRS lists for the addressed CRS sections. One should then practice the action of giving
the necessary cues and apply them as needed in rehearsal.
Table 28
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 3, Movement 4

CRS location

mm. 112-113

mm. 143-147

CRS lista

1: Obs.
2: Bsns.
3: Cls.
1: Obs.
3: Fls.
4: 1st vlns.
5: Bsns.

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

In 2

Represent beats

All GoS

In 2

Represent bars
(all cues on beat one)

No GoS
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Table 28 (continued).

CRS location

CRS lista

Cue numbers

GoS

In 2

Represent beats

No GoS,
except
cue 2

In 2

Represent beats

No GoS

1: Obs.
2: 2nd vlns.
3: 1st vlns.
4a: Vlas.
4b: 2nd vlns.
mm. 162-171
5: Bsns.
6: Fls.
7: Obs., cls.
9: Fls., bsns.
10a: Cls.
10b: Fls.

In 2

Represent bars

No GoS

(2): Obs., cls., bsns.,
hrns., tpts.
mm. 315-316
1: Timp
2: 1st vlns., vcls./b.
3: Fls.

In 2

Represent beats

No GoS

(2): Vlas.
2: 2nd vlns.
4: Vlas.
mm. 150-154
5: 2nd vlns.
7: 2nd vlns.
8: Bsns.
9: Vlas.
10: Obs., cls.

mm. 156-160

1: 1st vlns.
2: Hrns.
5: Vcls./b.
6: 2nd fl., 2nd cl.
8: Bsns.
9: Hrns.

Pattern
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Table 28 (continued).

CRS location

mm. 328-334

mm. 380-381

a

CRS lista

1: Brass
3: Cls.
5: Bsns.
7: Obs.
10: Fls.
13: Brass, timp.
1: 1st vlns.
2: 2nd vlns.
4: Cls., bsns., 1st hrn.,
vlas., vcls./b.
6: 2nd and 3rd hrn.,
tpts., timp.

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

In 2

Represent beats

No GoS

In 4

Represent beats

No GoS

Cue numbers marked with “a” and “b” indicate that the cues are given on the first and second beat of the measure respectively.
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CHAPTER X
SYMPHONY NO. 4 IN Bb MAJOR, OP. 60
I. Adagio—Allegro Vivace
The slow introduction of this movement should be conducted in four, given
Beethoven’s indicted metronome marking of quarter note equalling 66 BPM. The
suggested beat-patterns for the Allegro vivace section are addressed below as part of a
hypermetric conducting analysis. The transition between the slow introduction and the
Allegro vivace section also needs explanation. Additionally, a number of CRS sections
in this movement are addressed.
Hypermetric Conducting
Despite Beethoven’s metronome marking of whole note equalling 80 BPM in the
Allegro vivace section, it is suggested that the conductor beat most measures in this
section showing two beats per bar. This standard two-beat pattern is suggested mainly
for sections where many entrances, accents, or dynamic changes take place on or after the
second beats of measures and in places where there is a high level of rhythmic intensity.
Hypermetric conducting patterns are useful for conducting sections of music that have
low rhythmic and dynamic intensity or for those that should be conducted in a legato
style. The hypermetric two-beat pattern is mostly chosen for two or six-bar phrases
where there are few if any entrances, accents, or dynamic changes on the second beats of
measures. Likewise a hypermetric four-beat pattern is suggested for four or eight-bar
phrases where there are few if any entrances, accents, or dynamic changes on the second
beats of measures. Based on the criteria explained above and in the “Hypermetric
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Conducting” chapter of this document (Chaprterr III), the table below presents a
suggested hypermetric organization for this movement.
Table 29
Hypermetric/Standard Conducting Suggestion in Symphony No. 4, Movement 1

Measures

Pattern

39-42, 50-52, 61-64, 80-90, 135-140, 148-176, 187a-196a,
185b-214, 241-268, 281-288, 302-340, 350-364, 409-414,

Standard 2

422-450, 461-498
43-46, 53-56, 65-76, 91-120, 177-184, 197a-46,a 217-236,
Hypermetric 4
269-280, 341-344, 365-380, 387-394, 415-418, 451-460
57-60, 141-144, 185a-186a, 215-216, 237-240,
Hypermetric 2
289-298, 381-386, 404-405
47-49, 77-79, 121-129, 132-134, 145-147, 299-301, 345-347,
Hypermetric 3
395-403, 406-408, 419-421
1-38
a

Standard 4

In the Bärenreiter edition of the score to this symphony, m. 198a repeats back to m. 45.

The table above should only be seen as a list of possible locations where standard
and hypermetric conducting should be considered. The conductor should feel free to
alternate between standard and hypermetric conducting patterns less often than is listed in
the table. One may consult the “Alternating Between Standard and Hypermetric
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Conducting Styles” section in the “Hypermetric Conducting” chapter of this document
(Chapter III) for suggestions regarding application and physical execution.
Non-Modulatory Sudden Tempo Change/Tempo Modulation

Figure 21. Musical example of mm. 38-39 in the first movement of Symphony No. 4.
This author assumes that the quintuplet thirty-second note figure in m. 38
corresponds to the quadruple sixteenth note figure in m. 39 and should be played in the
faster Allegro vivace tempo. Since the entire orchestra holds the third beat together and
does not change notes until the middle of beat four or later, the utilization of a tempo
modulation is not necessary to achieve a clear tempo change.
The indicated metronome markings show only a relatively minimal difference in
tempo from 66 BPM to 80 BPM. If one chooses to utilize Beethoven’s suggested tempi,
the change in tempo of the mental subdivisions is from 132 BPM to 160 BPM. It is
suggested that at m. 38 one should internally subdivide eighth notes in the current slower
tempo for the first two beats of the measure. The conductor should then stop and hold the
third beat of the measure in the same way as holding a fermata. It is suggested that one
hold the violins’ dotted quarter note at the third beat of m. 38 for four of the faster felt
beat subdivisions as an approximation of the correct length of time. The conductor
should then start a smooth, inactive preparatory beat on the fourth felt subdivided beat
and give a strong, sharp ictus on the fifth felt subdivided beat, which is beat four in the
conducting pattern. The violins should then play their thirty-second note quintuplet run
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after the sharp ictus on the conducting pattern’s beat four is given. The conductor should
then clearly show the downbeat of m. 39 and continue conducting in two, as suggested in
the previous Hypermetric Conducting section, showing sharp ictuses and strengthening
the clarity of the new tempo.
If one is having trouble feeling the desired new tempo when holding the third beat
of m. 38, one may still employ a tempo modulation. Since m. 39 should be conducted in
a standard two, the target tempo is actually half note equals 160 BPM. When the initial
tempo is approximated to 64 BPM, a useful reduced tempo ratio appears.
Table 30
Tempo Modulation in Symphony No. 4, Movement 1

Location of
tempo
modulation

Tempo
change
in BPM

Reduced
tempo
ratio

Inverted
reduced
tempo
ratio

Subdivisions
felt per beat in
initial tempo

Initial tempo
beat subdivisions
felt for each
target tempo beat

mm. 38-39

64160

2:5

5:2

5 quintuplet
sixteenth notes

2 quintuplet
sixteenth notes

In the first two beats of m. 12, the conductor should mentally subdivide quintuple
beat subdivisions. Beginning at the third beat in m. 38, the conductor should then
mentally accent the first of every two of the subdivided quintuple beat subdivisions while
holding the dotted quarter note chord. The time between each mental accent is the target
tempo. The conductor must hold the dotted quarter note chord for four target tempo
beats, which is roughly equal to one-and-a-half beats in the initial tempo. One then only
needs to show the release of the dotted half note by giving beat four in the faster, target
tempo on the fifth mentally felt beat of the dotted quarter note chord. Beat four in the
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conducting pattern should then be given with a sharp ictus. The sharp ictus should cause
the orchestra to release the dotted quarter note and should cause the violins to play their
quintuple note figure after the given beat. The rest of the orchestra should then place
their sixteenth note just before the downbeat of the next bar.67 To solidify the new
tempo, the conductor then only needs to continue conducting in the target tempo of the
Allegro vivace section, which is conducted entirely in a standard two-beat pattern.
Cues in Rapid Succession
The provided CRS lists in the table below include likely cues in the addressed
CRS sections for this movement. It is ultimately up to the individual conductor to decide
what cues in a CRS section are necessary to give to one’s ensemble at any time. It is
suggested that the conductor write the CRS lists and other information provided in the
CRS table in the margins of one’s score or on a separate page. One should then
memorize the information and physically practice giving the cues for each CRS section.
Table 31
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 4, Movement 1

CRS location

mm. 21

67

CRS list

1: Vcls./b.
3: Vla.
4: 2nd vlns.

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

In 2

Represent beats

No GoS

In this analysis, it is assumed that the thirty-second figure in m. 12 is analogous to the sixteenth
note figure in m. 18 and should be roughly the same speed. This would make the thirty-second notes
roughly sixteenth notes in the new tempo.
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Table 31 (continued).

CRS location

CRS list

mm. 107-113

1: 1st bsn.
3: 1st ob.
5: Fl.
6b: 2nd ob.
7: Strings

mm. 157-161

mm. 167-170

mm. 303-307

mm. 312-320

1: 1st cl., 1st bsn.
2: 1st vlns., vlas.
3: 2nd vlns.
5: W.w., brass,
timp., vcls./bs
1: Strings
2: Cls., bsns.
3: Fl., timp., basses
4: Obs., brass
(2): 2nd vlns.
1: 1st vlns.
2: Fl.
4: Vcls./b.
5: Hrns.
8: 1st vlns.
9: Timp.
1: 2nd vlns.
2: 1st vlns.
3: 2nd vlns.
4: 1st vlns.
5: 2nd vlns., vlas.
6: 1st vlns.
7: 2nd vlns., vlas.
8: 1st vlns.
9: 2nd vlns., vlas.

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

In 2

Represent bars

No GoS,
except
cue 6b

In 2

Represent bars

In 2

Represent bars

No GoS

In 2

Represent beats

No GoS,
except
cue 4

In 2

Represent bars
(all cues on beat two)

No GoS,
except
cues
1 and 2

All GoS
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Table 31 (continued).

CRS location

mm. 321-325

CRS list

1: 1st vlns.
2: Vcls.
3: 1st vlns., vlas.
4: Vlas, Vcls.
5: 1st vlns.
6: Vlas, Vcls.
7: 1st vlns.
8: Vlas, Vcls.
9: 2nd vlns.

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

In 2

Represent beats

All GoS

In 2

Represent
bars
(cue 6b is on beat two)

No GoS

Represent bars
(cues 4b and 5b
are on beat two)

mm. 381-387

1: 1st bsn.
3: 1st cl.
5: 1st ob.
6b: 2nd cl.
7: Strings

mm. 415-419

1: Cls.
2: 1st bsn., hrns.,
timp.
4b: 1st ob.
5b: Vlas., vcls.

In 2

mm. 431-433

1: 1st cl., 1st bsn.
2: 1st vlns., vlas.
3: 2nd vlns.

In 2

Represent
bars

All GoS,
except
cues
1 and 2

All GoS,
except
cue 3

II. Adagio
For this movement, Beethoven’s metronome marking indicates that the eighth
note equals 84 BPM. Despite the indicated time signature of 3/4, the movement should
be conducted entirely in six using a subdivided three pattern. Only a number of CRS
sections require analysis in this movement.
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Cues in Rapid Succession
Table 32
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 4, Movement 2

CRS location

CRS list

mm. 9 and 49

1: Obs., brass, timp., basses
3: 1st vlns.
5: Fl.

mm. 26-27,
81-82

1: 1st cl., vcls.
3: Vlas.
5: 2nd vlns.
7: 1st vlns.

mm. 32-33

mm. 87-88

mm. 98-99

1: 2nd vlns.
2: Hrns., vlas.
3: 2nd cl.
4: Fl., obs., bsns.
1: Vcls./b.
2: 2nd vlns.
3: Hrns.
4: Vlas.
5: 2nd cl.
6: Bsns.
7: Fl., obs.
2: 2nd hrn.
4: 1st vln.
6: 1st cl.
9: Fl.

Cue numbersa

GoS

Represent
beats

All GoS,
except
cue 1

Represent
beats

All GoS,
except
cue 1

Represent
beats

All GoS,
except
cue 4

Represent
beats

Represent
beats

All GoS,
except
cue 4

No GoS,
except
cues
2, 4, and 6
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Table 32 (continued).

CRS location

mm. 100-101

a

CRS list

Cue numbersa

GoS

Represent
beats

No GoS

1: 1st vln.
3: Hrns., vlas., vcls.
5: 1st ob., 1st cl., 1st bsn.,
2nd vlns., basses
9: Tpts., timp.

The beats represented are eighth note beats since the entire movement is conducted in six.

III. Allegro Molto e Vivace
A suggested hypermetric organization of this movement is included in this
movement’s analysis. Additionally, starting the movement and some CRS sections
require examination. There are also a number of tempo changes in this movement
requiring possible solutions that are addressed below.
Hypermetric Conducting
This movement should be conducted showing one beat per bar in a hypermetric
fashion. Most of the suggested bar groupings in this movement are four bars in length
since four-bar and eight-bar phrases are common. Two-bar groups are typically
employed for showing the last two bars of a 4+2 six-bar phrase. Further criteria used in
choosing bar groupings are explained in the “Hypermetric Conducting” section of this
document (Chapter III). The table below suggests a possible hypermetric organization
for this movement.
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Table 33
Hypermetric Conducting Suggestion in Symphony No.4, Movement 3

Measures

Pattern

1-32, 35-42, 45-64, 67-74, 77-84, 87-134, 137-160, 163-242,
245-252, 255-266, 269-312, 315-346, 349-372, 375-378,

Hypermetric 4

381-396
33-34, 43-44, 65-66, 75-76, 85-86, 135-136, 161-162, 243-244,
Hypermetric 2
253-254, 267-268, 313-314, 347-348, 373-374, 379-380
397

In 1

Starting the Movement

Figure 22. Musical example of mm. 1-4 in the third movement of Symphony No. 4.
Assuming the first four measures of this movement are conducted in the
suggested hypermetric four-beat pattern, the conductor should start with one’s baton just
above the ictus of beat three while mentally setting the tempo. From this point, when
ready, one should then fall in a pendulum motion showing a relatively inactive ictus on
beat three, continuing to beat four where strong ictus is given with a flick or the wrist on
beat four. All of this preparatory action should be given in tempo. The orchestra should
then enter together with the anacrusis of measure one after the sharply shown preparatory
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beat four. The conductor should then continue beating in time clearly establishing the
new tempo.
Non-Modulatory Sudden Tempo Changes/Gradual Tempo Changes

Figure 23. Musical example of mm. 89-93 and 267-271 in the third movement of
Symphony No. 4.
The faster-to-slower tempo changes on the third beats of mm. 90 and 268 are
described as Un poco meno allegro, and their metronome markings show only a
relatively minimal change from 100 BPM to 88 BPM. Therefore, the practice of a tempo
modulation does not need to be applied. In order to clearly execute these faster-to-slower
tempo changes, the conductor only needs to broaden one’s pattern on the rebounds of the
downbeats of mm. 90 and 268, showing the desired slower new tempo once the next
beats at the beginning of mm. 91 and 269 are given.
The slower-to-faster tempo changes from “Un poco meno allegro” back to
“Tempo I” at mm. 175 and 353 may be solved in a couple of suggested ways.

Figure 24. Musical examples of mm. 173-176 and 351-354 in the third movement of
Symphony No. 4.
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One may simply suddenly contract and quicken the beat as necessary after the ictuses of
the downbeats of mm. 175 and 353, thus showing the new faster tempo once the next
beats at the beginning of mm. 176 and 354 are given. This practice honors Beethoven’s
indication of a sudden tempo change and may be musically preferable to any other
alternatives, but it may prove somewhat difficult in keeping instrumental sections
together at this sudden tempo change without much repetition in rehearsal. If the
previous suggestion causes too many ensemble issues, the conductor may instead choose
to employ a four-bar accelerando to get to the faster tempo, starting either four bars
before the indicated tempo changes or directly on the tempo changes. To clearly show an
accelerando, the conductor must simply gradually and consistently contract one’s beat
pattern, showing progressively smaller beats with strong and sharp ictuses while
maintaining the same speed of motion.68 Contracting the beat pattern both vertically and
horizontally should cause the time between given beats to naturally decrease without
having to increase the speed of motion.69 While an accelerando is not indicated by
Beethoven, it may provide a simple and seamless transition to the new faster tempo that
should easily maintain accurate ensemble.
Cues in Rapid Succession
The provided CRS lists in the table below include possible cues in the addressed
CRS sections for this movement. It is ultimately up to the individual conductor to decide
what cues in a CRS section are necessary to give to one’s ensemble at any time. It is
suggested that the conductor write the CRS lists and other information provided in the

68
69

Kahn, Elements of Conducting, 69.
Farberman, The Art of Conducting Technique, 153.
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CRS table in the margins of one’s score or on a separate page. One should then
memorize the information and physically practice giving the cues for each CRS section.
Table 34
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 4, Movement 3

CRS location

CRS list

mm. 24-26,
28-30,
202-204,
206-208

(4): 2nd vlns.
1: Vla.
2: Fl., obs., 1st vlns.,
vcls.

mm. 32-34,
210-212

(4): 2nd vlns.
1: Vla.
2: Fl., obs., bsns.
1st vlns., vcls.

mm. 43-45

mm. 175-178

mm. 222-226

1: 1st vlns.
2: 1st ob., 2nd vlns.,
vlas.
3: Cls.
1: 1st vlns.
2: Vlas.
3: 2nd vlns., vcls./b.
4: Ww., brass, timp.
(4): 1st ob.
1: Cls.
2: Fl.
4: 1st ob.

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

Hyp. 2

Represent bars

All GoS,
except
cue 3

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS,
except
cue 1
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Table 34 (continued).

CRS location

CRS list

Pattern

mm. 299-308

(3): Hrns.
(4): Bsns.
2: Fl., 1st ob.
3: Strings
4: Bsns.
6: Fl., 1st ob.
7: Strings.
8: Bsns., 2nd vlns.,
vlas.

Hyp. 4

mm. 353-356

1: 2nd vlns.
2: 1st vlns., vlas.
3: Vcls./b.
4: Ww., brass, timp.

Hyp. 4

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent bars

All GoS,
except cues
3 and 7

Represent bars

All GoS

IV. Allegro ma non Troppo
There are no indicated tempo changes in this movement. However, there are a
number of fermati and CRS sections that require analysis. Additionally, possible sections
of hypermetric conducting are listed with their suggested beat patterns.
Hypermetric Conducting
Beethoven’s metronome marking for this movement in 2/4 time, half note
equalling 80 BPM, may feel a bit fast when taking into account his indicated tempo
description of Allegro ma non troppo. Therefore one may choose to take the tempo a bit
slower if desired. It is suggested that most measures in this movement actually be
conducted showing two beats per bar rather than one beat per bar due to the great
rhythmic drive of this movement. However, the table below lists possible measures
where one may choose not to conduct in two but instead conduct in one or
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hypermetrically. Suggested bar groupings/conducting patterns for these measures are
also included.
Table 35
Hypermetric Conducting Suggestion in Symphony No.4, Movement 4

Measures

36-40, 44-48, 214-218, 222-226, 320-324
120-130

Patterns

In 1+Hypermetric 4
Hypermetric 2+2+2+2+3

Fermati
The fermata in m. 318 may either be treated as a short-break or a no-break
fermata.

Figure 25. Musical example of mm. 318-319 in the fourth movement of Symphony No. 4.
However, it is suggested that it be treated as a short-break fermata since the volume of
the cellos and basses following the fermata is much softer than the volume of the sound
produced by the tutti orchestra chord on the fermata. If the practice of a short-break
fermata is employed, the conductor should show a counterclockwise release of the
fermata lasting a quarter note beat in length in the tempo of the continuing music. The
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release should be given with a sharp ictus that rebounds upward and naturally falls in
tempo to the downbeat of the following measure, which is conducted in two.
The fermati in mm. 347 and 348 should both be treated in the same way as each
other.

Figure 26. Musical example of mm. 347-350 in the fourth movement of Symphony No. 4.
These measures should be conducted in two, and the conductor should simply
have to stop one’s baton at the ictus of beat two to show the held fermata in mm. 347 and
348. The players should naturally and without explanation play and hold the middle of
beat two in these measures without the middle of beat two being given to them by the
conductor. Both fermatas may either be treated as no-break or short-break fermatas. If
the practice of a no-break fermata is applied, the conductor only needs to give a passive
preparatory beat without a beginning ictus or any acceleration to the following beat one
after holding the fermata so as not to cause a premature release of the held fermata. The
fermata should be released on beat one. If instead the practice of a short-break fermata is
applied, the conductor should show an active, clockwise circular cutoff of the fermata in
the resuming music’s tempo, which naturally follows to the following downbeat.
It is suggested that the fermata in m. 350 be treated as a short-break fermata since
the conductor may have slowed the tempo in the previous five measures. The application
of the short-break fermata here allows for a clear tempo for the ensuing music to be set.
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The conductor should not neglect to inactively show the downbeat of m. 350. Once the
downbeat is given and the fermata is held for the desired length of time, the conductor
should show an active, counterclockwise cutoff of the fermata in the resuming music’s
tempo that continues to beat two. In essence, the cutoff is a second occurrence of beat
one. If the conductor instead wishes to employ a no-break fermata, its practice explained
in the “Fermati” chapter of this document (Chapter IV) may be employed.
Cues in Rapid Succession
The provided CRS lists in the table below include likely cues in the addressed
CRS sections for this movement. It is ultimately up to the individual conductor to decide
what cues are necessary to give in a CRS section. Even if the conductor decides to show
very few cues in a CRS section in order to maintain clarity or to discourage dependency,
knowing the physical locations of the players or sections being cued and the rhythmic
order and location of each cue in a CRS section of music is helpful for accurate error
detection and correction in rehearsal. It is suggested that the conductor write the CRS
lists and other information provided in the CRS table in the margins of one’s score or on
a separate page. One should then memorize the information and physically practice
giving the cues for each CRS section.
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Table 36
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 4, Movement 4

CRS location

mm. 100a-103a

mm. 131-136

mm. 137-142

mm. 143-148

mm. 209-211

CRS list

(2): 2nd vlns.
2: Vlas.
4: Vcls.
6: Basses
1: 1st vlns.
2: 2nd vlns.
3: 1st bsn.
4: 1st cl.
5: 1st bsn.
6a: Obs.
6b: 1st vlns.
1: 1st vlns.
2: Vlas.
3: 1st bsn.
4: 1st ob.
5: 1st bsn.
6a: 2nd ob., cls.
6b: 2nd vlns.
1: Vlns.
2: Vcls./b.
3: 1st ob., Vlas.,
4: 1st cl., 1st bsn.
5b: 2nd ob.
6b: 1st vlns.
1: Obs., cls., bsns.
2: Fl.
3: Brass, timp.

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

In 2

Represent beats

No GoS

In 2

Represent bars

No GoS

In 2

Represent bars
(cue 6b is on beat two)

In 2

Represent bars

In 2

Represent bars

No GoS

No GoS

No GoS
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Table 36 (continued).

CRS location

CRS list

mm. 338-339

(2): Bsns.
2: Hrns.
3: Tpts., timp.

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

In 2

Represent beats

No GoS
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CHAPTER XI
SYMPHONY NO. 5 IN C MINOR, OP. 67
I. Allegro con Brio
The difficulty in conducting this movement lies in negotiating its many fermati
and in showing its possible hypermetric organization. Starting this movement also
requires some explanation. There are no tempo changes. However, there are a number of
CRS sections that necessitate examination.
Hypermetric Conducting
Given Beethoven’s indicated metronome marking of 108 BPM to the bar, the
entire movement should be conducted with one beat given per bar since it is too fast to
ever conduct in two. It is ultimately up to the conductor to decide whether one should
conduct simply in one, showing only vertical beats or hypermetrically. However, it is
suggested that the conductor certainly begin the movement conducting in one to signify
that each beat given marks a bar. One may then try conducting more freely in a
hypermetric fashion. If this causes confusion, one may simply horizontally narrow the
beat patterns so that they are mostly vertical. Even if the conductor chooses not to
conduct hypermetrically, the table below serves as a helpful bar grouping suggestion to
aid the conductor in phrasal organization.
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Table 37
Hypermetric Conducting Suggestion in Symphony No.5, Movement 1

Measures

Pattern

2-3, 5-6, 19-22, 24-25, 34-43, 56-63, 84-109, 118-121, 126-130,
166-179, 208-225, 233-240, 249-250, 252-253, 266-269,
Hypermetric 2
278-287, 300-307, 332-361, 370-381, 423-470, 479-480,
482-483, 492-501
7-18, 26-33, 44-55, 64-83, 110-117, 122-125, 131-165,
180-207, 229-232, 241-248, 254-265, 270-277,

Hypermetric 4

288-299, 308-331, 362-369, 382-422, 471-478, 484-491
1, 4, 23, 251, 481, 502
226-228

In 1
Hypermetric 3

Starting the Movement

Figure 27. Musical example of mm. 1-7 in the first movement of Symphony No. 5.
For a clean start to this movement, it is suggested that the conductor first start
with one’s baton just above the ictus of beat two while mentally setting the tempo. From
this point, one should then show a relatively inactive ictus that continues as the
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preparatory beat for the downbeat of measure one where a sharp ictus is given. All of
this preparatory action should be given in tempo. The orchestra should then enter
together after the downbeat of measure one immediately after the sharply shown ictus.
Fermati
The fermata in m. 2 may be treated as a no-break fermata since the music
following the fermata is at the same volume as the chord being held on the fermata.
After holding the fermata for the desired length of time, one must simply show an
inactive preparatory beat and give beat one of the following measure with a sharp ictus,
causing the fermata to be released and the following three eighth notes to be immediately
played after the beat. The similar fermati in mm. 21, 249, 479 may be treated as nobreak fermati in the same way as the fermata in m. 2.
It is suggested that the fermata in m. 5 be treated as a short-break fermata since
the second violin entrance immediately following the fortissimo fermata is piano in
volume. To execute this short-break fermata, one should simply show a
counterclockwise cutoff lasting a beat in tempo with an inactive ictus that smoothly
continues as the preparatory beat for the following downbeat. The downbeat is given
with a sharp ictus causing the second violins to enter immediately after the given
downbeat. One could choose not to insert a beat of rest after the fermata, staying true to
the score, but the second violin section’s following entrance may not be heard clearly.
However, if the performance space is acoustically dry, then an added beat of rest may not
be necessary. In this case, the conductor may employ the practice of a no-break fermata
where an inactive preparatory beat is given for the downbeat’s sharp ictus. The similar
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fermati in mm. 24, 128, 252, and 482 should be treated in the same way as the fermata in
m. 5.
The oboist may be given the freedom to decide how long the first fermata in m.
268 should be held since it is part of the cadenza-like solo.

Figure 28. Musical example of mm. 266-269 in the first movement of Symphony No. 5.
The oboist also should not be conducted during the solo after the downbeat is
given so that the soloist may play freely. Once the oboist gets to the fermata at the end of
m. 268, the conductor then must bring the baton up and give a passive preparatory beat in
the tempo of the continuing musi. The preparatory beat is then followed by an active
downbeat with a sharp ictus, which acts as both the release of the fermata and the impetus
for the following first violin entrance. One may also choose to treat the fermata at the
end of m. 268 as a short-break or a long-break fermata, the execution instructions for
which are found in the “Fermati” chapter of this document (Chapter IV).
Cues in Rapid Succession
The CRS sections found in this movement are compiled and analyzed in the table
below. The conductor should memorize the CRS lists for the addressed CRS sections.
One may then apply the cue list to physical gesture, practice giving the necessary cues,
and apply them as needed in rehearsal.
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Table 38
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 5, Movement 1 (Except mm. 395-415)

CRS location

CRS list

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

mm. 6-8,
10-12

(4): 2nd vlns.
1: Vlas.
2: 1st vlns.

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

(4): 1st vlns.
1: 2nd vlns, vlas.
2: 1st vlns.
3: 2nd vlns, vlas.
4: Tutti

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

(4): 1st vlns.
1: 2nd vlns.
2: Vlas.
3: 1st ob., 1st cl.,
hrns.,vcls./b.a

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

mm. 14-18

mm. 25-28,
29-32

mm. 110-113,
114-117

mm. 129-132
133-136

mm. 182-187

1: Ww.
2: Hrns.
4: Strings
(4): 2nd vlns.
1: Cls.
2: 1st vlns.
3: Vlas., vcls.
(3): Tpts., vlas., vcls./b.
(4): Bsns.
1: Cls.
2: Obs., vlns.
3: Fls., ww., tpts.
4: Timp., vlns.
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Table 38 (continued).

CRS location

CRS list

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

mm. 190-195

(3): Bsns., vlas., vcls./b.
(4): Hrns.
1: Cls.
2: Obs., vlns.
3: Fls., cls., brass,
timp., vlns.
4: Ww.

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

No Gos,
except cues
2 and 6

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS,
except
cue 1

mm. 269-274

mm. 307-313,
315-321

mm. 323-332

mm. 395-398

(4): 1st vlns.
1: 2nd vlns.
2: Vlas.
3: Vcls./b.
4: Strings
5: Bsns., hrns.
(4): Vlns., vlas.
2: Vcls./b.
4: 1st fl., obs., bsns.
6: Timp.
(4): Vlns., vlas.
2: 1st fl., 1st cl., vcls./b.
4: Vlns., vlas.
6: 1st fl., 1st cl., vcls./b.
8: Vlns., vcls.
9: Vlas., basses
1: Tutti
3: Ww., tpts., timp.
4: Bsns., vlas., vcls.
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Table 38 (continued).

CRS location

mm. 399-402,
403-406

mm. 409-415

mm. 469-479

mm. 483-491

a

CRS list

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent bars

All GoS,
except
cue 1

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

No GoS,
except
cue 5

1: Vlns., vlas.
2: Ww.
5: Hrns.
6: Tpts, timp., strings
7: Strings
8: Ww., hrns.
10: Tpts., timp.
11: Tutti

Hyp.
2+4+4

Represent bars

All GoS,
except
cue 11

(4): 2nd vlns., bsns.
1: 1st cl., 1st vlns., vcls.
3: 1st Ob.
4: 1st bsn., 2nd vlns.
5: 1st cl., 1st vlns.
7: 1st ob.
8: Tutti

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

1: Tpts., timp., basses
2: Vlns.
3: Ww., hrns.
4: Vlas., vcls.
(3): 1st fl., cls.
1: Obs., basses
3: Hrns.
5: Tpts., Timp.

Hyp. 4

Only celli and basses are cued in m. 28.

II. Andante con Moto
Given the indicated time signature of 3/8, the movement should be conducted
entirely in three with the eighth note receiving the beat. Beethoven’s metronome
marking of an eighth note equalling 92 BPM supports this position. There are two tempo
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changes and one fermata in this movement that require analysis. There are also some
CRS sections that are addressed.
Fermati
The only fermata in this movement is found in m. 123.

Figure 29. Musical example of mm. 122-124 in the second movement of Symphony No.
5.
All woodwinds and strings hold this fermata chord at a forte volume. Since the
music following the fermata is at a much softer pianissimo volume with only the strings
playing, it is suggested that the practice of a short-break fermata be followed. After
holding the forte fermata chord on beat one of m. 123 for the desired length of time, the
conductor should give a counterclockwise release lasting a beat in the tempo of the
following music. The smooth ictus of the release then continues as the preparatory beat
for beat three where the strings are then cued to enter.
Tempo Modulations

Figure 30. Musical example of mm. 204-205 in the second movement of Symphony No.
5.
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The sudden tempo change indicated at m. 205 may be completed using a tempo
modulation. When the tempi of 92 BPM and 116 BPM are approximated to 90 BPM and
120 BPM, a useful reduced tempo ratio appears as presented in the table below.
Table 39
Tempo Modulation at mm. 204-205 in Symphony No. 5, Movement 2

Location of
tempo
modulation

Tempo
change in
BPM

Reduced
tempo
ratio

Inverted
reduced
tempo
ratio

Subdivisions
felt per beat in
initial tempo

Initial tempo
beat subdivisions
felt for each
target tempo beat

mm. 204-205

92116
(90120)

3:4

4:3

4 thirtysecond notes

3 thirtysecond notes

To properly execute the tempo modulation, one only needs to subdivide thirty-second
notes (quadruple beat subdivisions) in m. 204 during the initial tempo. When the first
beat of m. 205 is reached, one then must contract the conducting pattern to allow for only
three initial tempo thirty-second note beat subdivisions in each beat to establish the target
tempo.
At. m. 218 the tempo changes back to the original tempo of the movement at
eighth note equalling 92 BPM.

Figure 31. Musical example of mm. 217-219 in the second movement of Symphony No.
5.
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It is suggested that one go back to the original tempo also using a tempo
modulation as described in the table below.
Table 40
Tempo Modulation at mm. 217-218 in Symphony No. 5, Movement 2

Location of
tempo
modulation

Tempo
change in
BPM

Reduced
tempo
ratio

Inverted
reduced
tempo
ratio

Subdivisions
felt per beat in
initial tempo

Initial tempo
beat subdivisions
felt for each
target tempo beat

mm. 217-218

11692
(12090)

4:3

3:4

3 triplet
sixteenth notes

4 triplet
sixteenth notes

Here, one should subdivide triplet sixteenth notes (triple beat subdivisions) in m.
217 and for the first beat of m. 218. Once the second beat of m. 218 is reached, the
conductor should simply expand the conducting pattern to allow four initial tempo triplet
sixteenth note beat subdivisions for each target tempo beat. As another option, the
conductor could simply utilize a superimposed ritardando to get back to the slower
tempo, although it is not indicated by the composer.
Cues in Rapid Succession
The CRS sections found in this movement are compiled and analyzed below. The
conductor should memorize the CRS lists for the addressed CRS sections. One should
then apply the cue list to physical gesture, practice giving the necessary cues, and apply
them in rehearsal.
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Table 41
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 5, Movement 2

CRS location

CRS list

Cue numbers

GoS

mm. 22-23

(3): 1st cl., 1st bsn.
1: Vla., Vcls./b.
2: Vlns.

Represent beats

No GoS

mm. 37-38

(3): Vlns., Vlas.
1: Bsns.
2: Vcls.

Represent beats

No GoS

mm. 71-72

mm. 97-98

mm. 132-133

mm. 181-185

(3): 1st cl., 1st bsn.
1: 2nd, cl., 2nd bsn.,
Vla., Vcls./b.
2: Vlns.
1: Bsns., Vlas, Vcls.
2: Cls.
3: Fls., obs.
4: Fls., obs., bsns.
6: Strings
(3): 1st fl.
1: 1st ob.
2: Cls.
(3): Vcls./b.
3: Vlas.
6: 2nd vlns.
9: 1st vlns.
10: 2nd vlns.
11: 1st fl., obs., 1st cl.,
1st bsn.
13: Tutti

No GoS
Represent beats

Represent beats

No GoS,
except
cues 2 and 3

Represent beats

No GoS

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cues (3),
11, and 13
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Table 41
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 5, Movement 2

CRS location

mm. 217-218

CRS list

1: Tpts., timp.
2: 1st vlns., vlcs.
3: 1st fl., 2nd cl., 2nd bsn,
basses
4: Obs.

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent beats

No GoS,
except
cues 2 and 3

III. Allegro
Major gestural issues in this movement include hypermetric conducting and
gradual tempo changes that lead into fermati. There are no sudden tempo changes in this
movement. The movement’s CRS sections are also addressed.
Hypermetric Conducting
This movement should be conducted with one beat shown per bar, given
Beethoven’s indicated metronome marking of dotted-half note equalling 96 BPM. It
should be safe to conduct this movement hypermetrically since the bar is felt as the pulse
throughout the entire movement, except possibly in the poco ritardando measures.
However, it is suggested that the conductor at least begin the movement using mostly
vertical conducting patterns to establish clearly the fact that one beat is given per bar. It
is ultimately up to the conductor to decide how wide or narrow one’s conducting patterns
may be at any time throughout the movement. The table below shows suggested bar
groupings and their corresponding hypermetric conducting patterns.
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Table 42
Hypermetric Conducting Suggestion in Symphony No.5, Movement 3

Measures

Pattern

1-4, 9-12, 45-48, 53-60, 97-108, 112-123, 166-169, 202-213,
224-227, 237-240, 244-247, 256-271, 274-277, 281-296,

Hypermetric 4

300-315, 318-321, 324-335, 342, 342-373
5-6, 13-16, 20-43, 49-50, 61-68, 72-95, 124-137, 153-154,
162-165, 176-201, 214-223, 241-242, 249-252, 272-273,

Hypermetric 2

316-317, 322-323
69-71, 109-111, 138-152, 155-160, 170-175, 228-236, 278-280,
Hypermetric 3
297-299, 336-341
8, 18, 19, 44, 52, 96, 161, 244, 254, 255
7, 17, 51, 243, 253

In 1
Standard 3

Starting the Movement

Figure 32. Musical example of mm. 1-4 in the third movement of Symphony No. 5.
Since the movement begins with a four-bar phrase, the conductor should start
with one’s baton just above the ictus of beat three while mentally setting the tempo.
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When ready, one should then fall in a pendulum motion showing a relatively inactive
ictus on beat three, and continuing to beat four where strong ictus is given with a flick or
the wrist on beat four. All preparatory action should be given in tempo. The orchestra
should then enter together with the anacrusis of measure one after the sharply shown
preparatory beat four. The conductor should continue beating in time to further solidify
the new tempo.
Gradual Tempo Changes/Fermati
In mm. 7-8, a poco ritardando leads to a fermata as shown in the figure below.

Figure 33. Musical example mm. 5-9 in the third movement of Symphony No. 5.
The orchestra must first be signaled that a ritardando is about to take place. To do
this, it is suggested that the rebound of m. 6 be increased in size compared to the previous
beat rebounds. Then m. 7 should be conducted in three, showing each progressively
slowing quarter note beat followed by the held beat one of m. 8. Once the fermata is held
the desired length of time, a clockwise release of the fermata lasting one bar in length in
the tempo of the resuming music is given with a sharp ictus on the release. The sharp
ictus provides the impetus for the following entrance on beat three of m. 8 and causes a
short break in the sound despite the fermata being technically treated as a no-break
fermata. In essence, the release of the fermata acts as a second occurrence of beat one of
m. 8. The parallel sections of music at mm. 51-52 and 243-244 should be treated in the
same way as mm. 7-8.
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In mm. 17-18, the music following the poco ritardando and fermata continues at
the downbeat of m. 19.

Figure 34. Musical example of mm. 15-29 in the third movement of Symphony No. 5.
The poco ritardando should be treated in the same way as the one in m. 7. Since
the music following the fermata is at a louder volume that that of the held fermata, a
break in sound is not necessary. Therefore, the fermata in m. 18 may be treated as a nobreak fermata. Here, the conductor only needs to give smoothly a preparatory beat with
an inactive initial ictus in the resuming tempo for the downbeat of the following measure
where two horns enter at a fortissimo volume. The fermata should be held until the horns
enter as long as the conductor does not inadvertently show an active initial ictus to begin
the preparatory beat. A parallel section of music at mm. 253-254 should be treated in the
same way as mm. 17-18.
Cues in Rapid Succession
The CRS sections found in this movement are compiled and analyzed in two
tables below. The conductor may memorize the CRS lists for the addressed CRS
sections. One may then apply the cue list to physical gesture, practice giving the
necessary cues, and use them as needed in rehearsal.
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Table 43
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 5, Movement 3

CRS location

mm. 4-7

mm. 48-51

mm. 100-104

CRS list

(4): Hrns.
1: Vlns., vlas.
2: Bsns.
3: Cls.
(4): 2nd bsn.
1: Vlns., vlas.
2: Cls., 1st bsn.
3: 1st fl., 1st ob.
(4): Hrns.
1: 1st fl., 1st, ob.,
1st vlns.
2: 1st cl., 1st bsn.
3: 2nd vlns.
4: Basses

mm. 105-108

1: 1st fl., 1st, ob.,
1st vlns.
2: 1st cl., 1st bsn.
3: 2nd vlns.
4: Basses

mm. 109-115

1: Vlns.
2: Vlas.
3: 1st fl., 1st ob.,
bsns.
4: Timp.
6: 2nd fl., 2nd ob.
7: Cls.

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

No GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

No GoS,
except
cue 4

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

No GoS,
except
cue 4

Hyp.
3+4

Represent bars

No Gos,
except cues
6 and 7
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Table 43 (continued).

CRS location

CRS list

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

mm. 177-181

(2): Bsns., 2nd vlns.
2: Obs., Cls., Hrns.,
1st vlns.
4: Fls., hrns., tpts.,
timp.

Hyp. 2

Represent bars

All GoS

mm. 213-217

(2): 1st ob., bsns.,
2nd vlns.
2: 1st vlns.
3: 2nd ob., 2nd cl.
4: 1st fl.

Hyp. 2

Represent bars

All GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

No GoS,
except cues
2 and 3

mm. 285-291

1: Vlns.
2: 1st hrn.
3: 1st ob.
6: 1st hrn.
7: 1st ob.

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

No GoS

mm. 366-370

1: Bsns.
2: Obs.
5: Fls., hrns., tpts.

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

mm. 224-227

1: 1st fl.
2: 1st ob.
3: 1st cl.
4: 1st bsn.

IV. Allegro—Presto
Major gestural issues in this movement include hypermetric conducting, nonmodulatory sudden tempo changes, and gradual tempo changes. There are no fermati in
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this movement. The analysis for CRS sections found in this movement will also be
presented.
Hypermetric Conducting
All sections of this movement in common time should be conducted in two,
following Beethoven’s metronome marking of half note equalling 84 BPM, except for
during the accelerando leading into the Presto which is addressed later in this
movement’s analysis. The section of this movement in 3/4 time should be conducted
showing one beat per bar given Beethoven’s indication of the dotted-half note equaling
96 BPM. Additionally, the Presto section should be conducted showing one beat per bar
according to Beethoven’s metronome marking of whole note equalling 112 BPM. The
two tables below present suggested bar groupings and their optional associated
hypermetric beat patterns for these two sections where one pulse may be felt per bar.
Table 44
Hypermetric Conducting Suggestion for mm. 153-206 (3/4 Section) in Symphony No.5,
Movement 4

Measures

a

Pattern

153-172,a 175-206

Hypermetric 4

173-174

Hypermetric 2

The first four measures of this section may be conducted in one to indicate clearly that each beat represents a bar in order to avoid

confusion.
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Table 45
Hypermetric Conducting/Bar Grouping Suggestion for mm. 362-444 (Presto Section) in
Symphony No.5, Movement 4

Measures

366-377, 390-443

Hypermetric 2

378-389

Hypermetric 4

362-365,a 444
a

Pattern

In 1

The first four measures of this section may be conducted in one to indicate clearly that each beat represents a bar in order to avoid

confusion.

Non-Modulatory Sudden Tempo Changes
The sudden tempo change at the very end of the third movement leading into the
fourth movement is relatively minimal (96 BPM to 84 BPM) and negates the possibility
of a tempo modulation.

Figure 35. Musical example of m. 370 of the third movement to m. 2 of the fourth
movement of Symphony No. 5.
To execute this non-modulatory sudden tempo change, it is suggested that one
simply mentally subdivide initial tempo duple beat subdivisions in the last two to four
measures of the third movement since a duple subdivision of the beat is felt in the new,
slower tempo conducted in two. Once m. 1 of the fourth movement is reached, the
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conductor should slightly broaden one’s beat pattern to allow for the desired additional
amount of time and space between beats for a slower, poco meno mosso tempo. This
same practice should be followed for the same change of tempo at m. 207 later in the
fourth movement.
A similar practice should be followed for the sudden non-modulatory slower-tofaster tempo change at m. 153.

Figure 36. Musical example mm. 150-156 in the fourth movement of Symphony No. 5.
Here, one should mentally subdivide initial tempo triple beat subdivisions in the
last two measures of the initial, faster tempo since a triple subdivision of the beat is felt in
the new, faster in 3/4 time. Once the downbeat of m. 153 is reached, the conductor
should slightly contract one’s beat pattern allowing less time and space between beats
causing a poco piu mosso change back to the slightly faster tempo of the third movement.
Gradual Tempo Change
The indicated sempre piu Allegro piu stretto at m. 353 marks the beginning of a
nine-measure accelerando that leads to the Presto in m. 362.

Figure 37. Musical example of mm. 350-363 in the fourth movement of Symphony No. 5.
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The accelerando should be conducted in two for the first three to five measures,
continuing the two-beat pattern used before the marked accelerando. This two-beat
pattern should be gradually contracted while maintaining a constant speed of motion,
allowing less space for the beats and causing a natural accelerando generating forward
momentum for the orchestra to follow. The conductor should be careful to listen to the
development of the momentum of the music by the orchestra and not beat too far ahead.70
The conductor should, in essence, join the momentum of the orchestra and ride it forward
to the Presto.71 It is suggested that the conductor be in one between two and four
measures before the marked Presto.72 A transitional two-beat pattern is recommended to
smoothly shift between beating in two and beating in one where a vertical downward
stroke is given to mark beat one.73 After stopping on the ictus of beat one for the
duration of the first beat, the baton then moves vertically upward showing an active ictus
at the beginning of beat two. This transitional two-beat pattern should be used for at least
two bars between conducting in two and beating in one. The specific organization of beat
patterns in this section should stay flexible to allow the conductor to adjust to the
orchestra’s momentum.
Cues in Rapid Succession
The CRS sections addressed below are all found in sections of this movement that
are conducted in two. The conductor is free to decide what cues are necessary for the
orchestra at any given time. One may practice giving the necessary cues and use them as
needed in rehearsal.
70

Farberman, The Art of Conducting Technique, 156.
Ibid.
72
Ibid.
73
Ibid.
71
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Table 46
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 5, Movement 4

CRS location

mm. 22-26

mm. 43-45

mm. 64-65,
66-67

mm. 68-69

CRS list

1: Vlns., vlas.
2: Bsns.
3: Cls., vcls.
5: Obs.
6: Fls.
7: Picc., Cbsn., basses
9: Hrns.
(2): 1st vlns., vlas.
1: Cbsn., vcls./b.
2: Vcls.
3: 2nd vlns.
4: Fls., obs., cls., bsns.,
hrns., tpts., timp.
1: Vlas.
2: 2nd vlns.
3: Vcls.
4: 1st vlns.
1: Vlas., vcls.
2: 2nd vlns.
3: 1st ob.
4: 1st vlns.

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cue 9

Represent beats

All Gos

Represent bars

No GoS,
except
cue 4

Represent bars

No GoS,
except
cues 3 and 4
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Table 46 (continued).

CRS location

mm. 95-99

mm. 100-103

mm. 104-107

mm. 108-113

CRS list

(2): Hrns., vcls.
1: 1st ob.
3: 1st fl.
5: 1st ob.
7: 1st fl.
8: 1st cl., 1st bsn.
1: 1st vlns.
2: 2nd vlns.
3: Vlas.
4: 2nd fl., 2nd bsn., vcls.
5: 2nd ob.
7: 1st fl.
8: 1st bsn.
1: 1st vlns.
2: 2nd bsn., 2nd vlns.
3: Vlas.
4: 2nd fl., 2nd ob., vcls.
6: 2nd cl., cbsn., vlns., basses
7: Vlas.
1: 1st vlns.
2: 2nd vlns.
3: Vlas.
4: Vlns., vcls./b.
5: Vlas.
7: 1st vlns.
8: 2nd vlns.
9: Vlas.
10: Trbns.,vcls.
11: Obs.

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent beats

All Gos

Represent beats
All Gos

Represent beats

All Gos

Represent beats

All Gos
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Table 46 (continued).

CRS location

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent beats

All Gos

mm. 120-123

1: Fls.
2: Obs.
3: Bsns.
5: Hrns., tpts., timp.
6: Ww.
7: Hrns., tpts., timp.
8: Ww.

Represent beats

All Gos

mm. 228-234

1: Vlns., vlas.
2: Bsns.
3: Cls., vcls.
5: Obs.
6: Fls.
7: Picc.
9: Hrns.
13: Tpts., trbns., timp.
14: Cbsn., vcls./b.

Represent beats

All Gos

mm. 114-119

CRS list

1: Hrns., 3rd trbn., timp.,
1st vlns.
2: 2nd vlns.
3: Vlas.
4: Vcls.
5: Obs.
7: 1st vlns.
8: 2nd vlns.
9: Vlas.
10: Ww., strings
12: Hrns., tpts.
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Table 46 (continued).

CRS location

mm. 252-255

mm. 260-264

mm. 273-274,
275-276

mm. 277-278

CRS list

1: 1st fl., obs., cls.
2: Vlns., vlas.
3: Cbsn.
4: Vlns.
5: Obs., cls., bsns., hrns., tpts.
7: Cbsn., vcls./b.
8: Vlns.
(2): Bsns.
1: Cbsn., hrns., tpts., timp.
2: 1st cl., 1st vlns.
4: Bsns.
5: Cbsn., hrns., tpts., timp.
6: 1st ob, 1st cl., 1st bsn.,
hrns., 1st vlns., vlas.
8: 1st fl., 2nd vlns.
1: 1st ob., cls., bsns.,
vlas.
2: Hrns., 2nd vlns.
3: Vcls.
4: 1st vlns.
1: 1st ob., cls., bsns.,
hrns.
2: 2nd vlns., vlas.
3: 1st fl.
4: 1st vlns.

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent beats

All Gos

Represent beats

All Gos

Represent bars

No GoS,
except
cues 2 and 4

Represent bars

No GoS,
except
cue 4
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Table 46 (continued).

CRS location

mm. 321-326

CRS list

(2): 1st fl.
1:1st vlns., vlas.
2:1st cl.
4: 1st bsn.
5: 2nd vlns., vcls.
6: 1st. ob.
8: Picc.
9: Tpts., timp., basses

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent beats

All GoS
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CHAPTER XII
SYMPHONY NO. 6 IN F MAJOR, OP. 68
I. Allegro ma non troppo
There are no indicated tempo changes in this movement. However, much of this
movement may be conducted hypermetrically. A suggested hypermetric organization for
this movement is presented below. A fermata and some CRS sections are also addressed
in the gestural analysis of this movement.
Hypermetric Conducting
It is suggested that most of this movement in 2/4 time should be conducted in two
despite Beethoven’s tempo indication of half note equalling 60 BPM. Conducting in two
at 120 BPM reflects the rhythmically energetic and articulate quality of the movement. If
one takes a slower tempo than 60 BPM for the bar, one may need to conduct even more
bars in two than is suggested in the table below in order to keep the ensemble from
inadvertently dragging. It is ultimately up to the conductor to decide whether one should
conduct hypermetrically or simply in one showing only vertical beats. Even if the
conductor chooses not to conduct hypermetrically, the table below serves as a helpful bar
grouping suggestion to aid the conductor in phrasal organization for sections that may be
conducted showing only one beat per measure.
Table 47
Hypermetric/Standard Conducting Suggestion in Symphony No.6, Movement 1

Measures

1-8, 16-66, 111-122, 135-242, 279-345, 392-401, 414-512

Pattern

Standard 2
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Table 47 (continued).

Measures

Pattern

93-96, 100-107, 123-134, 243-254, 275-278, 372-375, 379-386,
Hypermetric 4
402-413
9-12, 67-92, 255-274, 346-371

Hypermetric 2

13-15, 97-99, 108-110, 376-378, 387-389

Hypermetric 3

Fermata

Figure 38. Musical example of mm. 3-5 in the first movement of Symphony No. 6.
Since the dynamic of the ensemble following the fermata in m. 4 is essentially the
same as the volume produced at the held fermata, a break in sound is not needed between
the fermata and the ensuing music. Therefore, the practice of a no-break fermata may be
used where a preparatory beat with a smooth ictus is given in tempo for the downbeat of
the following measure.
Cues in Rapid Succession
The provided CRS lists in the table below include likely cues in the addressed
CRS sections for this movement. It is ultimately up to the individual conductor to decide
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what cues are necessary to give to one’s ensemble in a CRS section at any time. It is
suggested that the conductor write the CRS lists and other information provided in the
CRS table in the margins of one’s score or on a separate page. One should then
memorize the information and physically practice giving the cues for each CRS section.
Table 48
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 6, Movement 1

CRS location

mm. 25-29

mm. 83-91

mm. 97-100

mm. 146-150

CRS list

1: 1st vlns.
2: 2nd vlns.
3: 1st cl.
4: 1st ob.
5: Hrns., vcls.
1: 1st cl.
3: 1st bsn.
5: 1st hrn.
6: Obs.
7: 2nd hrn.
9: 2nd cl., 2nd bsn.
1: Obs.
2: Bsns.
4: Hrns.
1: 2nd vlns.
3: Obs., 1st cl.
5: 1st fl.
6: 1st vlns., vlas.
10: Vcls., b.

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

In 2

Represent bars

All GoS,
except
cue 5

Hyp. 2

Represent bars

No GoS

Hyp. 3

Represent bars

No GoS

In 2

Represent beats

All GoS
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Table 48 (continued).

CRS location

mm. 179-184,
225-230a

mm. 193-197

mm. 275-278

CRS list

1: Vlas.
2: 1st vlns.
3: Winds, vlas.,
vcls./b.
4: 1st vlns.
5: 2nd vlns.
6: 1st vlns.
1: 2nd vlns., vlas.
3: Obs., vcls.
4: 1st fl.
5: Basses
1: 2nd vlns.
2: Vlas.
3: Vcls.
4: 2nd vlns., vlas.

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

In 2

Represent bars

No GoS

In 2

Represent bars

No GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

mm. 308-312

1: Hrns., basses
2: 2nd vlns.
3: 1st cl., 1st bsn.
4: Obs.
5: Fls., 2nd cl., 2nd bsn.

mm. 344-346

1: 2nd vlns.
2: Vcls.
3: Vlas.

In 2

Represent bars

All GoS,
except
cue 3

mm. 362-366

1: 1st ob.
3: 1st bsn.
5: Fls., cls.

Hyp. 2

Represent bars

No GoS

In 2

Represent bars

All GoS,
except
cues
1 and 5
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Table 48 (continued).

CRS location

mm. 468-474

a

CRS list

1: Vlas.
2: 2nd vlns.
3: 1st vlns.
5: Vlas.
6: 2nd vlns.
7: 1st vlns.

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

In 2

Represent bars

No GoS

No horns play on cue three in mm. 225-230.

II. Andante Molto Mosso
One should conduct in four throughout this movement in accordance with
Beethoven’s metronome marking of dotted-quarter note equalling 50 BPM. There are no
fermati, tempo changes, or instances of hypermetric conducting. However, a number of
CRS sections require analysis.
Cues in Rapid Succession
The provided CRS lists in the table below include likely cues in the addressed
CRS sections for this movement. It is ultimately up to the individual conductor to decide
what cues are necessary to give in a CRS section. Even if the conductor decides to show
very few cues in a CRS section in order to maintain clarity or to discourage dependency,
knowing the physical locations of the players or sections being cued and the rhythmic
order and location of each cue in a CRS section of music is helpful for accurate error
detection and correction in rehearsal.
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Table 49
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 6, Movement 2

CRS location

Cue numbers

GoS

mm. 15-16

1: Cls., 2nd hrn.
3: 1st bsn., 1st hrn.
6: 1st fl.

Represent beats

No GoS

m. 37

2: 1st ob.
3: 1st fl.
4: 2nd bsn., hrns.

Represent beats

No GoS

mm. 48-49

2: 1st vlns.
4: 2nd vlns.
6: Ww.

Represent beats

All GoS

Represent beats

No GoS

mm. 50-51

mm. 67-69

CRS list

2: 1st ob.
3: 1st fl.
4: 1st vlns.
6: 1st ob.
7: 1st fl.
8: 1st vlns.
2: 1st vlns.
3: Hrns.
4: 2nd vlns.
6: 1st fl., cls., bsns
7: Obs.
9: Vlas.
10: Bsns.
12: 1st cl., 1st vlns.

Represent beats

No GoS,
except cues
2, 4, 6,
and 12
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Table 49 (continued).

CRS location

CRS list

Cue numbers

GoS

mm. 77-78

(4): Vcls./b.
2: Vlas., soli vcl.
3: Hrns., 1st vlns.
4: 2nd vlns.
6: 1st vlns.
7: Bsns.
8: Cls.

Represent beats

All GoS,
except cues
3, 7, and 8

mm. 85

(3): 2nd cl., bsns., 2nd hrn.
(4): 2nd ob., 2 hrn.
1: Fls.

Represent beats

No Gos

Represent beats

No Gos

mm. 91, 92, 93,
and 94

1: 1st bsn.
2: 1st cl.
3: 1st vlns.
4: 1st fl.

mm. 108-109

2: 1st cl.
4: 1st ob.
6: 2nd ob.
7: Hrns., 2nd fl.
8: 1st fl., 2nd cl., 2nd bsn.

Represent beats

No GoS

m. 118

2: 1st fl.
3: 1st cl.
4: Tutti

Represent beats

No GoS

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cue 3

mm. 120-121

2: 1st vlns.
3: Hrns.
4: 2nd vlns.
6: Fls., 1st ob., cls., bsns.
7: Tutti
8: 2nd ob.
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Table 49 (continued).

CRS location

mm. 122 and 123

m. 132

mm. 136-138

CRS list

2: 1st cl.
3: 1st ob.
4: 1st fl., 2nd cl., 2nd vlns.
2: 1st vlns.
3: Hrns., 2nd vlns., vlas.,
vcls./b.
4: Bsns.
2: 1st vlns.
3: Hrns., 2nd vlns., vlas.,
vcls./b.
4: 1st bsn.,
6: 1st cl.
8: 1st fl.
9: Obs., hrns.
10: 2nd fl., cls., bsns.
11:Tutti

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent beats

No GoS

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cue 3

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cue 3

III. Allegro
Many different gestural conducting issues require analysis in this movement.
Tempo changes and fluctuations, starting the movement, fermati, and CRS sections found
in this movement are addressed. A suggested hypermetric organization of the movement
is also presented.
Hypermetric Conducting
Most of this movement should be conducted with one beat shown per bar as
Beethoven indicates with his tempo of dotted half note equalling 108 BPM. One may
consider hypermetrically conducting the sections of this movement that are felt in one as
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this practice assists in phrasal organization. The table below shows suggested bar
groupings and their corresponding hypermetric conducting patterns for this scherzo.
Table 50
Hypermetric/Standard Conducting Suggestion in Symphony No.6, Movement 3

Measures

Pattern

1-52, 55-82, 87-130, 133-164, 205-256, 291-334, 337-368, 409-416,
Hypermetric 4
419-438, 441-468
53-54, 83-86, 131-132, 257-258, 287-290, 335-336, 417-418, 439-440
165-204, 369-408
206

Hypermetric 2
Standard 2
In 1

Starting the Movement

Figure 39. Musical example of mm. 1-4 in the third movement of Symphony No. 6.
Assuming a hypermetric four-beat pattern is used as suggested above for the first
four bars of this movement, the conductor should mentally set the tempo while begin
placing one’s baton just above the ictus of beat three. When ready, one should then fall
in tempo to an inactive ictus on beat three and naturally continue to beat four where a
strong ictus is given. The orchestra should then enter together with the anacrusis of
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measure one after the sharply shown ictus on preparatory beat four. The conductor
should continue beating in time to further solidify the new tempo.
Fermati/Non-Modulatory Sudden Tempo Changes

Figure 40. Musical example of mm. 201-206 and 405-410 in the third movement of
Symphony No. 6.
Because decrescendi are indicated in mm. 203 and 407, the downbeats of mm.
204 and 408 should be approximately the same volume than the sound produced at the
end of mm. 203 and 407. Therefore, a break in sound is not necessary between the mm.
203 and 204 and 407 and 408. The conductor may follow the practice of a no-break
fermata where a cutoff of the fermata is not shown. A somewhat active initial ictus may
be necessary on the preparatory beat for the downbeats of mm. 204 and 408 for rhythmic
precision.
For the fermati in mm. 204 and 408, one should simply follow the practice of a
no-break fermata by giving beat two with an inactive preparatory beat and a sharp ictus
in the tempo of the ensuing music, causing the fermata to be released and the anacruses to
mm. 205 and 409 to be placed after the beat. The sudden tempo changes at the anacruses
to mm. 205 and 409 should not be problematic as long as the conductor can feel the
desired tempo while holding the fermati in mm. 204 and 408. Since the target tempo is
the same tempo as at the beginning of the movement (“Tempo I”), internally feeling this
tempo should not be difficult.
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Gradual Tempo Changes

Figure 41. Musical example of mm. 157-165 and 361-368 in the third movement of
Symphony No. 6.
The faster Allegro sections at mm. 164 and 368 are in 2/4 time are conducted in
two and are marked at quarter note equalling 132 BPM. They are both preceded by an
indicated four-bar accelerando. The accelerando may be accomplished by gradually
contracting the beat pattern while maintaining the speed of motion, which should cause
the tempo to gradually quicken.
Non-Modulatory Sudden Tempo Change

Figure 42. Musical example of mm. 435-440 in the third movement of Symphony No. 6.
It is suggested that one take a tempo of approximately 120 BPM in the Presto
section at the end of this movement, beginning at the anacrusis to m. 439 so that a tempo
modulation may be employed to easily change to the Allegro tempo of the fourth
movement. Therefore, if one goes from 108 BPM to 120 BPM in mm. 437-438, the
change in tempo is relatively minimal and the practice of a simple Piu mosso tempo
change is suggested. Here, one should simply slightly contract the conducting pattern
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while maintaining the speed of beat to minimize the time between beats and, thus,
increase the tempo.
Cues in Rapid Succession
The CRS sections found in this movement are compiled and analyzed in the table
below. The conductor may choose what cues are necessary or most important from the
CRS lists for the addressed CRS sections. One should then practice the action of giving
the necessary cues and apply them as needed in rehearsal.
Table 51
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 6, Movement 3

CRS location

CRS list

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

mm. 32-40

(4): Vlns.
2: 1st ob., 1st bsn.
4: Cls.
6: 1st fl., 1st bsn.
8: 1st ob., hrns.

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

mm. 75-78,
79-82,
279-282,
283-286,
461-464,
465-468

1: Vlas.
2: 2nd vlns.
3: 1st vlns.
4: Ww. and hrns

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

No GoS

mm. 224-228

(4): Vcls.
2: Basses
4: 1st fl., bsns.

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

mm. 248-250

(4): Vcls.
1: 2nd ob., cls.
2: 1st fl.

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS
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Table 51 (continued).

CRS location

CRS list

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

mm. 424-429

(4): 1st fl., 1st cl.,
1st bsn., hrn.
1: Strings
3: 2nd cl., 2nd bsn.
5: 1st ob.

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS,
except
cue 1

IV. Allegro
The fourth movement should be conducted in two throughout. The tempo
modulation at the first measure of this movement is addressed below. Three CRS
sections in this movement also require analysis.
Tempo Modulation

Figure 43. Musical example of mm. 467-468 in the third movement and mm. 1-2 in the
fourth movement of Symphony No. 6.
Assuming the conductor chooses a tempo of 120 BPM as previously proposed for
the Presto section in the third movement, the sudden tempo change to the Allegro tempo
at the beginning of the fourth movement may be accomplished using a tempo modulation.
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Table 52
Tempo Modulation at m.1 in Symphony No. 6, Movement 4

Location of
tempo
modulation

Tempo
change in
BPM

Reduced
tempo
ratio

Inverted
reduced
tempo
ratio

Subdivisions
felt per beat in
initial tempo

Initial tempo
beat subdivisions
felt for each
target tempo beat

m. 468-m. 1

12080

3:2

2:3

2 duple half
notes

3 duple half
notes

To properly execute the tempo modulation, one only needs to subdivide duple
half notes (duple beat subdivisions) in mm. 467-468 of the third movement during the
initial tempo. When the first beat of m. 1 in the fifth movement is reached, one then must
expand the conducting pattern to allow three initial tempo duple half note beat
subdivisions for each beat of the target tempo.
Cues in Rapid Succession
Since the entire movement is conducted in two, the pattern used for each CRS
section is not included in the CRS table below. It is ultimately up to the individual
conductor to decide what cues are necessary to give in a CRS section. It is suggested that
the conductor write the CRS lists and other information provided in the CRS table in the
margins of one’s score or on a separate page. One should then memorize the information
and physically practice giving the cues for each CRS section.
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Table 53
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 6, Movement 4

CRS location

CRS list

Cue numbers

GoS

mm. 17-21

1: Vcls./b.
2: Vlas.
3: 1st ob., 1st bsn.
4: 1st fl.
5: Tutti

Represent bars

No GoS,
except
cue 2

mm. 58-60

1: Bsns.
2: 1st ob., 1st cl.
3: Fls., tpts.

Represent bars

No GoS

mm. 72-73, 74-75,
76-77a

1: 1st bsn.b
2: 1st cl.
3: 1st fl., 1st ob.
4: 2nd ob.

Represent beats

All GoS

a

The brass section may also be cued to enter on the downbeat of m. 78.

b

Celli and basses may be cued on beat one in m. 72 in addition to the 1st bassoon.

V. Allegretto
The gestural issues in this movement are very similar to the issues found in the
previous movement. Only a tempo change in the first measure of the movement and a
number of CRS sections require analysis. No fermati are found in the movement, and no
sections of hypermetric conducting are suggested since the movement may be conducted
entirely in two.
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Tempo Modulation/Gradual Tempo Change

Figure 44. Musical example of mm. 154-155 in the fourth movement and mm. 1-2 in the
fifth movement of Symphony No. 6.
The sudden tempo change indicated at m. 1 may be completed using a simple
tempo modulation.
Table 54
Tempo Modulation at m.1 in Symphony No. 6, Movement 5

Location of
tempo
modulation

Tempo
change in
BPM

Reduced
tempo
ratio

Inverted
reduced
tempo
ratio

Subdivisions
felt per beat in
initial tempo

Initial tempo
beat subdivisions
felt for each
target tempo beat

m. 155-m. 1

8060

4:3

3:4

3 triplet
eighth notes

4 triplet
eighth notes

To properly execute the tempo modulation, one only needs to subdivide triplet
eighth notes (triplet beat subdivisions) in mm. 154-155 during the initial tempo. When
the first beat of m. 1 in the last movement is reached, one then must expand the
conducting pattern only to allow four initial tempo triplet eighth note beat subdivisions
for each beat to establish the target tempo at m. 1 of the fifth movement. As another
option, one may insert a ritardando beginning in mm. 154 or 155 to gradually get to 60
BPM at m. 1 of the fifth movement, although it is not indicated. If the conductor chooses
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to utilize a ritardando, the conductor should gradually expand the rebound of each beat in
the beat pattern while keeping the speed of physical motion constant to show a clear
ritardando that reaches 60 BPM at the downbeat of the first measure of movement five.
Cues in Rapid Succession
Since the entire movement is conducted in two, the pattern used for each CRS
section is not included in the CRS table below. It is suggested that the conductor write
the CRS lists and other information provided in the CRS table in the margins of one’s
score or on a separate page. One should then memorize the information and physically
practice giving the cues for each CRS section.
Table 55
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 6, Movement 5

CRS location

CRS list

mm. 24-25

1: Obs.
2: Fls.
3: Tpts., trbns.

mm. 42-43, 44-45,
46-47, 48-49

1: Tpts., tbns., 1st vlns.
2: 2nd vlns.a
3: Vlas., vcls.
4: Basses

mm. 60-63

(2): 1st ob.
2: 1st cl., 2nd hrn.
4: Vcls.
5: 1st bsn., 1st hrn.
6: 1st ob., 1st vlns.
7: Fls.
9: 2nd cl., 2nd bsn., basses

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cue 3

Represent beats

No GoS

Represent beats

No GoS
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Table 55 (continued).

CRS location

CRS list

mm. 24-25

1: Obs.
2: Fls.
3: Tpts., trbns.

mm. 42-43, 44-45,
46-47, 48-49

1: Tpts., tbns., 1st vlns.
2: 2nd vlns.a
3: Vlas., vcls.
4: Basses

mm. 60-63

mm. 132-133

mm. 144-147

mm. 150-151,
152-153, 154-155,
156-157

(2): 1st ob.
2: 1st cl., 2nd hrn.
4: Vcls.
5: 1st bsn., 1st hrn.
6: 1st ob., 1st vlns.
7: Fls.
9: 2nd cl., 2nd bsn., basses
1: Obs.
2: Fls.
3: Tpts., trbns.
2: Bsns.
4: Obs.
6: Fls., hrns
8: Cls.
1: Tpts., tbns., 1st vlns.
2: 2nd vlns.a
3: Vlas., vcls.
4: Basses

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cue 3

Represent beats

No GoS

Represent beats

No GoS

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cue 3

Represent beats

All GoS

Represent beats

No GoS
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Table 55 (continued).

CRS location

mm. 173-174

(2): Vlas.
1: Hrns.
2: 1st fl.
4: Tpts., vcls./b.

mm. 182-183

(2): Basses
2: 2nd vlns.
3: 1st fl., 1st ob.

mm. 211-212

(2): Vlas., Basses
1: Hrns.
2: 1st fl., 2nd vlns.

mm. 253-255

mm. 260-263

a

CRS list

(2): Strings
2: Fls.
3: Tpts., vcls./b.
5: Tbns.
1: 1st hrn., 1st vlns.
3: 2nd vlns
5: Vlas., vcls.
7: Basses

The trumpets may also be cued on beat two of mm. 46 and 48.

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent beats

All GoS,
except cues
1and 2

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cue 3

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cue 1

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cues 3 and 5

Represent beats

No GoS
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CHAPTER XIII
SYMPHONY NO. 7 IN A MAJOR, OP. 92
I. Poco Sostenuto—Vivace
While showing dynamic changes and accents warrant much attention throughout
the movement, there are other gestural issues that require some analysis and practice for
proper execution. A tempo modulation, numerous fermati, and some sections of Cues in
Rapid Succession justify examination. The entire movement should be conducted in two
since there are no meter changes or suggested sections of hypermetric conducting.
Tempo Modulation
The only tempo change in the first movement, found in mm. 62-63, is a sudden
tempo change, meaning that the tempo changes without the use of indicated accelerandi,
ritardandi, or fermati.

Figure 45. Musical example of mm. 62-63 in the first movement of Symphony No. 7.
Beethoven’s marked tempos are 69 BPM and 104 BPM. If these tempi are
approximated to 70 BPM and 105 BPM a useful reducible ratio appears, as shown in the
table below. This useful reducible ratio creates a tempo modulation, which allows for a
clear and comfortable change of tempo.
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Table 56
Tempo Modulation in Symphony No. 7, Movement 1

Location of
tempo
modulation

Tempo
change
in BPM

Reduced
tempo
ratio

Inverted
reduced
tempo
ratio

Subdivisions
felt per beat in
initial tempo

Initial tempo
beat subdivisions
felt for each
target tempo beat

mm. 62-63

70105

2:3

3:2

3 triplet eighth
notes

2 triplet eighth
notes

In order to put the information provided by the table above into practice at the
beginning of m. 62 or a bar earlier if necessary, the conductor should first mentally
subdivide triple (three) beat subdivisions and then mentally accent the first of every two
of the subdivided triple beat subdivisions while still conducting the initial tempo. One
then only needs to conduct the superimposed felt accents of every other triplet beat
subdivision from the initial tempo in m. 62 as beats in m. 63 to clearly show the target or
new tempo. To increase clarity, the conductor may stop the ictus on beat three of m. 62
and give a Gesture of Syncopation (GoS) on the second triplet subdivision of beat four as
the preparation for the downbeat and target tempo given in m. 63.
Given that two initial tempo triplet eighth notes equal one beat in the target
tempo, one may also reason that one triplet quarter note in the initial tempo equals one
beat in the target tempo. In this case, the conductor would simply subdivide triplet
quarter notes (six per bar) in m. 62 and then conduct each triplet quarter note of the initial
tempo as each beat in m. 63 for the target tempo. As another option, the conductor could
continue conducting m. 63 in the same tempo as m. 62 and simply accelerate to the
desired tempo within a few measures. While this option may produce a cohesive
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transition, this superimposed acceleration ignores Beethoven’s clear absence of a marked
accelerando.
Fermati
There are three fermati in this movement the conductor must negotiate. For the
first fermata of the movement in m. 88, a sixteenth note glissando in the upper strings
directly follows the tutti fermata without a rest between them.

Figure 46. Musical example of mm. 87-89 in the first movement of Symphony No. 7.
Since both the tutti fermata chord and the following entrance of the upper strings
are both fortissimo, an added beat of silence after holding the fermata is not required.
Therefore, the practice of a no-break fermata should be applied. Specifically, after the
conductor holds the fermata on beat one for a desired length of time, he should smoothly
continue the conducting pattern at the resuming music’s speed, clearly showing the ictus
on beat two as both the cue for the violins’ sixteenth-note run and the winds’ and low
strings’ release of the fermata. A gesture with the left hand toward the violins and violas
on beat two will encourage them to begin their run. However, one must be careful not to
move so abruptly as to inadvertently encourage a break between the tutti held fermata and
the following upper strings’ glissando. If instead the conductor decides to add a beat of
rest (a short break) between the held fermata and the following upper strings’ glissando,
then all that must be done is to show a circular cutoff in the continuing tempo with a clear
ictus on the release of the fermata that immediately continues in the same direction as the
rebound of beat one. The immediate continuation of the beat pattern after the release
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serves as the preparatory beat for the entrance of the upper strings that is then shown on
beat two.
Since the fermata on the first beat of m. 299 is followed by a written tutti rest on
beat two, no additional break is needed over the one already provided by the rest.

Figure 47. Musical example of mm. 298-301 in the first movement of Symphony No. 7.
Therefore, the practice for a “no-break” fermata should be followed. While
holding the fermata on beat one, the conductor should slowly and gradually move one’s
hand in the direction of the rebound of beat one, being careful not to raise the hand to
indicate an inadvertent crescendo. Once the fermata is held the desired amount of time,
the conductor should then resume in the original tempo, moving in the same direction as
the rebound of beat one. Beat two should then be shown with a strong ictus and flick of
the wrist to both release the fermata and to show a Gesture of Syncopation causing the
winds to enter together after beat two.
After the held fermata in m. 300, however, a short break (one beat in length) may
need to be inserted in order to let the woodwind section’s sound clear before the oboe’s
entrance the following beat. This practice will also give the oboist a likely needed breath
before continuing. In this case, a circular release of the fermata on beat one shown in the
tempo of the ensuing music should be given with the ictus of the release, acting also as
the preparation for the oboe’s following entrance given clearly on beat two. However, if
the conductor decides not to add a beat of rest after the held fermata, understanding that
the oboist may need to insert a short breath in the first phrase of the solo, the practice for
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the handling of the fermata in m. 88 of this movement should be applied here, except that
the first oboist is cued rather than the violins and violas.
Cues in Rapid Succession
There are four sections of cues in rapid succession in this movement. These CRS
sections have been analyzed and compiled into two tables shown below.74 All CRS
sections are found in the Vivace section of this movement, which is conducted entirely in
two.
Table 57
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 7, Movement 1 (Except mm. 222-235)

CRS location

mm. 146-152

mm. 222-224,
228-230

mm. 225-227

74

table.

CRS lista

1: 1st ob.
2: 1st cl.
3: 1st bsn.
4: 1st ob.
5: 1st fl.
6a: Ww.
6b: 2nd bsn.
7: Ww., brass, timp.

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent bars
(cue 6b is on beat two)

All GoS,
except
cue 7

1: Vlas.
2: 1st and 2nd vlns.
3: Vcls./b.

Represent bars

All GoS,
except
cue 1

1: 2nd vlns.
2: 1st vlns., vlas.
3: Vcls./b.

Represent bars

All GoS,
except
cue 1

See Chapter IV, “Cues in Rapid Succession” for information on reading a CRS
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Table 57 (continued).

CRS location

mm. 231-235

mm. 314-319

mm. 358-364

a

CRS lista

1: 2nd vlns.
2: 1st vlns, vlas.
4: 1st and 2nd vlns.
(2): 1st bsn.
2: 1st cl.
4: 1st ob.
6: 1st fl.
9: Ww., hrns
1: 1st fl.
2: 1st ob.
3: 1st bsn.
4: 1st cl.
5: 1st ob.
6a: 1st fl.
6b: Ww.
7: Brass, timp.

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent bars

All GoS,
except
cue 1

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cue 9

Represent bars
(cue 6b is on beat two)

All GoS,
except
cue 7

Cue numbers marked with an “a” should be cued on the first beat of a measure, and cue numbers marked with a “b” should be cued

on the second beat of a measure.

II. Allegretto
This movement is conducted entirely in two and provides very few gestural issues
for the conductor. There are no tempo changes, fermati, or occurrences of hypermetric
conducting. Shaping phrases and showing articulations and dynamic changes will require
most of the conductor’s attention throughout this movement. However, there is a section
of Cues in Rapid Succession that warrants some attention that is addressed below.
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Cues in Rapid Succession
The provided CRS lists in the table below include all likely possible cues in the
addressed CRS sections for this movement. It is ultimately up to the individual
conductor to decide what cues are necessary to give in a CRS section to one’s ensemble
at any time. It is suggested that the conductor write the CRS lists and other information
provided in the CRS table in the margins of one’s score or on a separate page. One
should then memorize the information and physically practice giving the cues for each
CRS section.
Table 58
CRS Instances in Symphony No. 7, Movement 2

CRS location

CRS lista

mm. 143-149

(2): 1st fl., 1st ob.,1st bsn.
2: 1st and 2nd vlns.
4: Vlas.
6: Vcls./b.
10: Strings
11: Brass, timp.
12: Ww.

Cue numbers

Represent beats

GoS

All GoS,
except
cues 10, 11,
and 12

III. Presto
While showing dynamics remains a general issue in this movement, there are no
fermatas to navigate and relatively few sforzandi and accents to show. However, there
are a number of issues regarding starting the movement, hypermetric conducting, tempo
modulations, and Cues in Rapid Succession that are discussed in detail below.
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Starting the Movement

Figure 48. Musical example of mm. 1-6 of the third movement of Symphony No. 7.
Assuming the first two measures of this movement are conducted in a hypermetric
two-pattern, the conductor should start with one’s baton at the top of the rebound of beat
two while mentally setting the tempo. From this point, when ready, he should then fall to
the ictus of beat one and rebound to a Gesture of Syncopation on beat two. Inhaling on
beat two should also help the ensemble enter securely. All of this preparatory action
should be given in tempo. The orchestra should then enter together with the pick-up of
measure one after the shown preparatory beat two. The conductor should then continue
beating in time, clearly establishing the new tempo.
Hypermetric Conducting
This entire movement should be conducted showing one beat per bar. The trio
sections in this movement are organized completely in two-bar groups. While the
scherzo sections commonly feature four-bar groups, there are, however, a number of bar
groupings that are two and three bars long. The table below lists this author’s suggested
bar groupings and their conducting patterns for this movement.
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Table 59
Hypermetric Conducting Suggestion in Symphony No. 7, Movement 3

Measures

Pattern

3-10, 13-60, 66-85, 91-110, 113-148, 239-246, 249-260,
263-270, 273-320, 326-345, 351-370, 373-408, 499-506,

Hypermetric 4

509-556, 562-581, 585-606, 609-652
1-2, 11-12, 61-62, 89-90, 111-112, 149-238, 247-248,
261-262, 271-272, 321-322, 349-350, 371-372,

Hypermetric 2

409-498, 507-508, 557-558, 607-608
63-65, 86-88, 323-325, 346-348, 559-561, 582-584
653

Hypermetric 3
In 1

Tempo Modulations
While the tempo changes six separate times in this movement, there are actually
only two different tempo changes in the movement that each repeat three times, one
going from faster to slower and the other going from slower to faster. They are both
sudden tempo changes, meaning that the tempos change suddenly without the use of
accelerandi, ritardandi, or fermati. Beethoven’s given tempi in this movement do not
produce a useful reduced ratio. Therefore, it is helpful to very slightly adjust
Beethoven’s tempi in order to produce a useful reduced tempo ratio. Below, two possible
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options for tempo choices and their resulting tempo modulations in this movement are
presented in two tables.
As the first option, the conductor may decide that Beethoven’s indicated tempo
for the scherzo sections, dotted half note equalling 132 BPM, is a bit too quick for one’s
taste or the ensemble’s ability. If a slightly slower tempo of 126 BPM is chosen for the
scherzo sections and Beethoven’s indicated tempo of dotted half note equalling 84 are
chosen for the trio sections, a useful reduced tempo ratio emerges.
Table 60
Tempo Modulations in Symphony No. 7, Movement 3 (Option 1)

Location of
tempo
modulation

Tempo
change in
BPM

Reduced
tempo
ratio

Inverted
reduced
tempo
ratio

Subdivisions
felt per beat in
initial tempo

Initial tempo
beat subdivisions
felt for each
target tempo beat

mm. 148-149,
408-409,
644-645

12684

3:2

2:3

2 dotted
quarter notes

3 dotted
quarter notes

mm. 236-237,
500-501,
648-649

84126

2:3

3:2

3 quarter
notes

2 quarter
notes

On the other hand, the conductor may feel that Beethoven’s indicated tempo for
the trio sections is too fast and may want greater tempo contrast between the scherzi and
trios. He may then decide to take the trio sections closer to dotted-half note equalling 66
BPM while taking the scherzo sections at Beethoven’s indicated dotted-half note
equalling 132 BPM. If this is the case, the tempo modulations for this movement would
be as charted below.
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Table 61
Tempo Modulations in Symphony No. 7, Movement 3 (Option 2)

Location of
tempo
modulation

Tempo
change
in BPM

Reduced
tempo
ratio

Inverted
reduced
tempo
ratio

Subdivisions
felt per beat in
initial tempo

Initial tempo
beat subdivisions
felt for each
target tempo beat

mm. 148-149,
408-409,
644-645

13266

2:1

1:2

1 dotted
half note

2 dotted
half notes

mm. 236-237,
500-501,
648-649

66132

1:2

2:1

2 dotted
quarter notes

1 dotted
quarter note

The tempi chosen above are only suggestions by the author of this document. As
long as the conductor’s chosen tempi produce a useful reduced ratio, the proper physical
and mental applications for useful reduced ratios to both types of sudden tempo
modulations described in the “Tempo Modulations” chapter of this document should
produce a clear tempo change and should be applied (Chapter II).
Cues in Rapid Succession
In the third movement there are a total of nine sections of Cues in Rapid
Succession. Three sections each of three CRS types in the table below are arbitrarily
labeled A, B, and C in order to facilitate a clear discussion. Types A and C are very
similar with the only difference being the size of the instrumental group entering on the
fifth beat.
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Table 62
CRS Sections for Symphony No. 7, Movement 3

CRS
Location

mm. 24-28,
284-288,
520-524

mm. 82-88,
342-358,
578-584

mm. 136-140,
396-400,
632-636

Cue list

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

(4): Vcls./b.
1: Vlas.
2: 2nd vlns.
3: 1st vlns.
4: Fls., 1st cl.

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

Hyp.
4+3

Represent bars

No GoS,
except
cue 7

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

1: Vcls./b.
2: Vlas.
3: 2nd vlns.
5: 1st vlns.
7: Ww., brass, timp.
(4): Vcls/b.
1: Vlas.
2: 2nd vlns.
3: 1st vlns.
4: Ww., brass, timp.

IV. Allegro con brio
This final movement contains no tempo changes. There are also no fermati in this
movement. Showing dynamic changes and the many sforzandi will certainly occupy the
conductor’s attention throughout the movement but will not be specifically addressed in
this analysis. There are also some sections where hypermetric conducting may be
employed as well as numerous sections of Cues in Rapid Succession. Additionally,
starting the movement requires some explanation.
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Hypermetric Conducting
Although Beethoven indicates the tempo of this movement in 2/4 time as half
note equalling 72 BPM, it is suggested that this movement mostly be conducted in two.
Conducting in a quick two works well for most measures in this movement since
dynamic changes and strongly felt articulations such as sforazandi are often indicated on
the second beats of many measures. However, conducting in a quick two seems a bit out
of place when conducting the numerous legato passages in this movement. Therefore,
passages in this movement containing legato elements may be conducted
hypermetrically. A suggested plan for the use of both standard and hypermetric
conducting in this movement is charted below.
Table 63
Hypermetric/Standard Conducting Suggestion for Symphony No. 7, Movement 4

Measures

Pattern

1-35, 52-61, 74-77, 84-87, 104-246, 263-272, 285-288,
Standard 2
295-298, 319-348, 427-450, 459-465
36-51, 62-73a, 247-262, 273-284b, 349-404, 451-458

Hypermetric 4

78-83, 88-103, 289-294, 299-318, 405-426

Hypermetric 2

a

A Gesture of Syncopation should be given on the first beats mm. 62 and 66 to cue the tutti forte chord on beat two of these measures.

b

A Gesture of Syncopation should be given on the first beats mm. 273 and 277 to cue the tutti sforzando chord on beat two of these

measures.
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The standard two-beat pattern is suggested above for sections that are either nonlegato in style or have accents, dynamic changes, or important cues on the second beats
of measures. For highly energetic and exciting sections, such as much of the end of the
movement, conducting in a standard, quick two-beat pattern provides the increased
physical movement necessary to show the exhilaration of the music. The hypermetric
four-beat pattern is suggested above for sections that are generally legato in style,
organized in four-bar phrases, and are not highly energetic. The hypermetric two-beat
pattern is suggested above for sections that mainly have six-bar phrases and some legato
elements. If conducting in a quick, standard two-beat pattern causes the orchestra to
drag, rush, or play more heavily than desired, one may simply try de-emphasizing the
second beat in the conducting pattern or may conduct more sections hypermetrically.
One of these adjustments may alleviate the encountered problem. The table above should
only be seen as a list of possible locations where standard and hypermetric conducting
should be considered. The conductor should feel free to alternate between standard and
hypermetric conducting patterns less often than is listed in the table. One may consult the
“Alternating Between Standard and Hypermetric Conducting Styles” section in the
“Hypermetric Conducting” chapter of this document for suggestions regarding
application and physical execution (Chapter III).
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Starting the Movement

Figure 49. Musical example of mm. 1-5 of the fourth movement of Symphony No. 7.
As indicated in the above hypermetric conducting analysis for this movement, it is
suggested that the beginning of the movement be conducted showing two quick beats per
measure. Assuming the conductor chooses to follow the previously prescribed
application of standard and hypermetric conducting for this movement, a standard
preparatory beat, one quarter note in length, should be given to begin m. 1, starting at the
ictus of beat two since the orchestra enters on beat one with no pick-up note. In mm. 2
and 4, a dead beat75 must be given for beat one so that the empty measures are marked
and the musicians are not encouraged to play. The conductor should stop at the ictus of
beat one of both of these measures for a half-beat. The baton may then actively continue
in an upward direction on beat two of these measures as the preparation for beat one of
mm. 3 and 5.
Cues in Rapid Succession
All CRS sections in this movement take place where a hypermetric conducting
pattern is suggested. Therefore, all cue numbers in the CRS lists below represent both
75

Green and Gibson, The Modern Conductor, 52. A “dead beat” is defined as a beat gesture that
has no acceleration into the beat-point and no active directly after the beat-point. It is often used to mark
empty bars, as in mm. 2 and 4 of this movement.
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bars and beats since by definition each beat given when conducting hypermetrically
represents a bar. All CRS symbols should be drawn in the margin of the score,
memorized, practiced, and applied by the conductor.
Table 64
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 7, Movement 4

CRS location

mm. 36-47

mm. 94-99,
100-105,
307-312,
313-318

CRS list

1: 1st vlns
2: 2nd vlns
3: Vlass
5: 1st vlns
6: 2nd vlns
7: Vlass
1: 1st vlns.
2: 2nd vlns.
3: Vlas., vcls.
5: 2nd vlns., basses
6: 1st vlns.

mm. 349-352,
353-356

1: 1st vlns.
2: 2nd vlns.
3: Vlas.
4: Ww.

mm. 357-360,
361-364

1: Vcls./basses
2: Vlas.
3: 2nd vlns.
4: 1st vlns.

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

Hyp. 2

Represent bars

All GoS,
except
cue 7

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS
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Table 64 (continued).

CRS location

CRS list

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars b

All GoS

V212 1212
mm. 365-378a

V2V1 21V2
V121 V2V1

a

Due to its sheer length and its great amount of alternation between string sections, the final CRS section of this movement (mm. 376-

389) would likely produce a list too large to fit in the score’s margins. Therefore, a more compact model is used. For the CRS list of
this CRS section, “V”=Viola, “1”= First violins, and “2”= Second violins. The symbol is read horizontally in rows.
b

A cue takes place on every bar in this section beginning on beat one of the conducting pattern. No bar’s cue number is skipped and

no specific rhythmic information for each cue is necessary.
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CHAPTER XIV
SYMPHONY NO. 8 IN F MAJOR, OP. 93
I. Allegro Vivace e Con Brio
Some fermati, gradual tempo changes, and CRS sections are found in this
movement and are addressed in this movement’s analysis. Since this movement is felt in
one, much of the movement may be conducted hypermetrically. Bar
grouping/hypermetric conducting organization is also discussed.
Hypermetric Conducting
Given Beethoven’s metronome marking of dotted-half note equalling 69 BPM,
one should conduct most of this movement showing one beat per bar. The table below
presents suggested bar groupings/hypermetric conducting patterns for this movement.
The criteria used in choosing bar groupings and conducting patterns are explained in the
“Hypermetric Conducting” chapter of this document (Chapter III). A standard three-beat
pattern is suggested in this movement for individual measures where important cues,
fermati, or rhythmic emphases are present on beats two or three. Measures that have an
indicated ritardando should also be conducted in three.
Table 65
Hypermetric/Standard Conducting Suggestion in Symphony No.8, Movement 1

Measures

Pattern

1-12, 38-41, 46-49, 52-59, 62-69, 73-76, 83-86, 92-187,
190-205, 235-238, 243-246, 249-256, 259-273, 280-283,
289-308, 323-326, 333-340, 351-358, 362-373

Hypermetric 4
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Table 65 (continued).

Measures

Pattern

70-72, 77-82, 87-89, 206-208, 274-279, 284-286, 329-331,
Hypermetric 3
359-361
44-45, 60-61, 90-91, 188-189, 241-242, 257-258, 287-288,
Hypermetric 2
309-310, 327-328, 349-350
13-37, 43, 51, 209-234, 240, 248, 311-322, 332, 341-348
42, 50, 239, 247

Standard 3
In 1

Gradual Tempo Change

Figure 50. Musical example of mm. 41-44 in the first movement of Symphony No. 8.
To show the ritardando in m. 43, one should simply beat the slowing measure in
three, allowing each beat to progressively expand and causing the tempo to slow. One
should then resume showing one beat per bar in the original tempo in the following
measure. The ritardandi in mm. 51, 240, and 248 should be treated in the same way. If
beating in three in the measure of the indicated ritardando does not cause the orchestra to
sufficiently slow, one should consider giving beat three of the previous measure after
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melding76 beat two before beating the ritardando measure in three. This action should
alert the orchestra of the ritardando one beat before it takes place.
Fermati
Fermati are indicated on each beat of m. 332 in accordance to the beat on which
each instrumental part plays their note. However, it is actually only the third beat of the
measure that is held by the entire ensemble.

Figure 51. Musical example of mm. 322-323 of the first movement of Symphony No. 8.
The conductor should therefore beat m. 322 in three showing only a held beat
three. Since the held fermata is forte and the ensuing music is piano, a short break, one
bar in length, is suggested after the fermata since the ensuing music is
showing one beat per bar. To execute this short-break fermata, one should give a
clockwise release of the fermata lasting one bar in tempo that smoothly continues as the
preparatory beat for the following bar. One should then continue beating in tempo for a
smooth transition.

76

Green and Gibson, The Modern Conductor, 119. “Melding” is a term that refers to the merging
of two or more given beats into one lengthened beat gesture that lasts as long as the joined beats.
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Cues in Rapid Succession
CRS sections in this movement have been analyzed and compiled into tables. It is
ultimately up to the individual conductor to decide what cues should be given in a CRS
section depending on the ensemble’s needs. The conductor is encouraged to write each
CRS list below in the margins of the score. One should then memorize and physically
practice giving the desired cues in their proper order.
Table 66
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 8, Movement 1

CRS location

mm. 5-9

mm. 52-55,
56-58

mm. 72-80

CRS list

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

1: Cls., bsns.
2: 1st ob., hrns.
3: 2nd ob.
4: 1st fl.
5: Strings

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

No GoS

1: Vcls./b.
2: 1st vlns., vlas.
4: Tpts., timp.

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

No GoS

Hyp.
4+3

Represent bars

All GoS,
except
cue 8

(4): 1st fl., 1st ob.
1: 2nd Bsn., 2nd vlns.
2: 1st bsn., 1st vlns.
3: Cls., hrns.
5: 2nd fl.
8: Tutti
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Table 66 (continued).

CRS location

mm. 82-92

mm. 104-112

mm. 120-124

mm. 128-136

CRS list

(4): 1st bsn., vlas., vcls.
1: 2nd Bsn., hrns.,
2nd vlns.
2: 1st bsn., 1st vlns.
3: 1st fl., 1st ob.
5: 2nd fl.
8: Basses
10: Hrns., tpts., timp.
1: Vlas.
3: Vlns.
5: 1st bsn.
6: 1st cl.
7: 1st ob.
8: 1st fl.
9: Tutti
1: Vlas.
3: 2nd vlns.
5: 1st bsn., 1st vlns.,
vcls.
6: 1st cl.
7: 1st ob.
8: 1st fl.
9: Tutti
1: Vcls.
3: 2nd vlns.
5: 1st bsn., 1st vlns.,
vlas., basses
6: 1st cl.
7: 1st ob.
8: 1st fl., 2nd cl.,
1st bsn.
9: Tutti

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

Hyp.
4+3+2

Represent
bars

All GoS,
except
cues 8 and 10

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

No GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

No GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

No GoS
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Table 66 (continued).

CRS location

mm. 206-209

mm. 231-235

mm. 249-252,
253-256

CRS list

Cue numbers

GoS

Hyp. 3

Represent bars

All GoS,
except
cue 4

1: Vlns., vlas.
2: 1st fl.
3: 1st cl., 1st bsn.
4: 1st vlns., vlas
5: 2nd vlns., vcls./b.

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

No GoS,
except
cue 4

1: Vcls./b.
2: 1st fls., vlns. vlas.
4: Timp.

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

No GoS

Hyp.
4+3

Represent bars

All GoS,
except
cue 8

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

1: Vlas., vcls./b.
2: 2nd vlns.
3: 1st vlns.
4: Tutti

mm. 269-277

(4): 1st ob., 1st cl.
1: 2nd Bsn., 2nd vlns.
2: 1st hrn., 1st vlns.
3: 1st fl., 1st bsn.
5: 2nd hrn.
6: 2nd cl.
8: Tutti

mm. 279-283

(4): Vlas., vcls.
1: 2nd ob., 2nd bsn.,
2nd hrn., 1st vlns.
2: 1st ob., 1st cl.,
1st bsn., 2nd vlns.
3: 1st hrn.
4: Fls., 2nd cl.

Pattern
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Table 66 (continued).

CRS location

mm. 301-304

mm. 311-312,
313-314,
315-316,
317-318,a
319-320,
321-322b

mm. 333-341

CRS list

1: 1st bsn.
3: 2nd vlns.
4: 1st cl., 1st vlns.,
vlas.

1: Vcls./b.
2: Vlas.
3: 2nd vlns.
4: 1st vlns.

1: Hrns., vlns.
2: Fls., cls.
3: Vlas., vcl.s
4: Bsns.
7: Obs., cls.
9: Tpts., timp., basses

a

The horns enter on the downbeat of m. 317 and may be cued.

b

The trumpets and timpani enter in m. 323 and may be cued.

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

No GoS

In 3

Represent beats

No GoS

Represent bars

No GoS,
except cues
1 and 3

Hyp. 4

II. Allegretto Scherzando
Taking into account Beethoven’s time signature of 2/4 and his metronome
marking of eighth note equalling 88 BPM, it is suggested that one conduct this movement
in four with the eighth note receiving the beat. There are no tempo changes, fermati, or
possible instances of hypermetric conducting. However, a number of CRS sections are
addressed in the table below.
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Cues in Rapid Succession
Since the entire movement is conducted in four, the four-beat pattern is used
throughout all CRS sections in this movement. The table below lists and analyzes CRS
sections found in this movement. It is suggested that the conductor choose what cues are
necessary, memorize their order and locations, and physically practice giving the cues.
Table 67
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 8, Movement 2

CRS location

CRS list

m. 9

(4): 1st vlns.
1: 2nd vlns., vlas.
2: 1st fl., basses, tutti

m. 15

mm. 18 and 19

mm. 24-25

(4): Hrns., vlns., vlas.
2: 1st fl., 1st ob.
3: 2nd ob., cls., bsns.
4: Vcls./b., tutti
1: Vcls./b.
2: Vlas.
3: 2nd vlns.
4: 1st vlns.
(4): Vcls./b.
2: 1st vlns., vlas.
3: 1st ob., 1st bsn.
4: 2nd vlns.
5: 1st cl.
6: Fls.
7: Hrns., tutti

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cue 1

Represent beats

All GoS

Represent beats

All GoS

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cue 7
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Table 67 (continued).

CRS location

mm. 26-27

mm. 57-58

CRS list

(4): Vcls./b.
2: 1st vlns., vlas.
3: 1st ob., 1st bsn.
6: 2nd vlns.
7: Cls.
10: Fls., hrns.
(4): Vcls./b.
2: Vlns.
3: 1st ob., 1st cl., 1st bsn.
4: Vlas.
5: 1st fl.
6: 2nd fl.
7: Hrns., tutti
(4): Vcls./b.
2: Vlns.
3: 1st ob., 1st cl., 1st bsn.
4: Vlas.

m. 59

mm. 61-63

1: 1st fl.
3: 1st cl.
8: 1st ob., 1st cl., 1st bsn.
10: 1st fl., hrns.
12: Strings

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent beats

All GoS

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cue 7

Represent beats

All GoS

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cues 8 and 10

III. Tempo di Menuetto
Unlike the third movements of Beethoven’s first seven symphonies, this
movement is not a scherzo and should not be conducted in one. Considering Beethoven’s
metronome marking of quarter note equalling 126 BPM, it is suggested that one conduct
this movement in three. There are no tempo changes, fermati, or possible cases of
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hypermetric conducting in this movement, but some CRS sections are found in this
movement and are addressed below.
Cues in Rapid Succession
The provided CRS lists in the table below include all likely possible cues in the
addressed CRS sections for this movement. It is ultimately up to the individual
conductor to decide what cues are necessary to give in a CRS section. Even if the
conductor decides to show very few, if any, cues in a CRS section in order to maintain
clarity or to discourage dependency, knowing the physical locations of the players or
sections being cued and the rhythmic order and location of each cue in a CRS section of
music is helpful for accurate error detection and correction in rehearsal. It is suggested
that the conductor write the CRS lists and other information provided in the CRS table in
the margins of the score or on a separate page. The conductor should then memorize the
information and physically practice giving the cues for each CRS section.
Table 68
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 8, Movement 3

CRS location

CRS list

mm. 11-15

1: 1st vlns.
2: Obs., cls., bsns., hrns.
4: 2nd vlns.
5: Tpts., timp.
7: Vlas., vcls.
8: Obs., cls., bsns., hrns.
10: Vcls./b.
11: Tpts., timp.
12: Fls.
13: Tutti (no tpts. or timp.)
16: Tpts., timp., tutti

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent beats

No GoS
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Table 68 (continued).

CRS location

mm. 46-47

mm. 57-58

CRS list

(4): Vcls./b.
2: 1st vlns., vlas.
3: 1st ob., 1st bsn.
6: 2nd vlns.
7: Cls.
10: Fls., hrns.
(4): Vcls./b.
2: Vlns.
3: 1st ob., 1st cl., 1st bsn.
4: Vlas.
5: 1st fl.
6: 2nd fl.
7: Hrns., tutti
(4): Vcls./b.
2: Vlns.
3: 1st ob., 1st cl., 1st bsn.
4: Vlas.

m. 59

mm. 61-63

1: 1st fl.
3: 1st cl.
8: 1st ob., 1st cl., 1st bsn.
10: 1st fl., hrns.
12: Strings

Cue numbers

GoS

Represent beats

All GoS

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cue 7

Represent beats

All GoS

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cues 8 and 10

IV. Allegro Vivace
The many CRS sections in this movement and are addressed below. There are
also a few fermati and some suggested areas of hypermetric conducting in this
movement. Starting the movement is also discussed.
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Hypermetric Conducting
Despite Beethoven’s indicated metronome marking of whole note equalling 84
BPM, it is suggested that one conduct most of this movement in two due to the great
rhythmic and articulate energy throughout most of the movement. In the legato sections
of this movement, which have less rhythmic and articulate energy, it is suggested that one
conduct showing one beat per bar. All legato sections in this movement are entirely
comprised of four-bar phrases and may therefore be conducted using a hypermetric fourbeat pattern as suggested in the table below.
Table 69
Hypermetric/Standard Conducting Suggestion in Symphony No.8, Movement 4

Measures

1-47, 76-223, 244-282, 306-407, 428-502
48-75, 224-243, 283-305, 408-427

Pattern

Standard 2
Hypermetric 4

Starting the Movement

Figure 52. Musical example of the opening one-and-a-half measures of the fourth
movement of Symphony No. 8.
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Assuming that one beats the beginning of this movement in two as suggested
above, beginning this movement should not be problematic. One must simply begin with
the baton at the ictus of beat one. Once the tempo is internally felt, the conductor should
give an in-tempo, active preparatory beat for beat two where the violins enter. One
should then continue beating in time to solidify the tempo after beat two has been given.
Fermati

Figure 53. Musical example of mm. 279-282 in the fourth movement of Symphony No. 8.
The fermata in m. 280 is placed over a rest on the first beat of this measure
creating unmeasured silence. It is suggested that one apply the practice for negotiating a
no-break fermata to this fermata. One should show beat one of m. 280 inactively to mark
the fermata while not inadvertently causing an instrumentalist to play on beat one. No
release of the fermata is needed. Once the desired length of silence is reached through
holding the fermata at the ictus of beat one, the conductor may then continue by giving a
preparatory beat in tempo for the second beat of the measure causing the music to resume
on beat two. The fermati in mm. 282 and 438 should be treated the same way as the
fermata in m. 280.
Cues in Rapid Succession
The table below is an attempt at a comprehensive list and analysis of the many
CRS sections found in this movement. It is up to the conductor to decide what physical
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cues are needed for the ensemble being conducted. If one chooses not to give many of
the cues for the CRS sections listed below, this table should still assist the conductor in
internalizing the order of important entrances, sforzandi, and motives found in the CRS
sections of this movement.
Table 70
CRS Sections in Symphony No. 8, Movement 4

CRS location

CRS list

mm. 1-2,
98-99,
100-101

(2): Vlns.
2: Vlas.
3: 1st fl. 1st ob.

mm. 33-34

mm. 127-130

mm. 136-139

1: Timp.
2: Ww., brass
3: Vlas., vcls./b.
4: Vlns.
(2): Brass, timp.
2: Vlas.
4: Cls., bsns.
5: 1st vlns.
7: 1st vlns.
8: Cls., bsns.
1: 1st vlns.
2: Fls., obs.
3: 1st vlns.
4: Fls., obs.
5: 2nd vlns.
6: Brass, timp.
7: 2nd vlns.
8: Obs., cls.

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

In 2

Represent beats

No GoS

In 2

Represent beats

No GoS

In 2

Represent beats

No GoS

In 2

Represent beats

No GoS
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Table 70 (continued).

CRS location

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

In 2

Represent beats

No GoS

mm. 144-148

1: Fls., obs.
2: Cls., bsns.
3: Brass, timp.
4: Obs., bsns.
5: Fls.

In 2

Represent bars

All GoS

mm. 162-164

(2): 1st fl., 1st ob.,
hrns., vlns.
2: Vlas.
3: 1st fl., 1st ob.
6: Vlas.

In 2

Represent beats

No GoS

mm. 166-169

(2): Vcls.
2: Cls.
4: 2nd bsn.
6: Hrns.
8: 1st fl.

mm. 140-143

mm. 274-279

CRS list

1: Vcls./b.
2: Cls., bsns.
3: Vcls./b.
4: Brass
5: Vlas.
6: Cls., bsns.
7: Vlas.
8: Cls., bsns.

(2): Vlns.
2: Vlas.
3: Fls., cls.
6: Vlas.
7: Fls., cls.
8: Vlas.
10: Vcls.
12: Basses

In 2

Represent beats

In 2

Represent beats

No GoS,
except
cues
6 and 8

No GoS
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Table 70 (continued).

CRS location

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

mm. 286-288

1: 1st ob., bsns., hrns.
2: Vcls./b.
3: 1st fl.
5: 2nd vlns.
6: 1st vlns.

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

mm. 299-305

(4): 2nd vlns.
1: 2nd cl., 2nd bsn.,
1st vlns.
2: Vlas.
3: Fls., obs., 2nd vlns.
5: 2nd cl., 2nd bsn.,
1st vlns.
6: Vlas.
7: Fls., obs., 2nd vlns.

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

All GoS

mm. 307-314

(2): Fls., obs., brass.,
vlns.
4: Cls., bsns., vlas.
8: Fls., obs., brass,
2nd vlns.
12: Cls., bsns., vlas.
16: Timp., tutti

In 2

Represent beats

No GoS

In 2

Represent beats

No GoS

mm. 356-360

CRS list

(2):1st fl., 1st ob., hrns.,
vlns.
2: Vlas.
3: 1st fl., 1st ob.
6: Vlas.
7: 1st fl., 1st ob.
8: Vcls.
10: 1st ob., 1st cl.,
1st bsn.
12: 2nd bsn.
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Table 70 (continued).

CRS location

CRS list

m. 363

(2): Hrns.
1: 2nd ob., 2nd cl.
2: 1st fl.

mm. 408-415

mm. 420-427

mm. 439-442

1: Tutti
3: Timp.
4: 2nd vlns., vlas.
7: Timp.
8: 2nd vlns., vlas., vcls.
1: Tutti
3: Cls., 1st vlns.
4: 1st fl, 1st ob.,
1st bsn.
7: 1st vlns.
8: 1st fl, 1st ob.,
1st bsn.
9: Tpts., timp., tutti
(2): Bsns., hrns.
2: 1st fl., vlns., vlas,
vcls.
4: Bsns., hrns.
6: 1st fl., vlns., vlas,
vcls.
8: Ww., brass, strings
11: Timp.

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

In 2

Represent beats

All GoS

Hyp. 4

Represent
bars

All GoS,
except
cue 1

Hyp. 4

Represent bars

In 2

Represent beats

All GoS,
except
cues
1 and 7

No GoS
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Table 70 (continued).

CRS location

mm. 458-465

mm. 466-472

CRS list

1: Fls., vlns., basses
2: Obs.
3: Cls.
4: Hrns., vlas.
5: Bsns, vcls.
6: Hrns., vlas.
7: Cls.
8: Obs.
1: Fls., 1st vlns.
2: Obs.
3: Cls.
4: Bsns., vlas.
5: Vcls.
6: Hrns.
7: Obs., cls.
8: Timp.
9: 1st vlns.
10: Cls., bsns.
13: Hrns., vlns., vlas.

Pattern

Cue numbers

GoS

In 2

Represent bars

No GoS

In 2

Represent beats

No GoS
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CHAPTER XV
SUMMARY
Pedagogical Usage
This document has proven that the major gestural issues in Beethoven’s first eight
symphonies can, in fact, be reduced to tempo changes and fluctuations, hypermetric
conducting/bar grouping, fermati, CRS sections, and starting movements. These gestural
issues define where the conductor is needed most by the ensemble in performance.
Pedagogically, the study of the negotiation of fermati and the giving of cues in rapid
succession is quite important since many orchestral works from the Baroque period
through the Modern era contain these issues. The study of tempo modulations and
hypermetric conducting is especially useful for the future study of more modern works by
composers such as Debussy, Copland, and Stravinsky. While this document aids in the
teaching of these common gestural issues, a conducting student’s training should also be
supplemented with the study of rehearsal techniques, musical interpretation, performance
practice, score reading, error detection and correction, and additional works by other
composers.
The appendix of this document may be used by any conducting pedagogue that
desires to find locations of examples of particualar gestural issues for a further student
practice. If a student needs additional work on negotiating a particular gestural issue
commonly found in Beethoven’s first eight symphonies, the teacher or student may
consult the appendix to find multiple examples of that particular issue with which to
solidify the technique. Even if an instructor has one’s own well-formed ideas on how to
solve the addressed issues in this document, the appendix is still useful as a reference,
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catalogueing the locations of each major gestural issue found in Beethoven’s first eight
symphonies.
Future Research Possibilities
It is hoped that this document will serve as a model for future research and that
books may be published by this author and others that extensively catalogue and suggest
solutions for major gestural issues in other composers’ works for large ensembles,
including orchestra, wind band, and choir, as these issues are not exculsive to orchestral
performance. More modern orchestral works such as Debussy’s Prelude to the Afternoon
of the Faun77 and La Mer78 and Stravinsky’s works, The Firebird Suite,79 Petrushka,80
and The Rite of Spring81 may also be analyzed in the manner described in this document
since these are also important works to be studied for the proper development of the
aspiring young conductor. Beethoven’s ninth symphony could also be analyzed in this
way in the future, perhaps with additional consultation from experts in operatic and
choral conducting specifically for the analysis of the fourth movement of this major
work.

77

Claude Debussy, Prélude à L'après-midi d'un Faune, (New York, NY: Dover, 1981).
Claude Debussy, La Mer, (Mineola, NY: Dover, 1983).
79
Igor Stravinsky, The Firebird Suite, (Los Angeles, CA: Alfred, 1985).
80
Igor Stravinsky, Petrushka, (Mineola, NY: Dover, 1988).
81
Igor Stravinsky, The Rite of Spring, (Mineola, NY: Dover, 1989).
78
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APPENDIX
INDEX OF LOCATIONS FOR EACH MAJOR GESTURAL ISSUE FOUND IN
BEETHOVEN’S FIRST EIGHT SYMPHONIES
Tempo Changes/Fluctuations
Tempo Changes/Fluctuations Found in Beethoven’s First Eight Symphonies

Type

Slower-to-faster
tempo modulation

Location (symphony/movement/measures)

1/1/12-13, 4/1/38-39, 5/2/204-205, 7/1/62-63,
7/3/236-237, 7/3/500-501, 7/3/648-649

Faster-to-slower
tempo modulation

3/4/347-348, 5/2/217-218, 6/3-4/468-1, 6/4-5/155-1,
7/3/148-149, 7/3/408-409, 7/3/644-645

Slower-to-faster
non-modulatory
sudden tempo change

1/4/5-6, 2/1/33-34, 3/4/430-431, 4/1/38-39, 4/3/174-175,

Faster-to-slower
non-modulatory
sudden tempo change

3/4/347-348, 4/3/89-91, 4/3/267-269, 5/3-4/373-1,

Slower-to-faster
gradual tempo change

2/1/33-34, 4/3/174-175, 4/3/352-353, 5/4/353-362,

4/3/352-353, 5/4/152-153, 6/3/437-439

5/4/206-207

6/3/160-164, 6/3/365-369
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Type

Location (symphony/movement/measures)

5/2/217-218, 5/3/7-8, 5/3/1718, 5/3/51-52, 5/3/243-244,
Faster-to-slower
gradual tempo change

5/3/253-254, 8/1/42-44, 8/1/50-52, 8/1/239-241,
8/1/247-249

Hypermetric Conducting
Movements in Beethoven’s First Eight Symphonies that Contain Possible Sections of
Hypermetric Conducting

Movement typea

Symphony/movement

Yes

1/3, 2/3, 3/3, 4/3, 5/1, 6/3

No

None

Movements mostly
conducted in one but with
some suggested standard
conducting sections

Yes

3/1, 5/3, 6/3, 8/1

No

None

Movements mostly conducted
in a standard fashion but with
some suggested sections
conducted in one

Yes

2/4, 5/4

No

1/4, 3/4, 4/1, 4/4, 6/1, 7/4, 8/4

Movements to be conducted
in one throughout

a

One pulse
per bar
indicated by
composer

Movements and/or sections of movements that may be conducted in one can also be conducted hypermetrically.
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Fermati
Fermati Found in Beethoven’s First Eight Symphonies

Type

Location (symphony/movement/measure)

1/1/1, 1/1/235, 3/4/55, 3/4/71, 5/1/2, 5/1/21, 5/1/249,
5/1/479, 5/3/7, 5/3/18, 5/3/52, 5/3/244, 5/3/254, 6/1/4,
Suggested no-break
6/3/203, 6/3/204, 6/3/407, 6/3/408, 7/1/299, 8/4/280,
8/4/282, 8/4/438
Suggested short-break

2/1/1, 5/2/123, 8/1/322

Suggested long-break

None
1/1/5, 1/1/237, 2/4/337, 3/4/31, 3/4/39, 3/4/95,

Either no-break or
short-break

3/4/104, 4/4/347, 4/4/348, 4/4/350, 5/1/5 5/1/24,
5/1/128, 5/1/252, 5/1/482, 7/1/88, 7/1/300

Either short-break or
long-break
Either no-break or
long-break
Either no-break,
short-break, or long-break

2/4/415, 3/4/11, 3/4/348, 4/4/318

None

2/4/335, 5/1/268
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Cues in Rapid Succession (CRS)
Since CRS sections exist in every movement of all of Beethoven’s first eight
symphonies, listing the locations of all of the CRS sections in Beethoven’s first eight
symphonies in this appendix is needless. Instead, the number of CRS sections in each
movement of each of Beethoven’s first eight symphonies is recorded so that one may
know what movements may require the most work in this area.
Number of Cues in Rapid Succession (CRS) Sections Found in Each Movement of
Beethoven’s First Eight Symphonies

Symphony

Symphony No. 1

Movement/
Total

Number of CRS
sections in each
movement

Movement 1

9

Movement 2

5

Movement 3

2

Movement 4

5

Total

21

Movement 1

5

Movement 2

4

Symphony No. 2
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Symphony

Symphony No. 2
(continued)

Symphony No. 3

Symphony No. 4

Movement/
Total

Number of CRS
sections in each
movement

Movement 3

3

Movement 4

9

Total

21

Movement 1

11

Movement 2

5

Movement 3

7

Movement 4

8

Total

31

Movement 1

9

Movement 2

8

Movement 3

7

Movement 4

5

Total

29
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Symphony

Symphony No. 5

Symphony No. 6

Movement/
Total

Number of CRS
sections in each
movement

Movement 1

13

Movement 2

7

Movement 3

9

Movement 4

11

Total

40

Movement 1

11

Movement 2

12

Movement 3

7

Movement 4

3

Movement 5

11

Total

44

Movement 1

6

Movement 2

1

Symphony No. 7
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Symphony

Symphony No. 7
(continued)

Symphony No. 8

Movement/
Total

Number of CRS
sections in each
movement

Movement 3

9

Movement 4

6

Total

22

Movement 1

15

Movement 2

6

Movement 3

7

Movement 4

19

Total

47
Starting Movements

Beginnings of Movements Addressed in this Document

Reason addressed

Begins with an incomplete measure

Symphony/movement

1/3, 2/1, 2/4, 3/3, 4/3, 5/1, 5/3, 6/3, 7/3, 8/4
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Reason addressed

Begins with an incomplete measure
Dead Beats Necessary
Fermata Present

Symphony/movement

1/3, 2/1, 2/4, 3/3, 4/3, 5/1, 5/3, 6/3, 7/3, 8/4
7/4
1/4, 2/1, 5/1

Tempo Change Present

1/4

Subdivided Conducting

1/1, 2/1, 3/1

Varied Articulations/Dynamics

1/1, 1/4, 2/1, 3/1, 7/3
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